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Suit Is Filed
On Fish Kill

SOWING NEXT YEAR'S CROP—Juana Stockdale took time from studying
at Murray State University one recent sunny day to blow on some dan-

delions. She is the daughter of Mr.and Mrs. James Stockdale of Murray.
Photo by Wilson Woolley
S.

MSU Commencement Is Saturday
Commencement exercises at Murray
State University on Saturday, May 14,
for the 54th spring graduating class will
mark the end of another academic year
on the campus.
Miss Ruble E. Smith, who retired in
1974 after 35 years as a faculty member
and departmental chairman, will
deliver an address entitled "Courage
for Caring" during the ceremony to
begin at 10 a. m. in the university
fieldhouse.
A total of 813 students have filed for
degrees this spring, including '613 for
bachelor's, 170 for master's, eight for
specialist in college teaching,and 22 for
associate degrees. The exact number of
graduates will be determined when
university officials have completed a
check to certify that requirements have
been met.
Mid-year graduates, as well as spring term graduates, will go through
the cap and gown ceremony since no
held
TOrmat comment_ enierrt
following the falksemester. Candidates
for degrees represent 29 states and six
foreign countries.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, university
president, will award the degrees, and
the Rev. Martin Mattingly, pastor of St.
Lei) Church in Murray, will deliver the
invocation and benediction.
The list of honor graduates in the fall
and spring semester graduating classes
includes 147 names — 31 as Summa
Cum Laude (overall standing of 3.8 or
higher of a possible 4.001, 41 as-Magna
Cum Laude (overall standing of 3.6 to
3.791, and 75 as Cum Laude (overall
standing of 3.3 to 3.591.
David L. O'Daniel of Wickliffe is the
top student in the class with a perfect
4.0 academic standing. Other top
graduates are Jerri F. Andrews and
Suzanne Seeley, both of Murray,
Martha L. Rankin of Crossville. Ill.,
and Deborah Lynn West of Hopkinsville, all with 3.97 standings.
Others graduating with honors are:

Summa Cum Laude — Ann Knight
Anderson, Benton; Mary Jo Arflack,
Marion; Harold W. Arnett, Lana Lewis
Bastin, Inger M. Grimes, and Peggy M.
Visher, all of Murray; Jacalyn C.
Ballard, Milburn; Thomas George
Bentley, Sr., Laurie Ann Britt, and
Darleen M. Elder, all of Louisville;
Luretta Faye Carr, Hopkinsville Route
4; Doris Ann Newcom Case, LaCenter.
William Leon Drennan, Fredonia
Route 1; Linda M. Fulton, Beaver Dam
Route 3; Peggy Darlene Guier,
Hopkinsville Route 2; Karen Lynn
Jones, Belleville, Ill.; Kenneth M.
Mercer, Decatur, Ill., Route 4; Kathryn
Lee Miller, Milledgeville, Ga.; Susan
Earle Nowak, South Holland, Ill.;
Marsha O'Nan, Sturgis Route 1; Sylvia
M. Payne and Michael Dean Risley,
both of Owensboro; Vivian Wallis
Salmon, Paris, Tenn.; Benjamin
Joseph Stahr, Mayfield; Sara Lynn
Tate, Bowling Green; and Mary Beth

Community Theatre To
Hold Membership Meeting
A general membership meeting of the
Murray-Calloway County Community
Theatre will be held Tuesday, May 17,
at 7:30 p. m. at the Calloway Public
Library. The agenda for this meeting
will include: finalizing the plans for the
Summer Theatre Program, setting up
auditions for the next theatre
productions, and approving the new
officers and board of directors.
Also a junior membership meeting
will be held on Thursday, May 19, at
7:00 p. m. Any young person who is
interested in participating in the
theatre program is urged to attend, a
spokesman said., At this meeting the
members will be able to register for the
classes that will be offered during the
summer.

inside today
Three Sections — 28 Pages

More than 200 members of the local Humane Society
participated in a variety of activities promoting "Be Kind
to Animals Week." See the story and photos on Page 13.
This week's edition of "Cooking Corner" features
recipes from Mrs. Lois Keller. See the details on Page 21
today.

not as cool
Clear and not as cool tonight.
Mostly clear and . warm on
Thursday. bows tonight in the
upper 40s. Highs Thursday in the
upper 70s. Winds southeasterly to
10 miles an hour tonight.

Todt,Sikeston, Mo., Route I. .
Magna Cum Laude — Anna Maria
Balbach, Deborah Jean Flowers,
Albert P. Giancola, Rosear.n House,
and Anita Kathleen Zetter, all of
Louisville; Terry Lynn Bethel,
Greenville; Nathalie Bolton, James
Edward Osteen, Jr., and Carolyn Major
Sholar, all of Hopkinsville; Janet
Evans Brazeiton and Betty Carol
Fairris, both of Paris, Tenn.: Linda Jo
Buchanan, Hopkinsville Route 1; John
Jennings Campbell, Clinton; Terry L.
Carver,Slaughterg.
Jeffrey B. Cates, Vicky Lee Cook,and
Debra Jo Henley, all of Paducah;
Pamela Wear Churchill, Middleburg
Jean
Cynthia
Heights, Ohio;
Cohlmeyer, Fairview Heights, Ill.;
Risa Morehead Compton, West
Paducah Route 1; William Howard
Fisher, Joyce Brandon Gordon, Cynthia Carol Lowe, Anne Soverel Swan.
Penelope E. Terhune, and Katt*,

today's index
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Horoscope
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The classes will. center arounel
technical training and performance.
techniques, and will be taught by instructors trained in each field.
The technical class will concentrate
on *lighting, set design, costuming, and
the various other aspects of physical
theatre. The performance classes wil:
concern the training of young people
the basics of public performance. Fro::
improvisational skills to writing an .
performing a scene, this class wi:,
cover the basic realm of performanc.
techniques.
Dr. Clegg Austin, publicity chairmar
announced that the summer progran,
will include at least two maje:productions. The first is a melodram,
entitled "Curse You 'Jack Dalton
Auditions for this show, will be hei
Tuesday evening._ May 24. Tin
production will include adult roles a: ,
well as children's roles, and ;scheduled for production June 16, 17..
and 18.
The second major production of tf,
summer season will be "Tom Sawyer
Auditions have been scheduled bee
Monday, June 6, then again on Tuesda:.
evening, June -7. The cast of this sh: ••'
will include both children and a,i •
roles. This show is scheduled f,
production on June 23, 24, and 25.
The theatre organization also a:
flounced that on Thursday, June 2. ft
Community Theatre will play host n
The Thieving Mag Pies present:nc
•'The Emperor's New Clothes."
will be on Tuesday, June 2, with tip.,
and place to be announced.
Plans are being made for anoth,
dinner theatre to be held in the n".future. This will be a variety show th
will be highlighted by a song and dan..
routine and various other rehearse':
and improvisational acts presented t,
entertain the entire family.
"More details will be released abr'
these and other events in the near
future," a spokesman for the Con.- •
munity Theatre group corrunented.

Rogers Wilson, all of Murray; Timothy
Andrev.: 1 angford, Hickman; Theresa
Marie McGowan and Bruce D.
Wilkerson, both of Owensboro; Nancy
Stedelin Meloan, Centralia, Ill.
Pamela Lindsey Mitchell, Lindseyville; Robin D. Morzison,,Salisbury,
Vt., Route 1; Diane Reynolds,
Harrisburg, Ill.; Susan Denise
Reynolds, Memphis, Tenn.; Kathy Arm
Robinson, Frankfort; Marsha F.
Rudolph, Paducah Route 4, Sharon
-DePriest Sanders. Grand Rivers Route
1; Martha Karen Scott, LaCenter;
Martha Jo Spalding, Jackson, Tenn.;
Judy Eloise Swatzell. Cerulean Route
1; and Brian Chand:er Talley, Litchefield, Ill.
Cum Laude — Mark Douglas Atha,
Frankfort; Timothy M. Bennett, Villa
Ridge, Ill.; Michael Ray Bright,
Cunningham Route 1; Nancy Evelyn
Bruington, Brandenburg; Ruth Ellen
Bryant, Dexter, Mo.; Matthew Oliver
Bryant, Charleston, Mo.; Cynthia K.
Caputo, Ste. Genevieve,-Mo,-, Randy
Freeland Carver, Whiteville. Tenn.;
Cynthia .Ann Chittenden, Hampton
Route 2; Amy Elizabeth Clark. Paris,
Term.; James Michael Cook, Greenville
Route 3.
Vickie Foster Cotthoff, Hopkinsville:
Jo Donna_grandall and June Tinsley
Saho, both of Louisville; Janice Kay
Crawford, Tell City, Ind.; Pamela R.
See COMMENCEMENT.
Page 12, Column 6

Campaigning To
Be Restricted
Near Vote Booths
Recent action by the Calloway
County Fiscal Court will restrict
campaigning near voting machines in
the upcoming May 24 primary election
here, county clerk Marvin Harris announced today.
Harris said that the fiscal court has
adopted a measure that prohibits
campaigning within 300 feet of a voting
machine.
The measure will apparently put an
end to the traditional lines of campaign
workers handing out candidate cards to,
voters as they approach polling places.

City Board -To
Meet Thursday
The Murray Board of Education will
meet Thursday, May 12, at 7:30 p. m. at
the Board Office, according to'Fred
Schultz, secretary to the board composed of Donald E. Henry, Melissa
Easley, William C. Adams Jr.. Kenneth Humphreys,and M. H. Ryan-z,
Items on the agenda inClude.:
Recognition of Jim Lawson, director of
Murray-Calloway Vocational School for
the purpose of reviewing progress,
program, and planning of the school;
personnel recommendation; School
visitation on May 18; Maurice Bement
reception May 15; recommendation of
extra time-extra service and
honorariums: superintendent's report
On end of'School activities.

made a greater effort to contact and
The Kentucky Department of Fish
consult with Murray city officials on the
and Wildlife Resources has filed a suit
matter," Scott said.
against the City of Murray demanding
Gaines, the commission's attorney,
a $5,052.48 payment for a fish kill here
• was asked about the communications
last fall.
between the city and the fish and
The suit, filed in Calloway County
wildlife department in a telephone
Circuit Court Monday, names Mayor
conversation this morning.
John E. Scott and each of the 12
"It is my understanding that city
members of the Murray Common
officials are well aware that the fish kill
Council as defendants.
The fish kill occurred, the Dept. of • took place because it was highly
publicized," Gaines said.
Fish and Wildlife claims, when a pump
Mayor Scott also indicated his
failed at the Murray Water and Sewer
displeasure at Murray being "picked
System's Bee Creek pumping station,
on" while the city of Louisville has been
dumping sewage into the East Fork of
dumping some 100 million gallon's of
the Clarks River.
raw sewage per day into the Ohio River
J. L. Barnet, who operates the plant,
for over six weeks and the fish and
said last fall that the problem occurred
wildlife department has taken no action
while one of the two pumps at the Bee
there.
Creek station was out of commission.
Arnold Miller, commissioner of the
Workers were attempting to get the
fish and wildlife department, and
faulty pump back into operation but the
Gaines both pointed out today that the
waste water, which includes the entire
Louisville problem "has not resulted in
load from Murray State University,
a fish kill."
was too much for the single operating
Gaines said that at this time, the state
pump to handle allowing the raw
division of water pollution is overseeing
sewage to enter Clarks River.
the Louisville sewage problem.
Paul Gaines, attorney for the fish
"If Louisville dumps a pollutant into
commission, said today that the
the water that results in a fish kill, we
commission claims the kill resulted in
would come into the matter," Gaines
the loss of over 14,000 fish. Among the
said.
varieties killed, Gaines said, were
"We try to treat all fish kills in the
sunfish, yellow bullhead, bluegill,
state in an equal manner regardless of
assorted minnows, carp, spotted
whether it's a corporation, individual or
sucker, white sucker, largemouth bass,
municipality," Gaines said. "We try to
crappie and perch.
be reasonable and try to treat each
"I think it's riduculous," Mayor Scott
entity in a fair manner," he added.
said today when asked about the suit,
Mayor Scott said today_ that the city
"especially the way it's been handled.
received the letter from Gaines
"All we know about the commission's
"actrvities on the -matter, with the ex- demanding payment of -the-45,052.48.in
ception of a letter demanding the $5,000, the, latter part of April. The mayor
is what we have read in the papers," indicated that he expects the Murray
Common Council, which meets in
Mayor Scott added.
"/ feel like the Department of Fish. regular session Thursday at 7:30 p.m.,
and Wildlife Resources should have to discuss the matter at that time.

No Evidence Found
To Link Coeds, Ring
by the State Police organized crime
No evidence has been found that 14 to
unit but could provide no further in17 Murray State University coeds
formation.
allegedly were involved in a
"I don't know their last names i the
prostitution ring operating in Kentucky
coeds)and I have destroyed their phone
and Tennessee, Kentucky State Police
numbers," he said. "I insisted during
said Tuesday.
the interviews that I didn't want to
The FBI has made a preliminary
know anyone's last name. I didn't want
investigation, according to a
to get involved."
spokesman,"but could unearth no facts
Harbson said he "had no idea when I
to substantiate the report. Naturally,
wrote this story hoW much interest it
we keep an open mind on such things
would generate. I've been interviewed
and if anything interesting turns up,
by so many law enforcement people •-- I
we'll look further."
wish I had never gotten into this."
Both probes were launched after a
However, Harbson said he stands by
MSU journalism student, Joseph H..
the story.
Harbson, said he learned details of the
Harbson said he will graduate from
pr'ostitution ring during a visit to NashMSU this week "and this is the end of
ville several weeks ago:- The ring
my investigative journalism career -reportedly has its headquarters in
I'm basically a sports writer."
Memphis.
Harbson said Tuesday he has interviewed 11 MSU coeds who took part
in the prostitution and who indicated
that MSU coeds have been involved for
at least three years.
Harbson wrote a story on his findings
as i project in his public affairs
reporting class, conducted by Carl
Denbow.
According to Harbson's story, the
The Calloway County High School
girls said they worked only a few nights
Choruses under the direction of Dan
a
$500
as
much
as
earning
week,
a
McDaniel will present their spring
month. They were not paid on the night
concert on Thursday. May- 12, at 8:00 p.
of the assignment but received cash in a
m.
plain envelope postmarked Memphis.
Due to the construction project at the
reportedly
ring
The prostitution
high school, the concert will be held in
covers an area from • Nashville to
the University School Auditorium on
Paducah and -.from Owensboro to
North 16th street across from the
Memphis.
Special
Education Building on _the
Nashville
in
was
Harbson said he
Murray State University Campus
working on another research project
The Girls' Chorus and the Mixed
when he learned of the ring from a taxi
Chorus
will both, perform . the 'comman
driver, who put him in touch with a
positions they have performed for the
'who knew the details.
Kentucky State Choral Festival and the
"I was working on a story about wife' American Music Festival The' Girls'
swapping, and I needed a companion -Chorus will also sing,"Feelings" and a .
just a social companion. So I called the
special
arrangement of • :Boogienumber, told the man the kind of girl I
Wokie Bugle Boy of Company B
was looking for college-age, collegeMixed Chorus will present three.
educated, someone who could interact
"Oldies" v'eoth "Cecilia,' "Bye Bye
socially with the people I would be
Blues," and "Me and My Shadow.•
dealing with." Harbson said.
''Carolina in the Pine's'' arid a selection
Harbson said the girl who was sent to
from the musical • .1776" will update the
him turned out to be an MSU coed, who
program A final work -Who'll Be a
• agreed to talk about her involvement in
Witness" will include the spirituals
the prostitution ring.
-Jacob's Ladder," "Joshua Fit theMSU President Constantine Curris. in
Battle of Jeri -o," •• Little David Play on
-the
said
case,
a statement on the
Your Harp,- and When Moses Was in
student source of the report apparently
Egypt's Land."
has refused to make public the names
Soloists for the . ..ork will be Tommy
of the people involved or any other
Eike, Danny Hutson, Laura Eones.
information which would affirm or
Melissa Brinkley, and Danny Kingins
discredit the allegation.
During the concert awards will be
"We ,do not know whether the inpresented for participation in quadsaid.
Curris
not."
or
formation.A.valid
State Chorus. and Solo and Ensemble
"The charg-es,are being investigated by
Contest and graduating seniors will be
-,,the Kentucky State Police and we trust
honored _
that all facts relating to the allegation
The public is invited to attend and
will be thoroughly investigated."
there is no admission charge', according
Harbson said h'e has beerrquestioned
to McDaniel, choral director.

Spring Concert To

Be Given Thursday
By Choral Groups

"ss
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Family Reunion Held
Recently At Orr Home

.North Fork

By Mrs. R. D. Key
April 22, 1977
Mr. and Mrs. Rickie Orr had
a family reunion at their home
on Sunday. Those present
were Mr, and Mrs. D. M.
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Gurvis
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Hoy
Paschalr Melissa and Clint,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lankford
and daughter. Mr. and Mrs.
I.eonard Stuber.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Paschall visited Charles
Paschall Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathanial Orr
visited Uric Key Sunday.
Mrs. Notice Grooms is a
patient at the Henry County

PA

!loan (..oncord II

Crawford-Thompson
Wedding Vows Read

Hospital, Paris, Tn.
Bro. James Phelps and Mr.
Mrs. Jessie PasFhall and and Mrs. Enloe Tarkington
Howard Morris visited Mrs. 4visited Mrs. Holice Grooms in
Fannie Barrett and son, Keith, the hospital Sunday afternoon.
Friday afternoon.
Coy
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Miss Lucretia Crawford.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key and Kuykendall visited Mr. and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins visited
Mrs. Charlie Olive Sunday Raymond Crawford of Murray
Mrs. Jessie Paschall Saturday afternoon.
Route_ Seven-, became the
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Flet- bride of Gary Allen ThompMr. and Mrs. Lanoice cher and Miss Sylvia son, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
Harrington of Parsons, Tn., Kuykendall visited Mr. and Thompson of Murray Route
visited Tony Sykes o'er the Mrs. Gary Fletcher and new Three, on Friday, April the
weekend.
baby on Sunday.
eighth, at seven p. rit:, in a
Jerry Boyd and son visited
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon lovely candlelight ceremony
Morris, Michelle and Mary at the Sinking Spring Baptist
the Carnol Boyds Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr and Grace Morris, and Mrs. Ralph Church. The bride is the
Mr. and Mrs. Vester Paschall Gallimore visited in the home granddaughter of Mrs. Fred
visited Waymon Young at the of Mrs. Nina Holley and Suiter, the only grandparent
Howard Morris Sunday af- of the couple living.
hospital on Friday. ,
ternoon.
The
Rev.
Lawson
Mrs. Terry L. Sills, Mrs. Williamson performed the
Free - Free - Free - Free - Free - Free - Free - Free I,
Willodene Sills, and Mrs. impressive double ring
Laura Paschall spent the day ceremony before an arched
Receive
with the Douglas,yan4kes on candelabrum with the unity
Wednesday. Walter Vandyke candle in front of the arch. The
of Arizona also visited in the candles were lighted by Cavin
$10r"
Vandyke home.
Crawford, nephew of the
Mr. and Mrs. Carnol Boyd bride. Two Grecian urns filled
On Any Purchase Of
visited Mrs. Holice Grooms in with bouquets* of blue car$30.00 Or More With
the hospital Tuesday.
nations, white daisies, yellow
The Coupon Below.
Mrs. Betty Johnson and snapdragons, and baby's
Expires May 16, 1977
children of Paducah will be breath were on each side of
leaving the last of May to)oin the altar. The family pews
her husband, Paul, in Ger- were adorned with candles
many for four years in the accented with fern and blue
service. Betty is the daughter and yellow satin bows.
Boot Country Coupon
of Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Wicker.
Preceding the ceremony a
Pvt. Michael Lynn Beshears program of nuptial music was
and wife, the former Laurel! presented by Mrs. Tommy
( With This Coupon) •
Powell of Paducah, will leave Scott, organist, and Tommy
April 27 for Fort Leonard Scott, soloist, who sang
On Any Purchase Of $30.00
Wood, Mo., where he will be "Annies
Song."
The
'Ws .
stationed with the Army.
traditional wedding marches
or more.
'SS
Mrs. Myrtice Nance is ill were used for the processional
with a cold.
and the recessional. After the
Also receive Free $9.00 Belt with this
Mrs. Ovie'Wilson is feeling pledging of the vows the unity
better but she is still with her candle was lighted by the
coupon and a $30.00 or more purchase.
daughter, Mrs. Frances couple.
Deering. She hopes to be able
The guest register was
Expires 5-16-77
to come back home soon for a placed on a table covered with
an.off white lace cloth over
stay and go to church here.
and Mrs. R. D. key blue and adorned with a China
visited Douglas Vandyke bride doll. Miss Ann Tutt
Thursday afternoon.
presided at the register.
Mrs. Milford Orr and Mrs.
Bride's Dress
Gloria Jenkins assisted Mrs.
The bride, escorted to the
Bettie Jenkini in decorating' altar by her father and given
her kitchen.
in marriage by her parents,
With this coupon and a '30°' or more purI am sorry to hear of Mrs. was lovely in her formal gown
chase. Choose a genuine top grain cow hide
George (Charlene) Whitford of white windsong by hibelt from a select group. Comes in brOwn,
being in the hospital in fashion. The empire bodice
black navy and white.
Chattanooga, Tn. She is the featured a flattering scoop
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. neckline embellished with reCharles Paschall.
embroidered Alencon lace

Bethany Church Using
Methodist Building

‘,04)

7Z.

FREE!$900 Belt

OUR MERCHANDISE IS
ALREADY REDUCED
1 3 OR MORE
UP 10 /

Co
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

753-9788

"Boots& Shoes For Every
Activity Under The Sun."
- ElEiJd - 8043 - 9043 - 8943 - 994
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Ends Unite!
"DEMON SEED"(R)
J 7:30 Only 1

Starts Tomorrow
In three days
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almost
won
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War.
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p
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Ends Tonite!
"THE TOWN TNA i DREADED
SUNDOWN"(R)8:00

Triple Feature!
(FUTURE WORLD"
•"AT THE EARTH'S CORE"
"THE LAND THAT TIME FORGOT"
4

.11r. and Mrs. Garr Allen Thompson

appliques with a beaded accent of pearls. The full sleeves
were also adorned in the lace
appliques' of beaded pearls.
The soft flowing floor length
circular skirt swept into a
chapel length train which
featured another row of lace
appliques. Her elbow length
veil was of bridakialk illusion.
The gown was designed by the,
bride.
Her only jewelry was a
diamond pendant, a gift from
the groom. She also wore the
traditional blue garter. The
bride carried' a- casca(re
arrangement of white butterfly orchids and white
setephanotis surrounded by
English ivy accented with a
strand of cathedral pearls.
Miss Sherry Crawford,
niece of the bride, served as
maid of honor. She wore a
floor length gown of blue voile
with yellow and white flowers,
and a matching cape was
trimmed with narrow lace.
She wore a picture hat banded
with yellow satin ribbon, and
carried a bouquet of blue
NI( •
carnations, white daisies,
cornflowers, yellow rose buds,
and baby's breath.
By Abigail Van Buren
Marty Harper served as
best man and, wore a yellow
tuxedo with a 'yellow rose'
boutonniere. The groom wore
a white tuxedo and a yellow
cornflower
rose
and
boutonniere.
The usher" -were Donald
Crawford, brother of the
DEAR ABBY: My beautiful 27-year-old daughter (111 bride, and Scott Lahndorff,
call her Tina) is divorcing her husband. She has two small
children to support and has taken a job as secretary to an brother-in-law of the groom.
Little Miss Melissa Leigh
elderly man who has an office in his home. He's married,
Vance, daughter of Mr. and
but his wife is very deaf.
Tina has told me that her boss has made improper Mrs. Tommy Vance,served as
suggestions to her. She says he's never touched her, but he flower girl. She wore a blue
has propositioned her several times. She says she kids him polyester dress with a white
out of it by pretending she thinks he's only joking, but she organza apron. She carried a
knows he's not. (He gave her a generous cash gift last white wicker basket filled with
Christmas. and she hadn't even worked for him a year.) yellow rose buds, white
I would like to go to this man and tell him how rotten I
daisies, pink carnations,
think he is by degrading my lovely daughter with his
cornflowers,
and baby's
forbidden
.has
insulting offers; but Tina
me to interfere.
I am a widow, but I would rather mortgage my home breath with yellow, pink, and
than see my daughter work for this animal. She has blue satin streamers tied in
applied for work elsewhere, but must work in the love knots.
Master Jon Whitney served
meantime because she needs the money. Also, she needs
good references for another job, and if she tells him off, he as ring bearer. He carried the
may not give them to her.
rings on a heart shaped white
I am heartsick knowing that my lovely daughter goes to satin pillow trimmed in lace
this dirty old man's home every day, knowing what he has accented with long streamers
in mind.
tied in love knots.
Should I take matters into my own hands?
Mrs. Raymond Crawford,
HEARTSICK MOTHER
the bride's mother, chose to
DEAR MOTHER: No. Although I know you mean well, wear a pale blue street length
double' knit dress with matlet Tina handle it. She seems well able to.
ching jacket. The groom's
DEAR ABBY: I am 10 years old, and I am no good in mother, Mrs: Ivan Thompson,
school. Everything is hard because I hate to study. My wore an aqua street length
aays if I don't do better inschool, I can't go to ballet -knit dress. Their corsages
mother,
camp this summer. Abby. I love ballet but I hate to study. were of yellow orchids. Mrs:
What should I do?
Fred Suiter, the bride's
LOVES BALLET
grandmother. had a corsage
DEAR LOVES: If you want to go to ballet camp, you'd of white carnations.
Reception
better get on your toes. And right now!
Immediately following the
DEAR ABBY: My daughter is planning marriage soon. ceremony a reception was
She told me last week that after she's m,arried, I should not held in the fellowship hall of
drop in and visit her without calling first.
the church.
'Abby, I was knocked off my feet. The next day I told my
The bride's table was
younger daughter about it, and she laughed and said, "Oh, covered in a light blue cloth
Mom,she was just kidding." That evening the younger one overlaid
with white lace. The
asked her sister right in front of me if she was kidding, or
table
was
centered with a
did she really mean it. The onar•who's getting married said,
"Of course I mean it, and that goes for the whole family." crystal bowl filled with yellow
Now we are all shocked. Abby, is this something new? snapdragons, blue carnations,
Since when can't parents and brothers and sisters drop in white daisies, and baby's
on each other without calling first? What is your opinion? breath. The three tiered
SHOCKED wedding cake, topped with a
miniature bride and groom
DEAR SHOCKED: Some people do not want statuette, was encircled with
unexpected drop-in-type visitors—including famil mem- lace wedding
bells and yellow
bers—which is their right.
And though it sounds unfriendly, it takes a mature rose buds. Between the tiers
woman to let her family know how she feels about such was a heart shaped ring box
things.
holding the first wedding rings
of the bride's parents. Punch
Everyone has • problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069. was served from a crystal
bowl.
Enclose stamped,self-addressed envelope please.
Serving at the reception

Let Tina Contend
With Dirty Old Boss

things hazardous to health, it
should ban alcohol and things
detrimental to life and to the
In answer to inquiries about soul.
the location of Bethany
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Baptist Church of New Con- 'tpiceland of Dearborn, Mich.,
cord where the pastor, the spent a week with his sister,
Rev. Kenneth Todd, recently Mrs. Christine Dawson of near
held a revival, the church was Cadiz, after her husband's
formerly Sulphur Springs death.
Methodist' Church until 1967
They will finish their
when New Hope and Sulphur month's vacation with Mrs.
Springs Churches were sold to Spiceland's aging sister, Mrs.
build a new church, Good Ploma Murphy, at the Harris
Shepherd.
homeplace near New Hope
The A. 0. Woods' are con- Church site, where they spend
verting the New Hope church their time painting, mowing,
building into a modern brick and renovating the old home.
home at the same location.
The Denny Clarks of ConBaptists are using the cord corner and the Mike
Sulphur Springs building and Clarks of near Elm Grove
keeping the grounds mowed. spent a few days visiting their
The Porter McCuiston home parents in Michigan and Ohio
place near by has been bull recently. Both Clark wives are
dozed into a lovely location. employed at the MurrayThere is a lot with a well for Calloway County Hospital.
sale next door to the Locke
The Ratney Lovins, the
Montgomerys since John Herbert McClures, and the
Thomas Bucy sold hig trailer Charles Littletons and parents
to newlyweds, the Benny enjoyed a day recently in Opry
Pittrnans, and moved to the
Land while wet weather
late Clarence Stubblefield
prevented farming.
house until his new home can
The best country music
be built on Providence Road. article I have heard lately was
The singing of The Kings the Mothers Day tribute by a
Sons and local talent was well
young man who thanked his
attended recently at Blood
Mother for being cook, nurse,
River's modernized church.
washerwoman, and so many
The Rev. George White was
things during his childhood,
the speaker at the three day
but most important, he said he
revival at Mt. - Carmel
owed her for construction
recently.
work. She had built dreams
Several churches are
for him during years of hardwithout pastors at present. We
ships and helped dreams to
hear Bro. Bill Sherman on
come true. She had helped him
Channel 2 at 10.:30 Sundays
to lay a firm foundation for his
when arthritis keeps us infuture by teaching him
doors, also Rex Humbard of
spiritual and moral values,
Akron.
more important than giving
We enjoyed an article in the
him a fortune.
Ledger entitled "What Is
I wonder if the weight of the
Freedom For?" Too many
world's salvation does not still
excuse lawlessness by saying
lie on the shoulders of parents
"It's my business."
whose children can call them
If the government can bat
blessed as in Proverbs 31:28.
By Estelle Spiceland
May 5, 1977

Off!

$ 10" Off

--

were Barbra Burke, Debbie
Suiter, and Lesia Suiter,
cousins of the bride.
The couple left later for an
unannounced wedding trip
with the bride wearing a
yellow polyester pant suit with
white accessories and her
mother's orchid corsage.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson are
now residing in their new
mobile home east of Murray.
She is a senior at Murray High
School and will graduate May
31.
Prenuptial.Events •
Prenuptial events included
a surprise personal shower
given by the Acteens and their
leader, Phyllis Whitney, of the
Sinking Spring
Baptist
Church, and a candlelight
White Bible service at the
church, also given by the
Acteens.
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Alumni Banquet At
Wingo School Set
For Saturday, May 21
Plans are being made for
the Wingo alumni banquet
to be held Saturday, May 21
at the Wingo School.
Dinner, which will be
$3.25 per person, will be
served at 7 p.m.
Jerry Oakley, a Wingo
High School graduate, will
be the guest speaker.
All Wingo, Water Valley
and
Dublin
school
graduates are invited.
Reservations may be made
at .the Bank of Wingo.
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ACCENT PIECES
Cocktail tables, End tables, Curios, Sofa
tables, Library tables, Consoles, Desks,
Gun Cabinets, Pictures, Paintings, Mirrors, Bookcases.
Sale Ends
May 21
OPEN SUNDAY 1-5

In the 18th century, sugar
was such a rare and highly
prized commodity it was
included in a list of jewels
and precious gems presented
as wedding gifts to Maria
Theresa, the future Queen
of Hungary and Bohemia.

FLORSHEI
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CAT ENIDAR
Wednesday, May 11
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7:30 p.m. as follows:
Hannah with Mrs. William
Page, 1523 London Drive,
Ruth Wilson with Mrs. John E.
Fortin, Route 'Four, and
Wesleyan with Mrs. Maurice
Humphrey. Route Four.
Thursday, May 12
Murray Middle School
Music Department program
will be at seven p. m. at the
school gym.
Grove 126 Woodmen of the
World will meet at Murray
Woman's Club House at six p.
m.
Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at 9:30 a. m. at
Dexter_•Center.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons and
Murray Chapter No. 50 Royal
and Select Masters will meet
at 7:30 p. m. at the new lodge
hall.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m,
for activities by the senior
citizens with macrame lesson
at 10:30 a. m., sack luncheon
at noon, and table games at
one p. m.
Hazel, New Concord, and
Hamlin Senior Citizens will
have a joint potluck outing at
Paris Landing State Park at
twelve noon. For further information and transportation
call 436-5364 or 492-8606.
Annual card party by
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club will be at Community
Room of North Branch,
'Peoples Bank, at 7:30 p. m.
Tickets are one dollar each
and the public is invited.
Country
and
Town
Homemakers Club will meet
.with Gayle Adams, 1704
Magnolia, at 7:30 p. m. -

Thursday, May 12
United
Independence
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seyen p. m.
Calloway County High
School Choruses will present
their spring concert at eight p.
m. in -the University School
Auditorium, North 16th Street,
tlurray.

Sunday, May 15

Ferguson and PowellWedding Vows Read

Events at Land Between the
Lakes will be color slide
presentation on nature's
secrets at Center Station at
1:30 p. m., visit to Homeplace
at 2:30 p. m., and color slide
program on ,Birds at Center
Station at three p. m.

Tennis Pro Group
Friday, May 13
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
Charlie Crawford at 1:30 p. m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30 a.
m.to three.
at six p. m. at the center.
For shopping transportation
for Senior Citizens on
Saturday call 753-9725 by 4:30
p. m. today.
Saturday, May 14"
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will be Era of Iron
Revisited to meet at Center
Furnace Trail parking lot at
ten a. m., Animal Actions
walk to meet at Center Station
at two p. m., color slides on
reptiles of I.B1. at Center
Station at four p. m., and
junior fishing rodeo at Devil's
Elbow at nine a. m.
Sunday, May 15
Reception for Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Curd on their
retirement from Calloway
County Schools will be at
North Branch, Peoples Bank,
from two to five p. m. Guests
are requested to not bring
gifts.
'Homecoming will be held at
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
Luncheon _for,
Senior
Citizens .of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church will be
sponsored by the Ruth Warren
Group.

SPRING SALE

Pairings Listed
Pairings for the Pro Group
of Wornettl Tennis at the
Murray Country Club for play
on Friday, May 13, at nine a.
m. at the Murray High School
Terinli-rbui-ii have been
released as follows:
Nancy Whitmer and Lois
Keller vs. Janice Austin and
Lynn Houston.
Rainey Apperson and Ann
Burke vs. Shirley Homra _and
Patsy Oakley.
_
Mary Jane Jackson and
Edwina Simmons vs. Corrinne
Stripling and Sue Overbey.

HOSPITAL NEWS
May 2, 11177

Altults 141
Nursery 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Duncan (mother
Diana), Rt. 1, Near, Baby
Boy Owen (mother Frances),
1710 Ryan Ave., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Miss Teresa& F. Colson, Rt.
3, Murray, Andrew M. Armstrong, Bt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Mareda A. Canady, Bldge 1002 Hickory Ridge Apts.,
Hopkinsville, John J. Parker,
Rt. 3, Paris, Th., John W.
Fulton, 1711 Farmer Ave.,
Murray, I.D. Shultz, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Ernest L.
Hopper, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Grace A. Wilcox, Rt. 2, Hazel.
May 3, 1977

Ur. aria Mrs. George Penvell

Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Ferguson of New Concord announce
the marriage of their daughter, Rebecca Lee, to George
Powell,son of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Powell of Ferndale, Mich.
The wedding vows were read on Tuesday, April 26, at the
Powell home in Ferndale with the bride's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ferguson, present for the wedding. The bride's sister,
Miss Debbie Ferguson, was the maid of honor,and Billy Wark,
friend of the groom, was best man.
The bridal couple is now residing in their new home in Ferndale, Mich., where both are employed at the Betty Ross
Restaurant, owned by Leroy Powell of Ferndale. They plan a
Mrs. A. Carman and Mrs.. two weeks' belated wedding trip to the Grand Canyon in
Pat Swisher have their art Arizona this fall.
work on display at the
Calloway County Public
Library. It will be shown
through the month of May.
Mrs. Carman has painted 18
of the 400 historic .covered
bridges left in Kentucky. They
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Curd Will be honored at a receptioti on
are being shown along with
some Of her scenes and florals. the occasion -of their retirement from service with the
Mrs. Swisher, is showing a Calloway County Schools on Sunday, May 15, from two to five
group of florals, scenes, and p. rn:-at the Community Room of the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank, North 12th and Chestnut Streets.
wildlife done in oils.
Both artists are members of - The reception will be given by their son, Tipton Curd and his
the Murray Art Guild and 'wife, Joyce, who invite all former-students and friehds to
The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
reside in Calloway County.

Two Artists
Have Works
At Library

Reception Is Sunday
For Mr., Mrs Curd

Prison Director Speaker
For Church Women Here

I

Adults 135
Nursery 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Hancock,
Baby
boy
(mother, Martha), 830 S. 7th
St., Mayfield, Barnett, Baby
Girl (mother, Sandra), R. 2,
Hazel.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Sherry L. Brame and
Baby Girl, R. 1, Benton, Mrs.
Carolyn A. Garland and BabyBoy, R. 2, Benton, Mrs. Edith
A. Brent,Box 117-Fannington,
Mrs. Melyie F. Garland, R. 3,
Box 126, Murray, Mrs. Viola
W. Joyce, R. 4, Cadiz, James
L. Light, 1709 College Farm
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Anna
Mathes, R. 2, Box 181,
Murray, Miss Mary L. Pace,
502 Vine St., Murray, Mrs.
Mary Louise Phillips, R. 2,
Murray, Rupert C. Pittman,
Box 33, New Concord, Mrs.
Diane M. Richerson, R. 1,
Hazel, Charles E. Sanders,821
N. 19th St., Murray, John R.
Stubblefield, R. 2, Hazel,
Clifford C. Houser, R. 3,
Benton, Mrs. Nancy G. Argo,
109 Crestview Lane, Martin,
Cleatus V. Fair, CR Box
85, Hamlin, Mack T. Hosford,
General Delivery, Paris, Tn.,
Rural Route Jones, 507
Whitnell St., Murray, Mrs.
Virgie Miles, R. 2, Dover, Tn.,
Mrs. Lillie Outland,810 S. 9th
St., Murray, Mrs. Paula
Suiter, 193S. 12th St., Murray,
-James H. Townsend, 919
Caledonia, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Rema 0. West, R. 1, Farmington, Mrs. Autumn F.
McKinney, 321 Irvan St.,
Murray.

, Trotter And Hewlett
Wedding Is Saturday
Plans have been completed
for the wedding of Miss
Jennifer Trotter, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Trotter
of Murray, to William' Wayne
Hewlett of Lexington, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne B.
Hewlett of Raceland.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday, May
14, at 7:30 p. m. at the First
United Methodist Church with
the Rev. Dr. James A. Fisher
officiating.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Mrs. Bea
Farrell, organist, and Mrs.
Margaret Porter, soloist.
Miss Trotter has chosen as
her maid of honor;Miss Vickie

Johnson of Louisville, and as
her bridesmaids, Miss Mary
Johnston, I.ouisville, Miss
Beth Balhatchet, Lexington
and Miss Betsy (Nieman,
James
A.
Hoskins.
Lexington, will serve as best
man for Mt. Hewlett.
Groomsmen will be Jay
Rayburn and James Pickens
of Lexington, Donald Cundiff
of Somerset, and Larry
arisman of Hazel.
Foljowing the ceremony the
reception will be held at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding
and the-reception

Henry And Swain Are
Accepted In Society
Bobby K. Henry, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Eunice M. Henry of
218 S. 13th Street, and Timothy
D. Swain, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald G. Swain of 1311 Kirkwood Dr., have been accepted
Into Iota Psi Chapter of
Gamma Theta Upsilon International
Honorary
Geographical Society at
Murray State University.
Both students are junior
Urban and Regional Planning
majors. Swain has been
elected to serve as vice
president for the coming year.
Other officers include Karen
Owensboro,
Martin,
Tony
president;
and
Scialabba, Butler, Pa.,
secretary.
Associate membership is
opfn to anyone who has
completed -one-geography
course with a grade of B or
better. Regular membership
is open to those students who
have completed at least three
geography courses with a B
average in geography and who
rank in the upper thirty-five
per cent of their classes.

Swain was given regular
membership and Henry is an
associate member. W. A.
Franklin, associate professor
of geography at Murray State
is the chapter's sponsor.

PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Flossie Snow of Benton
Route Three has been a
patient at Lourdes Hospital,
-Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Dismissed April 26 from the
Hospital,
Community
Mayfield, was Mrs. Autumn
Lacy Ezell of Murray Route
Two.
PATIENT AT MAYFIELD
Sherry Jean Gibbs of
Murray Route Two has been
dismissed from the Community Hospital, Mayfield.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Dismissed April 29 from the
Hospital,
Community
Mayfield, was Wanda Faye
Osborn of Hazel Route Two,

I-.on

Protect Yourself S/
Against Glaucoma (

Church women of Murray for jobs .upon their release: man ad leader'in the Call to
crigi/ZE:CirEPOint
and _ Calloway
County, Vocatiooal training -includes celebratiom • the 'Prayer of
- representing eight different Nurses Aides, Upholstering, Invocation, and the Litany of
zsigns
You can help protect yourTh
denominations, gathered May Home Econoniics and Family- Confession. Nell Eaton read self against glaucoma- -cause(
6 in South itleasant Grove Planning, and basic business the Scripture from Matthew of 1-i' percent of America's c
Shop
Needlework
Complete
United Methodist Church, to Offiee skills. Fifty to sixty pei 14:3-9- Special Music was by - blindness-by knowing what
not to look for! celebrate May Fellowship cent are without a high school B1ondavene Cook and 'Olivene
That's because the disease,
education, and the academii Erwin.
Day.
• known as "the sneak thief of
program
is
designed
1,
The first Friday in May has
Toni Jones presented the sight." usually oilers no early
been observed in this way' prepare them for the higi reading "The Gift of Grace - clues to its presence. It usu.:.
since 1933, emphasizing school equivalency test. Oa Extravagance": Jeanne ally causes no pain and has no
t Nom through Afar 14t
symptoms. Yet it advances
creative
and
healing speaker said.
Lindsey, ''The Gift of faith - slowly, destroying vision
"The chaplain for the in _
relationships among people
Risking Vulnerability:" Olga until it eventually causes
.411 Strawberry Designs
around the world in some 2,000 stitution is a minister wh., Freeman,"The Gift of Love - blindness.
communities. This year the presently -has in addition-Glaucoma can be deteesech
benediction
The
Mutuality."
theme was "Gifts to Claim." • regular, church assigninent. was given by the host pastor: by a special device called the
• A its fink-Wins lAich•Hook
The guest speaker was Mrs. but he has been instrument:, the Rev. Dr. Wm. Mullins. Jr. tonometer in a short, simple
•Raigil
off
and painless process Experts
Gerry Johnson,Director of the in reorienting many of thi
• Pre'Worked Canvas
at The National Society for
academic program for the Pee women to new hope and
the Prevention of Blindness
Wee Valley Correctional motivation for a better life.support a Glaucoma Alert
.# Yriirns •0'Canvas Yardage
Institute,lbe Kentucky prison _Mrs. Johnson_said.
-Program and urge- people over
She . added-that the great
for women. Mrs: Irohnson
35 to have their eyes exam10111 S. 114h ined at least once every two
Bank Ameticard
OPEN 10 to 5
stated that presently liff majority of the women ar.
6 Days A frock
years-because glaucoma can
Wurray.
women prisoners- are in this imprisoned for offenses sui
master Charge
be medically treated and
institution. This number as larceny and theft com•-•••••
permanently
arrested
exceeds the capacity and mitted as an accomplice to
there are still'many women husband or: male friend, but
prisoners being held in the are serving the same 01i71t!.
At present there is no roiiir,
county - jails
pending
availability- of space. -The- available for use as a chap,
average age of the women is and the chaplain is great'
handicapped in creati,
25.
Mrs. _ Johnson said treat- meaningful worship (,‘ment . and counseling for periences and in counsehn.
rehabilitation are given at Pee -those with problems such ds,
Wee Valley, and in addition, the death of a family.menibui
vocational and academic However,the long-dreamedtraining to prepare the women chapel is now to becomo •, Richard Lynn Workman
reality, as funds have boo:
43n of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
allocated by the st:it,
correctional department 1,- Workman, 607 Elm Street,
• . the building itself." NU-- Murray, will receive the
YtialTer
of
religious
Johnson said.
education degree during
MIlowing the conclusion
For the woman seeking beautiful
spring
commencement
fashions, tailored with their
the program and dismissal f
own special panache . .
exercises for Southwestern
the poiluckluncheonto loll
there's the quiet-assurance of
Theological
number of women •frrif, Baptist
Dalton's Qiana coordinates.
various churches gather , •: Seminary, Fort Worth, Texas.
Solid color knitted Plana pull-on
around Mrs. Johnson to obi,: at the Travis Avenue Baptist
front slit skirt. Sizes 6 to 18.
Solid color knitted Diana _information as to how ,ti,, Church thermon Friday. May
sleeveless pull-over shell
13. Workman, a resident of
might be involved
w/stripe insert
ministry to these wonict,
1116 Penrod Drive, Cranbury,
Sizes 34 to 40.
Pee Wee Valley.
Texas, received his B. S. from
Solid colOr knitted Oia,na
Terry Mullins,
•
full fashion.cardigan
Murray State University in
w/-stripe inset detail.
Women 'United Preside!, - Ianuary ' 1968. He is
Sizes 34 to 42,
stated that she will Send
oow minister of edletter to each affiliated chut. ..ication outreach at the
^g
covering the suggest:': First Baptist Church, Granoffered and a list 4 4
bury. He is married to the
necessities for -e.
q bippirw -‘• 'tormer Mary lane Thornfurnishipg the chapel
pson, and they have four
completed.
sons - Ross, Rusty, Mat.
Sherilyn• Wisehart was
thew,and Daniel.
May Fellowship Day

Strawberry Season

Sale

50% ,iff

20%

Woodard
Carolina Forge
Sale Ends
May 21

PATIO FURNITURE

25% OFF
OPEN SUNDAy 1-5

no/
.1. I., ic 00

(to

451 South 16th St.

Woolite

r

SPRING SPECIAL!
4(195
2- 511's 8 Billfolds i
Handcrafted Quality
Work Reasonable Prices

•

Creative Photography by

WILSON
WOOL LEY
304 Main 753-7360

BUEL STALLS
JR.
F-

Mademoiselle
Shop

Common Council

Downtown Murray

Tc) Thp Voter:

VOTE

May 24, 1977
Democratic Primary
-
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EVERY DAY IS SAVINGS DAY„

WITH OUR FOOD BUYS i!!
/Jo/marimwarmmgweos.
k mkt av et‘

30111ISONV
\SUPER MARKET

ri
;
k
os-.4

Store Hours:

Nemo

P01

*

Prices Good
Thru
May 17

7-9 Mon.-Sat.

512 So. 12th Mtutay, Ky.

12-6:30 Sun.

We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

1I

Owned & Operated by Charles Johnson

Pride of Illinois
Yellow "
Whole Kernel &
Cream Style

Corn

2

/303 Can

Frosty Acres

Fields Sliced

BOLOGNA

ORANGE

lb 89
Godchaux

(enter Cut

b1

PORK CHOPS

51b109

SUGAR

Fields All Beef

.794

BOLOGNA
Fields Regular or All Beef

M
iii;iESAUCE

161
/
2oz.

35'

"ICE

4
lb 89

JELLY

1801.494

Nestle

Hefty Trash

BAGS

)
4
10 ct.9

Frosty Acres Crinkle Cut

POTATOES

Del Monte

11
/
2lb.594

Frosty

STICKS

1 lb.954

Frosty Acres

FROSTY WHIP

994

COOKIE MIX '2".

90Z.49

*PRODUCE
6 oz. Pkg.

Kraft Jet Puff

SPINACH
TDreampWhipp
ING

15 oz.

0

*FROZEN FOODS*

Boma Apple

WIENERS

12 oz.

294 MARSHMAUOWS.16oz.494- RADISHES
az.294 EGGS
MUSTARD

2/23'

Country

Plochmans Squeeze

101
/
2

301.53

Kraft - 1/2 Gal.

Green

Detergent

ORANGE JUICE

4
42 0115

934 PUREX

Ballard
8041754

2

Bunches

294

Green

Zesta Saltine

BISCUITS

ONIONS

CRACKERS

.15'

594

1 lb. Box

Paramount Hamburger

DILL SLICES.. .59

lb

32o

"
Irmill.11.111111.1111"Coupon

Pepsi or
7-Up
Plus Bottles

Or Deposit
/
16 oz 8 Bottle Ctn

g .1

Johnsons Coupon

Folgers

COFFEE 304

Off Regular
Price

1 lb. Can
Expires 5-17-77
Limit 1 Per Customer

^
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The Editor's
Notebook

Sensing The News
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN

MAL
4amoir\
1

F.xes.uuve VICE1 President

FROM THE GOVERNOR'S DESK
I have often said that trying to make
ends meet with a two-year $5 billion
State Government budget is not much
different than trying to make ends meet
with limited dollars in the average
household.
I don't have to tell housewives that
with each passing day it's tougher and
tougher to buy the things we need. Look
at
price of sugar and coffee on your
supermarket shelves. Of course, we
could do without coffee.
What about all the things we really
need? Look at the cost of housing. . .
consider the cost of health care. ..the
cost of transportation. . . the cost of
clothing... the cost of an education.
Those are necessities which have
been as severely affected hy inflation
as a pound of sugar or a can of coffee.
As goes the home budget, so goes the
state budget.
I have said many times that we have
but one product in Kentucky Government. That product is service. With
your tax dollars, we do for you the
things you cannot do for yourselves.
I'm talking about education, welfare,
law enforcement, road building, and
the list goes on.
Just as in your home, the price of
providing those services with the same
dollars his doubled and tripled in just a
few short years.
What do we do about it? One thing we
de net do about it is raise taxes. I am
convinced that the Kentucky taxpayer
is paying all the taxes he can afford to
pay. There will not be a tax increase put
on him while I am Governor.
What we can do - what we must do - is
very simple. We must hold down our
expenses and cut them where w'e can.
And that is the message that I am
sending out to State Government.
departments and agency heads.
Since, unlike a business, we do not
sell our services, we cannot increase
their price to help meet the increased
costs of providing them. And since I will
not support any increase in taxes, the
only hope for added revenues to pay for
those services is through greater efficiencies and wise-spending that we
can effect in State Government.
I found extremely interesting the
other day a newspaper account of what
our nation's homemakers are doing
about the increase in the price of coffee.
Are coffee drinkers just meekly coming
up with the extra price of a cup of coffee
at the diner? Is the housewife simply
absorbing the higher cost of coffee in
her household budget?
No indeed. The latest figures show
that sales of coffee are down a full
twenty per cent since the prices started
to climb. That means that one of every
five coffee drinkers is simply, and very
quietly but firmly saying "No,thanks."
And that's what we are going to be
doing in Kentucky Government as we
prepare the next budget.
There is a concept in government
budgeting that is catching on all across
the nation. It is called zero-based
budgeting. It is a very simple concept
based on the premise that government
cannot afford to continue to spend at an
ever-increasing rate.
In zero-based budgeting, a way is
seen toward making decisions about
how and where we can scale back- in
government operations in order to meet
revenues.
Choices - in Many cases, hard choices
- have to be made.
As we look to the application of zerobased budgeting in the Kentucky
process,
Government
budget
justification by each depaitment and
agency will be required for every dollar
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of projected expense, while putting
prior expenditures on an equal footing
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
TODAY'S TOPIC: A RAD DEAL ON ENERGY
HARRIGAN
with requests for additional funds.
average working American who needs
The surest way to reduce the United
Simply put, we make each agency fully
a job in a factory and must commute a
ministrators at every level of goverStates to the status of a second-class
justify all their present expenditures
Everybody knows or should know
long distance to his place of work.
power is to compel its people and innment, the various states and regions,before we agree to appropriate any
what's wrong with the welfare system.
Despite Mr. Carter's call for a cutdustries to curtail their use of energy.
the liberals and conservatives in
more dollarsfor them tospend.
But nobody has been able to do much
back in energy use, America needs
America's industrial strength,
Congress — all the diverse interests —
Agencies will have to prioritize about it.
more domestic oil and gas. And
to agree on reform. That's a tall order.
prosperity, and national security are
ranking all agency activities in order of
Perhaps President Carter will have
America's energy industry may be able
Mr. Carter may have undergreatest importance. I am sure this will _dependent upon the use of massive
better hick. We hope
to rind the oil and gas, providing Wis
amounts of energy. It is this use of
estimated the resistance. tle his not
turn up some interesting information
It seems obvious that simplification
given adequate incentives.
energy that Sets America apart from
been able to come up with a specific
about the spending we are doing now.
of the welfare system would reduce
John Swearingen, chairman of
help
us
nations
and
which
can
less-developed
reform program by the date he set.
budgeting
Zero-based
administrative costs and limit the
Standard Oil of Indiana, is one of the opportunity for fraud. A more effective
makes possible the world's highest
Instead he presented only a general
identify and eliminate programs and
few energy industry spokesmen to be
standard of living in the United States.
program of desirable goals. The
activities which have lost their
program would operate in the long run
truly outspoken about the Carter to reduce the spirit-crushing depenspecifics are now promised in August.
It is ironic — perhaps tragic — that
significance, but which survive year
proposals. He saidlhe administration's
the President of the United States
The Carter goals are good — the
after year because budget 'requests
dency that keeps generation after
proposals
would "actually leave the oil generation of poor families on the
for
a
major
should
be
appealing
consolidation of federal benefits into a
have been routinely funded.
simple cash payment, incentives to
reduction in the use of energy. Not only 'industry with less money to drill wells welfare rolls. That would reduce the tax
The immediate purpose of zero-based
and increase supplies than the industry burden.
encourage the employment of welfare
will the Carter energy program
budgeting is to correct such inequities.
curfently has." He added: "Our
recipients, incentives to keep families
produce more inflation, but it will inJust like at home, where decisions
But the system is massive. It has
political people must realize that adcrease unemployment. Without stepmust be made on purchases of food,
instead of driving fathers from
together
massive built-in inertia. It will not yield
ditional oil supplies are not going to be
ping up the use of energy, industry
clothing, shelter, medicine, health
their homes.
to the sweet voice of reason. There
forthcoming unless the value received
homes.
cannot create more jobs. To reiterate:
care, there is often little money left for
must be shouts, a public outcry, a
for the output exceeds the cost of getemployment, prosperity, and energy
But these were also the goals of the
frills. We're cutting out the frills in
demand for action.
ting them."
use go hand-in-hand.
Frankfort.
Nixon-Moynihan Family Assistance
Otherwise those special interests
The Carter Administration seems
It sounds easy, but it isn't. It isn't
Plan (FA13), a forwardlooking comIf more business leaders spoke this
with a selfish stake in the present
determined to turn back the clock. The
prehensive welfare reform program
easy to get the children tcraccept fewer
way,the American people would have a
system will prevail, allowing no
Secretary of Agriculture was recently
in 1969 and promptly shot
movies, fewer ice cream cones, a
proposed
clearer idea of the harmful nature of
changes or only insignificant changes.
quoted on National Public Radio as
shorter vacation for the family. It won't
down by a coalition of conservatives
the Carter energy package. UnforIt is a matter of persuading the
urging substitution of organic ferbe easy to get program managers in
and liberals in Congress.
tunately, the Americen people aren't
welfare
recipients and their
tilizers for fertilizers produced from
government to think in terms of
The test of Carter's commitment and
getting an accurate picture of Carter
organizations, the welfare workers and
petroleum. The fact is that the enorjustifying all, I say all, the money they
ability to lead will come after he
his
administration actions on the energy
their unions, the welfare system admous per-acre yields on America's
now spend. Of course, no one is willing
announces the specifics in August.
front. While Mr. Carter talked about the
farms are the result of using chemical
to give up part of his program, so, we
energy crisis as though the nation faced
fertilizers in large quantities. If
must get our top managers in govera second Dunkirk, his administration,
American farmers are compelled to
nment to think in terms of priorities,
in the words of U. S. News 8,1 World
return to the fertilizers employed in
and alternatives and a review of
Report, "has all but stopped the
poor countries around the globe,
existing programs.
periodic sale of new drilling rights for
That is the frame of mind' with which
America's food production will be
offshore zones."
we will be approaching the budget
crippled.
The public is told by Mr. Carter that
during the coining months. I believe
The U. S. public has yet to realize the
By BOB DVORCHAR
Ltd., .wanted-,to _corner themarket -by
Industry must shift from natural gasto
that zer0-based budgeting is a concept
extent to which the Carter energy
Associated Press Writer
concentrating its efforts on the deluxe
oil,
but
it
isn't
come.
told
whose time has
program is the result of no-growth
that such a shift
PHILADELPHIA (API — What if
product.
Involves massive expenditures for new
This method of allocating funds is `notions. Not only is the Carter energy
•
you could sif in a leather-back swivel
All promotion,money was geared to
industrial boilers and other equipment.
currently practiced in at least eleven
package • deficient in incentives for
chair and make all the decisions for a
the deluxe. Nine workers were pinkThe changeover can't be accomplished
states in some form or another, and as energy production, it is designed to th$25 million corporation?
slipped to cut down other costs. We
inexpensively or overnight. And if
many as half the states of the nation
wart new production.
You can if you play a computer game
slashed the price from $10 to $9.25. On
may be employing parts or all of such a
While President Carter proposed that industries change, as the Carter addreamed up by the University of
paper,the strategy looked secure.
ministration demands, will they be able
concept by 1980.
industry convert from oil and natural
Pennsylvania's Wharton School of
.
Then the bottom fell out.
to
obtain
national
the
was
brought
to
coal
. The concept
gas to coal, his administration is
they need at a pride
Finance.
One competitor undercut our price.
attention when President Carter tightening environmental regulations that will enable them to produce goods
Even though it's make-believe,
The market failed to hold up. Increased
campaigned for office on the promise for mining and burning coal. The net on a competitive basis? It now seems
Wharton's
high-rolling game is full of
production didn't meet our projections,
that zero-based budgeting would be result will be a cutback in oil and clear that the Carter administration
real headaches, second-guessing and
leaving an excess inventory of 717,000
natural gas use without any significant, wilt require that users of coal install
used in the Federal budget process.
decisions.
gut
units.
anti
coal
budgeting,
if
concompensating
increase
in
-pollution
Zero-based
,devices known as
Recently, newsmeh took part in the
We needed a short-term loan of $2
scientiously applied, holds the promise production. As they usedto say in New scrubbers which are enormously costly
educational seminar "The Top
million at 20 per cent interest to carry
and technically inadequate as well.
of much-needed savings in Govern- Deal times,they planned itthat way.
Management Experience," which is
us through. And our earnings per share
It's no wonder, therefore, that conThe Carter energy .proposals show
ment.
used
to train company executives.
fell to minus $2.67.
But I believe it's fair to say that the the influence of the counter-culture,the troversy'is swirling around Mr. Car-'
As in the real world of industry, the
"What now?" we said, trying to
concept isn't really all that new. types that want people to live in root- • ter's energy proposals. They contain a
goal
is profit. Competitive instincts,
regroup.
bad deal for the American people.
HomemaVrs and households have cellar type structures, engage in
anxiety, stress,'teamwork, know-how,
The company re-emphasized regular
been using something like it for a long,_ organic gardening, and rely On body Moreover, they embody a considerable
luck
and gambling are as important as
production, slashed wages and un- heat, Swedish wood stoves and a bit of degree of deviousness. It is essential
long time, haven't they?
market pressures.
dercut competitors' prices to get back
&Aar heating. The Park- Avenue sub- that the press focus on each of the
risk
is
all
part
of
the
'Taking
a
into
the market. It rebounded to pay a
proposals
and reveal the no-growth
scriber to liberal chic can afford the
learning experience. This gives you a
$6.50 earning per share in the last sixCarter administration's anti-growth, theory underlying them, as well as the
chance to see 'what if.' And if your
month period. Though the debt
Lacresia Adams,daughter of Mr. and anti-automobile notions, but not the costs involved.
crashes, we can wipe out the
company
rehained high and cash on hand had
Mrs. J. T. Adams, is valedictorian, and
day," said program director Dr. Chris
dwindled, the firm was back on the way
Susan Williams, daughter of Mr. and
Mader.
up.
Mrs. Hilton Williams, is salutatorian of
Four teams consisting of four persons
We learned a lesson — the hard way.
the 19872gLaduating class of Calloway
each were given equal amounts of
School.
County
capital, - resources and labor in a
Deaths reported include Michael
marketing system that makes up the
Earl Lane, age 74, and Lige Ed Johnthree
major U.S. zones. Then they took
By The Associated Press
son,age 64.
the reins of power for a two-year
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Miss Mary Ann Melugin, daughter of
squeezed 131st day of 1977. There are 234 days left
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Calloway Girls, Murray
Boys Win In Track Meet
The Murray High boys and the Class 2-A Regional at
the Calloway County girls Tilghman where Pinner will
claimed wins Tuesday af- be out to defend her state title
ternoon in a triangular track in the 440-yard dash.
Also on Saturday, the
meet held at Murray High.
There-was no doubt in the Murray High boys and girls
boys' competition as the will be at the Class A meet
Tigers had 85 points while the which will be held at Fort
Marshals had 52 and the Campbell.
Here are the results of the
1.akers 32.
But there was an oddity in meet Tuesday, with only- the
winng time being listed,
• the girls' meet.
Both Calloway County and
Girls' bulbs
Marshall County wound up
discus - McGregor MC 2. Nichols
with 62'2 points. But since the MC 3. Outland MH 4. McKenzie CC. 80,
Laker girls Won eight first 5,',.
shot put -1. McGregor MC 2. Nichols
places and the Marshals won MC 3. Frankhouser CC 4. Outland MH.
six first places, then Calloway
high jump - 1. Wagoner MC 2. Todd
County was awarded first CC 3. Carraway CC 4. Dickson MH.5-0.
jump - I. Washer MH 2.
long
place in the team standings. Heikkinen
MC 3. Todd CC 1. McHugh
The Murray High girls, with MH. 14-7.
low hurdles - 1. Wagoner MC
60-yard
several of their top runners 2. Overbey Mil 3. Stahl MC 4. Ross CC.
not performing, were third 8.6.
440-yard relay - 1. Marshall County.
with 28 points.
2. Murray High.54.5.
100-yard dash - 1. Pinner CC 2.
In the boys' meet, Randy
MC 3. Mahan CC 4. Parham
Orr of the Tigers and Henry Heikkinen
MH. 11.2.
Greer both had superb permile-run - I. R. Overbey CC 2. Montgomery MN 3. Morgan MC 4. P. Overformances.
bey CC.6:14.8.
Greer and Orr crossed in a
880-yard relay - 1. Calloway
Carraway, Miller, Ross and Mahan). 2.
dead heat in the 220-yard dash (Marshall
Comity. 1:54.5.
440-yard dash - 1. Pinner CC 2.
With the winning time being
3. Russell MN 4. Cleaver CC.
MC
Lockett
23.6. In the 100-yard dash, they 59.7. again were right together with
110-yard hurdles - I. Wagoner MC 2.
MH 3. Ross CC 4. Stahl. MC.
the winning time being 10.19, Overbey
16.1.
personal bests for both Orr
03-yard medley relay - 1. Calloway
(Mahan, Kemp, Todd and Pinner). 2.
-and Greer.
Marshall County. 1:59.3.
Michael Skinner got his
880-yard run - I. Miller CC 2.
CC 3. Billington MB 4. B.
usual two first places for the Carraway
Campbell MH.2:36.7.
220-yard dash - I. Pinner CC. 2.
Tigers, winning both- the long
MC 3. Ross CC 4. Scott MC.27.1.
jump and the triple jump. . Lockett
mile-re* - I. Calloway iCarrawaY,
For the Lakers, Tommy P. Overbey, Miller and Mahan). 2. Mar'
Futrell won two, event9t He shall County. 4:36.9.
boys' Mesabi
won the mile di 4:57 and in the
-880-yard run, nipped Murray's
mile-relay - 1. Murray ( Bumphis,
-Bill-MeHugh-at-the wire in a Reed, Harcourt and McHugh). 2. Marshall County...341.6.
fine time of 2:08.
two-mile run - 1 Henry MC 2. Tripp
Also, Richie Richardson of MC 3. Hornsby M114. Bibb CC. 11.33.
220-yard dash - 1. Greer MH 2. Orr
the Tigers got his personal MR 3. McClure CC 4. Sample CC. 23.6.
MO-yard run - 1. Futrell CC 2.
best mark of the season by
McHugh MH 3. Harrell MH 4. Griggs
cl-caring 6-3 in the high jump MC. 2,08.
180-low hurdles - I. Williams MC 2.
for first place.
Claude Johnson 5414 3. Perry MC 4. Craig
In the g(ls' meet, Felicia Johnson MH.21.2.
440-yard dash - 1. Bumphis MN 2.
Pinner took first place in three
Piercefield MC 3. Cunningham CC 4.
events, winning the 100, the Sample . .
880-yard rela'y - 1. Murray Harcourt,
- 220 and the 440-yard dashes.
Orr and Greer.2. Marshall
One of the top performances--Thompson,
County. 1:32.8.
mile-run -1. Futrell CC 2. King MC 3.
for the Lakers came in the 880Tapp MC 4. Hornsby MH.4:57.
yard run where Melissa Miller
100-yard dash - 1. Orr MH 2. Greer
finished first in a new personal MIT 3. McClure CC 4. no place given_
10.19, personal bests for both Orr and
best of 2:36.7 and teammate Greer.
120-yard high hurdles-1. Perry MC 2.
Vickie Carraway was a close
Williams MC 3. Craig Johnson lel 4.
second.
Claude Johnson MH. 15.1.
triple jump -1.Skinner hilt 2. J. Pace
The Laker boys and girls
3. Adams CC 4,1. Pace MC.40-9.
are to have a dual meet at MC
high jump - 1 Richardson MH 2. J.
Trigg CoUnty Thursday to end .; Pace MC 3. Thompson MH 4. Gilliam
the regular season. shot put - 1. Lane MH 2. Stephenson
On Saturday,the Laker boys MH 3. Hooks MH 4. Blevins MC.44-7Pi.
pole vault - L McHugh MR 2. Harand girls will participate in court
NH 3. Todd CC 4. Scruggs CC. 11-6,
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Shortening

919
3 lb

58.c

Solids

B(

Hyde Park

8AM.lOpM
EVERY DA!

-Orange Juice

Heii
I 2 oz

Bounty

Twirl

Hominy

2/99'

Goc

15 oz

20' Su

Unsweetened

'ii ishta)nt Potatoes

I lb

Vegns-All

1C
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65'

Pkg 1
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Bama
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Dr
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32 oz

Hit
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These items On Display
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J2c1
.

3/89'

lObz

$159
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I
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Roll
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Scot Lad 16 oz

3/89'
59c

Applesauce
Kraft Bar-B-Que

Sauce

18 oz

Scot Lod

,60z 4/slw

Corn
bpdrvairgiemaJelly

21b

79'

2 lb

99'

Scot Lad Strawberry

Preserves
Every Day Low
SheffPrices

niii:urger
°m
lra
a

Dills Ot 69'

Paramount
Sunflower

Corn Meal

5 lb

95c

Qt 69'

Wyrobs
-PfTee titTir

Sunflower

Flour

5 lb

88'

Corn

16 oz

3/79'

Bush 1 5 oz

Kidney Beans

4/99'

Produce
Dept.

10444
0
1,0
re

4
VeiI•
40

`A
A
•fri.t,
SI
ea
0
04
0
.1

Rich tex

Glade

personal best for McHugh.
long jump - I. Skinner MH 2. J. Pace
MC 3. Adams CC 4. T. Pace MC.214.
discus- 1. Clark CC 2. Childress CC 3.
Stephenson ME 4. Lane MH. 119-0.

TENNIS
Top-seeded
DALLAS
Jimmy Connors defeated
Adriano Panatta of Italy 6-4, 75. 6-4 in a quarter-final match
of the World Championship of
Tennis finals.
GENERAL
AKRON, Ohio - James
Schlemmer, 77, sports editor
(4,0e Akron Beacon Journal
for 45 years, died of an apparent heart attark.

•Bel-Air Shopping Center

a
0
ao
0
0
LIGHT FIXTURES 4
Ig
0
0
2 Price
/
1,1
1
OPEN SUNDAY 1-5

A me
Y

rtidt

Family Pack

Fryer arts.
Butt Roast

lb

89'

Pork

Neck Bones
COUPON
Limit I Per Family

Bar Soap

Ple.

foi
il,
N•

43C

Armour Veribest Boneless Boston

P.
Sale Ends
May 21

lb

Dial
flath
Size

3/89'

Expires 5-17-77
Good Only At Storey's

COUPON 09584200
Limit 1 Per Family

Betty Crocker

COUPON
Limit 1

Per Family

Glad

Potato Buds Sandwich Bags
28 oz box
Expires 5-17-77
Good Only Al Stony's

150 ct. Box694
Expires 5-17-77
6sed Only At Storey's

- 3_9'

1b J7

•

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

CC

Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

Limit I Per
'
Family

Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

Lin.

Glad
Family Trash

Wesson
Oil

munt s

Hunt's

Seven Seas

COUPON

sags
89

$1
20 ct Box
Expires 5-17-77
Good .
Only Al Storey's
.

24 oz Bat 794
Expires 5-1 7-77
Good Only At Storey's

Tomato
00 Sauce

2/79'

ize
Expires 5-17-77
. Good Oily At Storey's

Ketchup Dressings
I 40z

2/89"

Expires 5-17-77
Good Only Al Storey's

8 oz
Bat

Lei

2/894 I

Expires 5-17-77
Good Only AI Storey's

E
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Reds Snap Five-Game
Skid, Edge Cardinals
By PAUL LeBAR
AP Sports Writer
.• ST. LOUIS AP)- It may not have been a flamboyant way
• to break out of a slump, but the Cincinnati Reds weren't
quarreling.
- The beleaguered world champions eclipsed the St. Louis
Cardinals 2-1 to map a five-game drought Tuesday night and
in the process retained second place in the National League

West.
19

Every Day Low SheffPrices

Scot Lad

Sunshine

Powdered Sugar Hb 30`

Cheez-lts

12 oz

Jock Rabbit Gt Northern

Beans

1 lb

30'

Crystal Wedding

15

Kroft American

Oats

18 oz

59'

8 oz

84'

Heinz

Baby Food *.

Strained

Singles

H C

Drink

4602

49`

5 lb

99'

Wonder Sandwich

Bread

Godchaux

Sugar

Gt Size

Tide

MOr ton

159

Salt
Gelatin

2602

3 oz

20`
22`

24oz 2/89'

sAlcance

49 oz

$1 29
I

13 oz

Soft 8 Pretty

Every Day Low ShelfPrices
Eagle Brand

Milk

4 Roll

Hamburger
13 oz

Scot bad

Biscuits

Tissue

6 Pack

67'
1c
5

Par kay

Helper

8 oz

Lipton

Tea

100 ct

et Ritz Frozen

Margarine
Charmin

1 lb

4 roil

Kraft

Miracle Whip

at

59`
79c

Pizza Crusts
Charcoal

88C

Velveeta
Lo Cal

Milk
Kraft American

a
F o
nl

Whip

12 oz

9 oz

69c-

Mayfield Continues Hex
Over Tiger Tennis Team
Mayfield continued its hex
otter the Murray High boys'
tennis team with a 5-4 win over
the visiting Tigers Tuesday
afternoon.
The Cardinals have given
the Tigers their only two
losses in eight matches this
-season
Murray High won only two
of the e singles matches.
Raymond Sims moved up to
number one and took an 8-6
win over Marc Barlow while
at two, Brent Austin won 8-1
over-"Ernerson -Maddox:
•
Mayfield won the next four
matches.
Brad Boone fell 8-4 at three
to Brad Elliot, Kevin Ray lost
8-4 at number four tei-Andy
Stahr, AshleySmock lost 8-5 at
number five to Jeff Stahr and
it six, Mark Overbey lost 8-5
to Chris Harwood.

Presto

Kroft

Singles

43'
84c

-That's the first time we've gained a game on the Doidgers
in le month," said Reds Manager Sparky Anderson, whose
club remained a distant 10t2 games behind division-leading
Los Angeles.
"Maybe it's a start," Anderson mused. "We've had
everything in the world happen to us. We're just not hitting
with men on base."
Cincinnati, which stranded a dozen runners, used Pete
• Rose's single in the second and Ed Armbristers sacrifice fly
in the fourth to produce its only runs off the Cards' Pete
Falcone. 1-4.
'Batoffsetting the Tepid afth-ek-r7eferTiVUSYonkThinings
contributed by control artist Gary Nolan, 1-0, in his first
pitching start of the season.
"Two weeks ago I was sicker than sick," said Nolan, who
had been shelved since.spring training by a footinfection and
° a bout with mononucleosis.
.
- -"I'd had to have been happy after the first inning ill hadn't
done anything- else liecause 1-was able to throw strikes,"
• Nolan added.
Mixing speeds like the Nolan of old,the Reds right-hander
restricted St. Louis to three singles on his 49 Pitches before
departing in the sixth inning with leg cramps.
"The emotional strain, pushing off the mound and getting
wrapped up in everything - I think they all took their effect," he said."pad no way of knowing going into the game
how I'd feel." •
After Nolan departed, Pedro Borbon surrendered the
Cards' lone run in the seventh and was greeted afterward by
Tony Scott's single leading off the ninth.,
Scott, however, was thrown -out attempting to stretch his
hit and Rawly Eastwick mopped up for his fifth save by
inducing Ted Simmons to hit into a game-ending double play
after Borbon walked Hector Cruz.
Nolan, asked if his return could provide the necessary
psychological boost for a belabored Cincinnati pitching staff,
aclmowledgedihat"Ibope so." "After being out with the run of problems I've had I knew L
could throw strikes but I didn't know how effective_ I would
:be," hetaid.
. .
**
"I was just hopeful of keeping us in the game."

75'

Flour

For

87'

City Council
Word A

ii ii

Peanut Buffer

The -match was tied at 14 -- and could have gone either
way but the Cardinal- duo
broke Murray's service and
went on to claim an 8-6 win
and the match for Mayfield.
The Tiger boys-wilt-play atCaldwell County today then
will host Marshall County
Thursday.

Martha Sammons

Gold Medal
5 lb

Murray High took a win in
the number one doubles as
Boone and Sims combined for
an 8-2 win over BarlowMaddox and at number two,
Austin-Ray'Won 8-0 over Elliot
and Andy Stahr.
AB the matches- were
finished and it came down to
thc number --three doubles
match between SmockOverbey of Murray and
Harwood and Jeff Stahr of
Mayfield.

18 oz

89'

1 lb

59'

,

Your Support Is Apprecofed
Political Ad Paid for by
the candidate

idiaimeasimaimmar

Blue Bonnet

Margarine

SPRING SALE

Scot Lad

Napkins

60 ct

22'

Bonnie

25% to 60%OFF

Dog Food
Pork Sausage

lb

99'

SOFAS
CHAIRS
LOVESEATS

Armour

Hot Dogs

lb

Smoked
Enge Picnic

lb

)0N

COUPON 51207

r Family

Limit 1 Per Family

Seas

ings

/894
t Stern's

Old English
Lemon Polish
15 oz

79'

Expires 5-7777
Good Only At Storey's

89`
69c

Pearson -Protege, Flair, Vanguard,
Heitman, Henredoni-Marimontriairfield

COUPON 51208
Limit 1 Per Family
OPEN SUNDAY 1-5

Pam
Spray-On

9

Coating .

$1

13 oz
09Expires 5-17-77
Good Only Al Storey's

Sale Ends
May 21

Mciptidt

451 South 16th St ,
°
irk
:7
Wl
re
•

%ap
Paducah, Km
4P
IstO

•

-rL

I
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Murray Takes 9-8 Win, Face Lakers Today For District Crown

1

Marshall County Rally
Falls Short,Tigers Win

1

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger& Times Sports Editor

ATTEMPTED SACRIFICE -Dean Cherry of the Tigers lays down a perfect bunt M on attempted
sacrifice
_ _ _cstcher Kenny Solomon made a supe6 play on thelogll and threw
_ _ County
_ Marshall
_ _ but
to second just in time to force out John Denham of the Tigers.
(Staff Plietits toy Mike icasalso)

Canadiens Skate To 3-0 Win
To Move Ahead In Series 2-0
—
AP
MONTREAL
Contrast in dressing room
atmospheres was as strong as
the difference in play had been
in the first two games of the
National Hockey League's
final playoff series.
The Montreal Canadiens,
content with Ken Dryden's
record-tying fourth post-season sputout, Steve Shutt's
goal and two assists, and a 3-0
triumph'which gave them a 2-0
lead in the best-of-seven
series, shrugged off the
violent end to the roughlyplayed Tuesday night game:'
There was no such feeling in
the Boston Bruins' quarters,
where the coach, general
manager and a number of
players combined their anger.
disapfrustration.. and
pointment into tirades and
threats.
Rookie defenseman Mike
Milbury was one of the
angriest, most notably at
Montreal right wing Guy

Lafleur and referee Ron
Wicks. Lafleur, being held by
Milbury in the second period
of what then was a scoreless
game, reacted by slashing the
defenseman across the back
with his stick. In the third
period, after a whistle had
stopped play, the usually mildmannered I.afleur hit the
defenseman near the face with
a rising shot.
"And he has a good shot, as
you all know." said Milbury,.
who had slashed at Lafleur in
a earlier incident - one of
many that would detract from
a good game. "I just wish I
had taken his head off With
that slash earlier. It's too bad
that I hadn't. Maybe, when I
get back from this suspension.
I'll try it."
Milbury incurred a mandatory one-game suspension
by drawing an ejection for
being the third man in a fight
13 seconds.
just
with
remaining. While Boston's

Melvin B. Henley
Candidate For.
MAYOR
CITY OF MURRAY
Democratic Primary May 24
,
Progress With Fiscal Responsibility
Political ad paid for by committee to elect
Melvin Henley, David Howell. Trees

Stan Jonathan and burly
Montreal defenseman Pierre
Bouchard scuffled near the
sideboards, Milbury became
involved and was thrown out
by Wicks.
Game Three will be played
in Boston Thursday night and
Game Four Saturday. The
Canadiens don't much care
whether the Bruins try for
revenge on the battlefield.
"It's the puck going in the net
I'm concerned about," said
Coach Scotty Bowman:
The Canadiens went to Shutt
for their scoring. The left
wing, who collected 60 goals in
the regular season but was
held without a shot . in Game
One, explained that "they held
our entire team very. well in
the first period when Montreal managed just three
shots I. Before the 'second
period, we just said, 'Let's
relax and start skating." They did, and on a power
play at 7:43, after Boston's
Gerry Cheevers had made two
exceptional stops on Shutt
from five feet, Pete Mahovlich
tapped in the third chance.
Shutt got an assist on the
second goal, a 10-footer by
Doug Risebrough later in the
period, before .scoring on a
breakaway at 5:40 of the third
period with a 40-foot shot that
breezed past Cheevers and
caromed in off the goal post.

ELECT
BENNIE
JACKSON
*Elect a man who has worked as a deputy sheriff.
*Elect a man who Wows ALL of Calloway County.
*Elect a man who will make your county a better place to live.
am••••

Sample
Ballot

-wrt
DEMOCRATIC (,)
PARTY
1
1.111MASY RR'TION
„

I MAY BE THE LAST NAME
ON THE BALLOTT(by draw)
BUT I AM THE FIRST IN MY
DESIRE TO SERVE YOU AS

ram
501101'

SHERIFF OF
CALLOWAY COUNTY

Id ARO

ELECT BENNIE JACKSON SHERIFF
Paid for by

be Comm

Hee to elect Bennie Jackson. Donald Crawford. Treasurer

Twice this season Murray
High and Calloway County
have been scheduled to play a
baseball game against each
other. Twice this season, the
weather won.
The two teams are going to
get to play a game against
each -other, finally. But they
have to go all the way to
Calvert City for the game.
Neither team will exactly
dread the 32-mile drive. For at
the end of the road,there lies a
baseball diamond where
sometime late this afternoon,
either Murray or Calloway
will become the District
baseball champions.
Calloway made it into the
District finals the easy way...
they drew a bye.
Murray High made it into
the final the tough way, they
had to beat Marshall County.
They did just • that, barely,
with a 9-8 win.
Marshall County came into
the contest with a 9-4 season
slate while Murray High was
9-3 on the campaign and had
won six consecutive contests.
If there's one thing important in tournament play,
it's pitching and that's just
what the Tigers have plenty of
and Coach Charles Archer
electedto go with sophomore
flamethrower Alan Gibbs.
Murray got Gibbs a 1-0 in
the top of the first as Lindsey
Hudspeth led off with a single
and _after two walks. eventually socred on a groundout

Major League
Standings
By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pct, GB
16 10 .615
N York
14 9 .609 '2
Balt
14 12 .538 2
Boston
15 13 .536 2
Milwkee
14 17 .452 4 1 2
Toronto
10 16 .385 6
Detroit
10 16 .385 6
Cleve
West
19 10 .655
Minn
17 11 607 1 12
Chicago
14 11 .560 3
Texas
15 14 .517 4
K.C.
15 14 .517 4
Oakland
12 17 .414 7
Calif
9 24 .273 12
Seattle
Tuesday's Results
Cleveland 1-7, Milwaukee 0-4
Toronto 9, Seattle 3
Minnesota 7, Detroit 5
Texas 3, Chicago 2
California 6, Kansas City 1
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Boston (Jenkins 4-0 at Oakland ( Medich 1-2)
Milwaukee (Augustine 3-3) at
Cleveland ( Dobson 0-31, int
Minnesota (Zahn 5-0) at Detroit ( Roberts 2-41, in )
Chicago 1Knapp 3-1) at Texas
( Alexander 4-li, n
New York, (Holtzman 2-1 t at
Seattle (Abbott 0-4, n )
Baltimore (Grimsley 3-1t at
California Tanana • 4-1 I, n
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Texas at Kansas City, in
Detroit at Milwaukee, in ,
New York at Seattle, im
Baltimore at California.
Only games scheduled

by Jeff Oakley.
Dunn, the ninth hitter in the
But in the third, the baseball Marshall County lineup, led
became like a potato at off the last of the seventh with
planting season: it had eyes. a walk. Solomon was nailed in
With two out and Gibbs the back by a pitch and after
breezing along with a perfect Foust had walked to load the
game, Ricky Dunn got an sacks, Gibbs fanned the next
opposite field double down the batter for the first out of the
line in right on a Gibbs' cur- inning.
veball that hung. Kenny
Gibbs then walked Mike
Solomon then followed with a Didt to force in a run, making
weak single-that just got up in it 9-5 and Gibbs exited an5:1
the middle and it was a ,1-1 wave way to Bob Thurman
.
game.
who moved in from short.
Junior second sacker
The three men left on base
Dennis Foust followed with an were all Gibbs' runs and of
infield nubber and legged out course they came into score.
the play to put runners on at
The first man Thurman
the corners. Then luck en- faced, Darrell Van Meter, hit
tered, bad for Murray and
good for Marshall County.
On a passed ball, Solomon
trotted home with the lead
run. Foust streaked toward
third and the throw from Tiger
-catcher Dean Cherry went
into leftfield and it was a 3-1
lead for the Marshals.
Murray wasted no time' in
getting the runs back.
The final tryout session for
In the fourth inning with Jeff the Pony League will be held
Oakley on second and two out, at 10 a. m. Saturday.
Dean Cherry singled to make
Only those who have not
it a 3-2 game. Then the ball got previously tried out for a spot
eyes for the Tigers.
on a team should be in atGibbs hit a bouncer toward tendance.
third and the ball took a funny
hop and bounced over the
The tryouts will be held at
third baseman's head and the Pony League field at the
Cherry wound up on third. new park.
Hudspeth walked to fill the
The Pony League is open to
sacks and bring up Bob boys and girls 13 and 14 mars
Thurman. of age.
Thurman laced a single up
the middle and two runs came
in, giving Murray High a .4-3
Tead. Seconas later, Thomas
Kendall unloaded a blast deep
into left and two more runs
came home.
After Tony Bayless had
reached on an error and Jeff
Oakley had been intentionally
vialked, Bill Wilson then
Colt League tryouts will be
ripped a two-run single up the held Thursday and Friday for
middle and Murray led 8-3.
15 and 16-Year-old boys.
Marshall County scored one
The tryouts will be between
in the fifth and the Tigers Sand 6 p.m,and will be held at
added another in the top of the the league diamond at the old
sixth.
city park.
Going into the last of the
For further information,
seventh, Gibbs was coasting contact Hamp Erwin at 753along with a 9-4 lead.
4134.

Final Tryout
Saturday For
Pony League

Nona
TVA TIMBER FOR SALE
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale two
tracts of standing, selectively marked hardwood timber containing an estimated 154,900 board feet of
sawtimber and 150 cords of pole timber. The two timber sale areas are in Land Between The Lakes lochted
as follows:
Work Area 65, Unit 32, sale contains an estimated
56,200 board feet of sawtimber and 50 cords of pole umber-and'is located approximately 10 -mile-west of
Dover,Tennessee,in Stewart County,Tennessee. -

Colt League
Tryouts Set
For This Week

Work Area 65, Unit 36, sale contains an estimated
98,700 board feet of sawtimber and 100 cords of pole
timber and is located approximately 10 miles west of
Dover, Tennessee,in Ste*art County,Tennessee.
Sealed bids will be received by the Forest Management Unit, Land Between The Lakes, Tennessee Valley
Authority, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231, until 10 a.m.,
Central Daylight Time, May 25, 1977.
Parties interested in inspecting the aforementioned
timber should contact the above office. Office hours
are 7'.00 a.m.to 3:45 p.m., Monday through Friday. Bid
forms and detailed information may be obtained from
the Forest Management Unit, Lamd Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231, telephone number 502-924.5602.

GOOD PVEAR

A -d=c4oRtzdnmr:
Winner...Go
Goodyear'
VOLYGIAV WHITEWALLS
2for

'Custom Power Cushion Polyglas'
Goodyear's All Time Best Seller
Plus PET
per tire
and old tires

National League
East
W L Pct. GB
19 7 .731 Pitts
17 10 .630 2L2
S Louis
Chicago
15 10 .500 3,2
Montreal
13 10 .565 4,2
12 12 .500 6
Phila
10 16 .385 9
N York
West.
Los Ang
22 6 .786
12 16 .429 10
S Fran
11 - 16 .407 10,2
Cinci
Houston
11 18 .379 11'2
11 .19 .367 12
S Diego
8 21 .276 14'.2
Atlanta
Tuesdtly's Results
Pittsburgh 3-2. Atlanta 0-1
Montreal 4, Los Angeles 3
Philadelphia 3, San Francisco
San Diego at New York. ppd.,
cold
Cincinnati 2, St. Louis 1
Chicago 11, Houston 5
Wednesday's Games
San Diego Jones 2-4 and
Sawyer 1-31 at New York (Seaver 4-1 and Swan 1-3 t 2. I t-ni
Los Angeles John 2-11 at
Montreal (Stanhouse 3-3(, in
San Francisco , MeGlothen 131 at Philadelphia i Lerch 4-1 ),
In
Atlanta f LaCorte 1-4 t at
Pittsburgh 1 Candelaria 3-01, n 1
Cincinnati (Billingham 3-21 at
St. Louis 1Rasmussen 2-31, in
Chicago (Burris 4-31 at Houston (McLaughlin 0-1). in
Thursday's Games
Atlanta at Pittsburgh
Cincinnati at St. Louis
I,os Angeles at Montreal, (nt
San Francisco at Philadelphia, (n.)
San Diego at New York, n I
Only games scheduled

a slow roller toward second Hudspeth and Thurman also
and Van Meter was thrown out had two hits apiece for the
at first. Catcher Dean Cherry Tigers.
Murray Highlis now 10-3 on
backed up the play at first and
that left home plate not the season ehtering the 4 p. m:
covered and two runs scored championship game today
on the groundOut, leaving one against Calloway County,
on and two out with the Tigers which is 4-7 on the year.
ahead 9-7.
will
teams
Both
Shortstop
Richard
Harringtona-sotich shot- -automatic.ally .be _in_ the
into center. The ball appeared Regional Tournanient, which
to be headed right .toward will be held next week at
Tiger centerfielder Lindsey Calvert City.
Hudspeth but suddenly, the
There -will be six teams insball rose and got over Hudthe
Regional.
speth's head and bounced over
- The winner will advance to
the fence for a grobndrule
the State Tournament which
double, making it a 9-8. game.
will be played at Morehead..
Thurman finally ended tlp
game when he got Kerr Fold
to go down on strike9.
r
h
ab
Gibbs was charged with Hudspeth-cf
3 2 2
2
2
4
eight runs, five of which were Thurman-as
5 141
Kenda11-3b
earned. He gave up five hits, Bayless
3
1
-II
ii
fanned 12 men and walked six. Oakley-lb
o
4
Wilson-rf
Junior
Jeff Copeland Spann-2b
0 0
3 0
worked through three and two- Denham-c
4 1
thirds innings and took the Cherry-c
3 1
Gibbs-p
0 0
Watkins-as
loss for the Marshals:
30 9
Totals
Bill Wilson had three RBI's Murray
100 701 0 114-3
High
and two hits on the day while Marshall Co.
003 010 4 84-3

H78-14
n78-15
H78-15
L78-15

A78-13 whitewall
phis St 73CC
and old tires

-

$2.09
$2.26
$2.58
$2:80
$2.65
$2.88
$3.12

T

per hre

Just Say'Charge It..

See The Guys

Inihe Winners Caps
t 4 ,q,.,401. .,„.mrsoirr

GOOD,
z
4r1rEAR
Randy Cartwright, Mr.

Hassle-Free Auto Servke...For More Good Years In Your Car!
Lube & Oil Change
$588 115
onto°
,5b;:iat,,
sd oils 30
grade oil
• nrnpiere chassis lubrication and
oil change•Helps ensure long wear.
mg pails and smooth. quiet performance
Ask for our Free Battery
Power Check

- Goodyear Heavy Duty
Double Action Shocks
each
Plus $300
1 , Installed

99

• Improves ride 11
handing
• Protects suspension
parts
• Most PoPular sizes
arm/able

SAVE
433 ea.

Brakes-Your Choice

$4088
Par!, eztra
it needed

SALE ENOS
SATURDAY NIGHT

2-Wheel P root Disc Install new front
cbsc brake pads • Repack and inspect
front wheel bearings e Inspect toy.
draulic system and rotors (does not
include rear wheels)
OR
4-Whiael Dram • type Install 'new
babe bruins all lour wheels *Repack
non t wheel bearings • Inspect drams
and brake hydraulic system add fluid

1

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Mgr. R. Cartwright
721 S. 12th St.

Murray,Ky.
753-0595

Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. instil 6:00 P.M. Deily - Open Friday until 8:00 p.m.
Mgr. B. Davis
Mgr. E. Witte
Mgr. T. Younkin
100
S. Stateline
Jefferson
315W. Broadway
600

Mayfield, Ky.
247-3711

Paducah,Ky.
442-5464

Fulton, Ky.
472-1000
I.

•••-•••

9.<

it

to

d.

2
2
1
0
0
2
0
0
1
1
0
9
4

4
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Ryan Continues With His Hex
Over Royals, Indiins Win Two

Mitim.r
THEY ALL COUNT—INN Who, didn't exactly tsar the cover
off the ball with this slow infield radar bat he did reach first by
legging oat the hit and drove in a run, which mad, it 94 load
for Murray High in the sixth. In the seventh, Marshall County
scored four times to lose 9-8. So though this hit didn't go for,
it was quite important.

Ali Openly Hoping For
Bobick To Beat Norton
NEW YORK (AP) — "He
knows all he needs to know,"
says Eddie Futch, trainer of
Duane Bobick, who fights
tonight in Madison Square
Garden against Ken Norton,
the No. 1 ranked.heavyweight
Futch used to train.
Futch is more than just the
trainer of Bobick. He is an
irritant to Norton.
"I'm going to make a liar
out of him," said Norton, who
gets rankled when people say
and write that Bobick is
fighting Norton because Fatch
knows how to beat him.
-He doesn't know as much
as he thinks he knows," said
Norton about the man who
was in his corner when he
upset Muhammad Ali in 1973
but then left him after the
losing second fight against All
to work fulltime with Joe
Frazier.
Futch smiled when asked
about Bobick's chances of
remaining unbeaten against
Norton.
He noted that he feels
Norton's not as quick as the
fighter thinks he is and also
scoffed at charges that Bobick
hasn't beaten anybody of
stature in his 38-0 pro career.
"... Outside of the fights
with All and Foreman, he
(Norton) hasn't fought
anybody better than Duane
fought," said Futch. Norton
lost two of three to All and was
stopped in the second round by
Foreman, which was for the
title. The third All fight, in
which Norton lost a disputed

decision, also was a championship bout.
"Quarry ( Norton stopped
Jerry Quarry in the fifth round
in 1975) had come out of
retirement and had 10 days to
get ready for the fight." said
Futch. "I made most of the
other fights,so I know."
But Norton is fighting
Bobick, not Futch, and should
he beat him, he will be in a
solid position for a third title
fight — a position so solid
some feel Ali would retire
rather than fight the
Californian a fourth time.
- "Once the bell rings
everything will be great," said
Bobick,. who bridles at the
"White Hope" label; noting
that Futch is his trainer and
Joe Frazier, the former
heavyweight champ, his
manager. "Do they look
white?" he asks.
But Bobick is white, and a
victory would make a fight
between him and Ali a major
money bout. All is openly
rooting for Bobick.
The scheduled 12-rounder
between Norton, who weighed
in at 222% pounds Tuesday,
/
2, will start
and Bobick, 2151
about 10:30 p.m. EDT and will
be worth $500,000 to the 31year-old Norton, who has a 374 record, and $250,000 to
Bobick,26.
The main event will start
about 10:30 p.m., EDT. NBC
will telecast the show from 911:30 p.m., and the New York
metropolitan area will not be
blacked out.

By HERSCHEL N1SSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Nolan Ryan doesn't like to
pitch against Kansas City ...
and you can imagine how the
Royals feel about facing
Ryan.
The California fireballer
hurled the llth two-hitter of
his career Tuesday night,
giving up only a single and a
double to Amos Otis as the
Angels beat the Royals 6-1. It
boosted Ryan's career mark
against the Royals to 15-6,
including 6-2 in Kansas City
where he pitched the first of
his -four- career no-hitters in
1973.
"I don't cherish pitching
against these guys because of
the type of hitters they have,"
Ryan said. "And I've never
been fond of artificial turf. But
I've fared well here,so I can't
complain."
In other American League
games, the expansion Toronto
Blue Jays won their second
straight over the expansion
Seattle Mariners 9-3, the
Minnesota Twins downed the
Detroit Tigers 7-5, the Texas
Rangers edged the Chicago
White Sox 3-2 and the
Cleveland Indians swept a
doubleheader from the
Milwaukee Brewers 1-0 and 74.
Jerry Remy's single drove
in California's first run in the

a two-run homer, leading the
Twins to their fourth consecutive triumph and seventh
in the last eight gam&
Minnesota rookie Jeff Holly
ran his record to 2-0, both
victories against the Tigers.
Rangers 3, White Sox!
Bump Wills' two-out basesloaded walk in the ninth inning
off Bart Johnson forced home
.the winning run and ended
Chicago's four-game winning
streak. White Sox starter
Francisco Barrios had a
three-hitter and a 2-0 lead —
Jim Spencer drove in both
runs with a double and homer
—and faced the minimum 21 .
batters through te first seven
innings before the Rangers
tied tle scare in the eighth on
Willie Horton's single, Ken
Henderson's double, an infield
out and Dave May's pinch double..
Indians 1-7;Brewers 0-4
A three-run first-inning
triple by John Lowenstein and
Rico Carty's two-run homer
were the big blows in the
nightcap. Cleveland snapped a
three-game losing streak by
taking the opener as Larvell
Blanks' one-out homer off Jim
Slaton in the ninth inning
backed Jim Bibby's five-hit
pitching. Dan Thomas and
Sixto Lezcano homered for
Milwaukee in the second
game.

third inning and Joe Rudi's
homer in the sixth put the
Angels in front to stay 2-1.
Singles by Don Baylor and
Remy,an intentional walk,Gil
Flores' double and an error
accounted for three runs in the
seventh, and Bobby Grich
doubled home the final run in
the eighth.
Ryan sailed through the
first four innings without
surrendering a hit before Otis
singled on a 3-2 pitch leading
off the fifth.
"I had good stuff," said
Ryan, . who walked six and
struck six. "I slowed down my
delivery, just trying to get
ahead of the hitters. I was
trying to keep myself out of
trouble with walks. If I'm
going to win many games I
can't walk very many guys."
Blue Jays 9, Mariners 3
Al Woods continued his
torrid hitting with a single,
doiible and triple and unbeaten Jerry Garvin notched
his fifth victory as Toronto
handed their fellow exseventh
a
pansionists
consecutive setback. Woods'
3-for-4 performance raised his
batting average to .389. He
drove in two runs and scored
two, and has 23 hits in 41 atbats for the month of May.
Twins 7,Tigers 5
Bobby. Randall drove in
three runs and Larry Hisle hit

Braves' Losing Streak
Extended To 16 Games
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Spirts Writer
Ted Turner cut short a
sailing vacation to see what
was wrong with his Atlanta
Braves, and he got an eyeful.
The yachtsman and club
owner, seated behind the Atlanta dugout in Pittsburgh's
Three
Rimers Stadium
Tuesday night, watched his
team's losing streak grow to
16 games as the Pirates swept
a twi-night doubleheader 3-0
and 2-1. In 18 innings, the
Braves managed only one run
on 11 hits, 10 of them singles.
"Troubles are what bring
out the best in people," Turner
said philosophically. "I think
in the long run this will bring
out the best in us,
"I'm just going to hang
tough. I'm 38 years old, and I
probably won't die for another

30 years or so — although this
is probably shortening my life
a little."
The „Pirates, taking advantage of Atlanta's woes in
extending their winning
streak to 10 games, longest in
the major leagues this season,
had no mercy for their
troubled colleagues.
"When they leave town I
hope they have success, but
when they're on the other side
of the field you feel nothing at
all for them," said Pirate
pitcher Jim Rooker, who
combined with Kent Tekulve
for a six-hitter in the opener.
Dave Parker, whose tworun triple was the winning
blow in the second game,
agreed. "I don't think you can
afford to show mercy in this
game," said Parker, who had
four hits in the twinbill

Run-scoring singles by
Frank Taveras, Reggie
Stennett and Phil Garner
produced the Pirates' runs in
the first game. In the second,
Parker's two-run triple in the
third inning was all that was
needed.
minutes, the Blazers had a
The Lakers responded with
By BOB BAUM
Cubs11, Astro'5
nine-point lead and held on for a four-on-one fast break, but
Associated Press Writer
The Cubs' victory was their
'a
102-97
victory.
Portland's
Bob
Gross
blocked
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) —
Friday night at Portland, rookie Tom Abernethy's layup sixth in a row, their longest
Bill Walton, the player most
streak in two years. George
responsible for the arrival of the Blazers, in the playoffs for attempt. Then Walton stuffed Mitterwald
Steve
and
the
first
time
in
history,
try
to
a rebound and the score was
the Portland Trail Blazers as
Ontiveros
drove
in
four
runs
Basketball complete the sweep and tied 81-81 with just under eight
National
a
apiece for Chicago. Mitadvance
to
the
championship
minutes
to go.
Association power, has pushed
terwald's three-run homer
Gross' rebound basket gave
his team to the brink of a four- round.
capped a five-run fourth in"I
just
got
hot."
Walton
said
I.,os
Portland
the
lead,
then
Walton
of
the
sweep
game playoff
after the game."The nature of hit two more shots, making it ning that broke open the
Angeles Lakers.
game.
With nine minutes left in the our team is whoever gets hot 87-81.
Reds 2,Cards 1
,
is
supposed
to
take
it
to
the
Abdul-Jabbar stuffed a shot,
third game of their best-ofReds starter Gary Nolan
hoop."
cutting the margin to four
semifinal series
seven
Lakers Coach Jerry West points, but Walton responded making his first appearance of
Tuesday night, the Blazers
the season after being
trailed by four points and were said Walton's scoring outburst with another rebound basket, -sidelined since spring training
came
when
Kareem
Abdulleft-handed
hook
and
a
10a
some
of
need
desperate
in
by a foot infection and
offensive help. So Walton went Jabbar was forced to help out foot right-handed hook, giving mononucleosis, allowed just
defense.
on
Portland a 93-84 lead with 3:50
on a rampage.
three hits in five innings
He sank seven straight "Bill Walton is the second- remaining.
before suffering muscle
best
center
in
the
league,
but
baskets in the next six
Twice Los Angeles cut the -'cramps. Pedro Borbon and
he is not Kareem," West said.
"There were three or four lead to three points, but free Rawly..„.Eastwick completed
baskets where ' Kareem throws lifted the Blazers out of the victo&.
Phillies 3,Giants0
stepped out to block a shot and trouble.
Walton hit 11 of 20 field goal
Steve Carlton blanked the
Walton just rolled in for the
attempts,
grabbed
15
rebound."
"I thought Bill took the rebounds and handed out nine
challenge tonight and made assists. He shared game
some tremendous offensive scoring honors with teammate
plays," said Portland Coach Maurice Lucas with 22 points.
Two games were played this
Jack Ramsay.
weekend in the Murray Soccer
"Bill said at halftime he'd
Wins Cash
League.
have to go to the basket
In the first game, Shelley
more," Ramsay said."He just
NEW YORK (AP) — Bobby Howell scored three goals to
took it. When he gets that look Jones of the Denver Nuggets lead the Red Wings to a 5-6
Bill Bailey
in his face, he's there."
has won the $10,000 Seven victory over the Cosmos.
for
Cazzie Russell's 10-foot Crowns title as the most
Other scores for the Red
Jailer
jumper with 91
/
2 minutes consistent
and
most Wings were Lanette Priest
Your Vote Appreciated
remaining gave the Lakers an productive player in the and Sheri
Moy 24 Democratic
Swift with one goa,
81-77 lead. Then Walton National
Primary
Basketball apiece.
Paid for by thetaodidelie
scored, cutting the gap to two Association for the 1976-77
The Chiefs blanked the
points.
season, it was announced Flyers 7-0 in the second game
today.
Sidney Rankin had three
For Fair Low Enforcement Elect
Jones edged defending gnats for the winners while
champion Kareem A bdul- Kelly Jo Cathey had two. Ann
Jabbar of the Los Angeles Harcourt and Lisa McCaffrey
Lakers in the computerized had one goal apiece.
YOUR SHERIFF
competition, gaining a higher
The Flyers' goalie, Shero
rating when compared with Meadows, played an outNBA forwards than Abdul- standing game as she blocked
Experienced and Dependable
Jabber did against other NBA over a dozen attempts during
rer
()MCI for hy Man Cool. y
centers.
the game.

Walton Goes On Rampage And
Blazers Need One For Sweep

Red Wings, Chiefs
Take Soccer Wins

Joe Beard

•

Giants oh four hits and Greg
Luzinski and Mike Schmidt hit"
homers for Philadelphia,
which reached the .500 mark
at 12-12.
Expos 4, Dodgers 3
Warren Cromartie drove in
the winning run in the seventh
inning when his long drive
bounced off the centerfield
wall, hit Dodgers outfielder
Rick Monday in the forehead,
then bounced over the wall.
Cromartie Was awarded a
ground rule double, scoring
Dave Cash from second with
the run that snapped a3-3 tie.

Sailing Club
Regatta Set
For Weekend
The Kentucky Lake Sailing
Club's Governor's Cup:
Regatta will be held Saturday'
and Sunday on Kentucky
Lake. The regatta will be for onedesign class. Registration will
be held at 8 a. m. Saturday at
the sailing club, located in the
area-a-Cross from the Kenlake
.Marina.
The first race Saturday will
begin at 1:30 p.- m. with the
second race to follow immediately.
The third race will be held at
930 a. m. Sunday.
Trophies will be presented
to winners in e_ach class.
Spectators are welcomed to
attend.
For further information,
contact Dick Crysler at 4365340.

Murray Home
& Auto Store

Chestnut Street

Tail/ague

Ellf=111111
1111=211

HARDWARE STORE

WeatherAll
STANDS
UP TO

THE BEST
OF THEM!

Weather.

NEEDIE TRIMMER
WEED EATER
4 tools in One trimmer,
edger, mower,, sweeper
Manicures.your lawn with
treated fishing line
507

ACrYliC•

House
""
ilicado

ft.01-01."

' •'
Here's g house paint you'll like from the very first brush
full. WeatherAlt Acrylic Latex House Paint goes on with a
"buttery slip': that makes painting fast and easy. Its
unique formula combines the tough, weather-resistance of
an oil paent with all the-easy-to-use features ottatex. Resists weather, smog, stains and blistering. It dries bug-free
in minutes; covers most colors in one coat. Soapy water
cleanup. Choose from our "Jamestown Collection" of
popular-colors!

qiudvaii

of the MONTH
QUANTITIES LIMITED
*isseerwo

299

aG 6 go
vAkke
5-Pc. Stainless
Flatware Setting

now just

STORE)

HARDWARE

Extra 'heavy-weight
stalbless steel. Hammered colonial pattern. Incl. salad and
dinner fork, knife,
soup and standard
spoon

'897
—Wealher All—is- sold exclusively by True Value Hardware
Stores who own three modern Tru-Test Paint factories.

3-SPEED
20" FAN
1688
Quiet, manually reversible, 5 blades 'S223
Stand for above fan has rollers /RF X

Come In
And See
The
Homer Formley's
Refinishing
Method
On
Film

16 88
7 88

FISHER FACTS
BREAKTHROUGH IN
HEATING ECONOMY
ht ,Ilt,
,0F ,I
10.1
,•/
1
4

Murray Girls
Raise Season
Mark To 8-0
The Murray High girls'
tennis team raised its season
record to 8-0 Tuesday with an
easy 9-0 win at Mayfield.
In the singles, Kathy
Outland won 8-4 at number one
over Barbara Pryor, Candy
Jackson won 8-3 at two over
Amy Stahr, Jill Austin won 8-0
at three over Marilee Turner,
Robyn Burke won 8-1 at four
over Shelia McKendree. Carol
Dick defeated Lisa Pryor 8-3
at five and at number six,
Catherine Dick won a 5-3
tiebreaker to win 9-8 over
Mary Caroline Copeland.
In the doubles, OutlandJackson won 8-5 over PryorStahr at one while at two,
Austin-Burke won 8-2 over
Turner-McKendree. In the
third doubles match, Carol
Dick and Susan Stripling won
8-1 over Beth Byars_ and
Laurie Wolfe.
The Tiger girls will host
Marshall County Thursday.

BARGAIN

Ak

Weight 410 Ihs
Virecharither
dl heat appr,i\itnat ,
,quare feet
fs.1 M.\ RI AR
16Weight ;45 Ihs
f ircLhatnher a..-cepls up
II heal appriooinaick I ',lei
;Id re. feet

It

DI •\
eLgra 24s lhs

.

I
harnher
I
Ad. heal appr,v!r:iatek. I i Nit
,A11,1 ft.'

FISHER FEATURES

Space age Woodstove
newest'home appliance
CLEAN, SAFE
WOODSTOVE IS
ENGINEERED FOR
MODERN HOMES

7-hp 25-in. RIDING MOWER
Above Powerfi, 1 '1) enylne Ar'th rerr'•1 Yee-IL •,.rottle
control and safety.key vertcli 3 forward speeds plus
reverse Autornotrve type' differential Siroe clutch.
brake pedal -bush to stop, release to go Lever control,
led cutting height acbustment Eaty'turn geared steering
wheel Floating front stabilizer, parking brake Austen,
pered carbon steel blade Padded seat 725 7
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Prices Good Thurs., May 12 thru Wed., May 18

Ae hAvolbes)

116ke

Heinz Relish
G wov

Not Dog Sweet
Namburgor
India

Folgers Coffee

Folger
coffee

rth our
coupon
below

30,

94. az
with ow
coupon
below

off I lb con

Mel

Dream
Whip

55 .. .

16 o:
'
Save 11

Peter Pan

or Sere 24'

89c

1,

I

Footed
Sherbert

3 c-Is87c
Drinks

49

Fresh Country

Eggs 2i.. 59

27c

S.,. 46'

With $111.00 ordor or more
limit 2 doz. at this price - Savo 511'

Kraft
Mackey, or Purple Null - 15 ez.

Your Choice
10 oz.6 Bottle Carton

With $3.00 Purchase

Gold Nodal

Save 14°
Plus Bottles
Or Deposit

Check Each Week For The Featured Items
Add handsome Completer Pieces to your sets at
substantial savings during this special ten week offer!

Peas 4 at '1°

••—•

Flour

Savo 24'

Plain ov.Solf Rising
5 lb. Bag
Savo 40'

MEAT

Chuck Roast
Fresh Lean

Chuck Roast

All Flavors - 12 oz.

Hawaiian
Punch

lb.
Armour Test Tender
Round Bone

Ground
Chuck Shoulder
Roast

99c
99c
Ground Beef
lb

lb.

lb.

Pure Fresh Lean

Field Pro Leaguer
•

12 oz. pkg.

Field Vlorthmore Sliced

Bacon

Field Boneless

Picnics

Bologna

59

1 lb. pkg.

79

12 oz. pkg.

99c

Family
Pack
3 lbs. 68lb.
Or more

Fields Sliced

Wieners

°4EKSE -woe

VW.

Armour Test Tender Choice Beef

trmour
Test Tender
Boneless

csTracas

69c

YOUR BEST BUY

lb.

89c

Armour Test Tender Chuck

Steak

lb.

Cottage Saltine
Crack
Cheese
Secret

Strawberries
594

5
Kraft
Single

Cheese

Save 40'

99

Paramount

Home Grown

1?

CCM
swum,

Spray Deodorant
4 oz. Reg. $1.39

49c

Hamburger
Dill
Slices
32..s..29' 69c

1 b. WI Urn

Savo 10' 59C

(Red Only)
Save 20'
16 et.

Nabisco
Premium

Sealtest

*O.

•

•

*Employees of Porkers and their Families not eligible to win .4dulta
to inn
only may register..You do not have to be

1 it.
Save I'

12 oz.

i

Winner:

'Nothing to Buy 'No Cards To Punch •All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p. m. New Coolest Starts Thursday
Morning.

Mustard

Corn

7

Mark Hartsgrove
Rt. 8

This Week's

Kraft
Prepared

Green
Giant
Niblets

,
, Pr
Pr

59c

Register each tine you
are in the store for the
$100given away each week

16 oz. Bog

1

1 doz. in cello bag

Cash Give Away

Shurtendo Chuckwagon

4

This Weeks
Feature

ICED TEA

Lemons

Pkg.6 Steaks

Wexford Crystal

19c

Full of Juice

Frosty Acres Whole

$1 29

1 lb. bag

Carrots

Regular Size 794

9 oz

Gant 49 01
Sere 20'

15c

Fresh Crisp

Dessert Topping 2 89"
69"
Okra
4
89
Steaks

•

lb.

Cabbage

Frosty Whip

Laundry Detergent

9

- Footed Sherbet

Pizza

qt.

New Green

Totino's - Cheese, Hamburger,Sausage, Pepperoni

Tide

Peanut
Butter
c

Strawberries

FROZENFOODS

French
Dressing

3 oz. Save 10'

rglerfal

Home Grown

FAST FIXIN g
Kraft

Topping

PRODUCE

$100

Kreme

Angel Food ,„°.:;„
Cake

Dream
Whip
+or WPM

for

REFRESHING

5 oz. pkg. Savo I'

Lipton

Coppertone

Instant Tea Nit

Suntan Lotion

with wiser sad
Waren

4 oz.
Reg. $2.19
Save 50`

21 ex.
S.,. 46'

immis
Lipton
--tea
mix
Iion
WO or
nes"
ow*

5

'COUPON

kn.,low,

$169
IVVI,COUPON
ea.ro

ger t

II
with this coupon

coffee

:54

30

Heniz
Relish
3for 8100

C

1 C. con
with Ibis mopes
5-16-77
Expires
Offer

Oder

*"'"'• •
8-15.77

Good Only St Porker's
•

"If You Matc o ur ua ity... ou ant :eat ur 'rice
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

Downtown Shopping Center
a,•

HOURS: 7 e. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sat.
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Additional 121,979 Voters Bring(otal Registered To 1.8 Million In State
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1-AP) —
An additional 121.971 voters
have registered for the May 24
vrimary election, bringing the
total• bomber of registered
voters to more than 1.8
it
'Just over 1.7 million persons
registered to vote in last
Novembers
presidential
election.
Tabulation of reports from
the state's 120 county clerks

was ebinpleted late Monday
by the state Board of_ Elections.
Mullins,
Charlotte
the
executive
board's
secretary, said Tuesday that
even though the total of
• 1,835,273 persons registered
was
for the primary
somewhat heavier than expected, it did not Increase as
much as it did during the
registration period from May

to November of last year. -.
She attributed that to
widespread interest in the
presidential election.
Mrs. Mullins said it is, difficult to predict voter tui-nout
for the primary, since there
are many variables. But she
said there's generally a lot of
interest in local and countywide races.
Records show that local
contests and presidential

elections generate more
Voter interest In Kentucky
than do congressional races,
she said.
In addition to the usual
gamut of candidates, ranging
from magistrate to sheriff to
county judge and legislator,
there's a new office on the
ballot' this year — that of
district court judge.
The new post, created under
the Judicial Amendment to

the state constitution, isn't
effecti e until Jan.1.1978.
However: Mrs. Mullins said,
the addition of judicial candidates probably won't make
a big difference in voter
turnout, since people are
automatically interested in
local races.
She also noted that many of
the candidates for district
judge are unopposed in the
primary.

Mrs. Mullins said she the system She cited the need to handle
doesn't see the need — in to hire additional poll workers egiAration
Kentucky — -for the federal
administration's proposal to
allow voters to register on the
day of the election.

election

Vote For
WILLIAM IL
FURCNES

She said voter registration
in the comihonwealth already
is simpler than in many other
states, and that such a
proposal
would
create
problems rather than simplify

CITY COUNCIL WARD B
Your Vote Well8to Appreciated
andidatr

Culitts al Act Raid l'or

/1111111CIMAII
Black & Decker

American Made
Metal & Wood
Handle

ome items not exacti

No. 8280 Cordless

Grass
Shears
$1499
All American Made

American
Made
Metal &
Wood Handle

as •ictured

Garden-Yard &
Utility Hand

See our large
o
display
ceramic pots
with or without
hangers. All
shapes, sizes
colors.

y

\ Tools
8600 HIP ROOF SIX TRAY
36 COMPARTMENTS

T.V.

Mast

Wall
Mounts
Holds 7"

v- Bow Rake
&.• Tater Digger _tt—Yard Rake
1.
vSpades
v- Weed Hoe
v. Bush Hook
v- Masonry Hoe
v- Corn Scoop
v- Round & Square _JO v- Cultivators
v- Weed Slings
Point D-Handle Shovel

Full Ceramic Guides
Reg. $19.95

At the Lowest
Discount Prices

From
Wall

Special
Limit One Please

dirm Proof

WINCHISTIRrYin,
795

New Shipment

WILDCAT 22
AMMO

Antennas
With Hardware Included
(40 ft Guy a L..d to wire) & Brackets

1.16.117.22 I 10

No. 314
No. 306
No. 3-10

Plastic Can

Lawn
Sprinkler $167

2 Gal. Capacity

$29.97
$16.97
$26.97

Limit 5 Boxes

Blacktail Hunter

Compound Bow
Pre-Season Sale

Do-It-Yourself
Pick-Up Truck

Black 8. Decker
Electric Nylon

Camper
Mounting
Adhesive
Tape

Grass
Trimmer

t, Coolers &
Ice Chests
Styrofoam For
Light Weight

10061••••• end ccumeconat. Long Draw Ma. 3/1
C.Pell W•iglor

drew loopti.

Featuring The
Grip & Pour Spout
1 Gol.

Freshens breath as it brightens
teeth. Family size 6 oz

Men's Solid
Color Dress

Sale

76'

with Wag efeeves
full button front
$799
)
1110..

New
Agree

Prices in the Uncle Jeff's Health de
Beauty Aids Department are good through Sun.

Al Sues 14-17's, sleeve lengths
32-35 These shirts can be
special ordered for bandy.
groups, etc Avallable us 21 colors

or

Creme Rinse
& Conditioner
Helps* Stop the grossies
fltre
°SOO(' of Rage*
Oily fstre Body Balsam II
oz. Rattle

7'20Z. Jar

Dial Soap
Bath Size

Instant
Nestea

NOXZEMA

Ban
Roll-On

Rocker
Cushion Set

in solids 1 stripes
short sleeve, round
neck, 50°.. poly.,
5-0°. cotton
Reg. S1.111

100% Tea

&restless, Medicated
6 oz. Jar

Reg. $5.99

$1 00

3 oz Jar

Choose from 6 Solid

Fashionable
2 Piece

Boys'

T-Shirt
Tops

Noxzema
Skin Cream

Frees9

Plastic Jugs

U.J. Reg. 33.95

Ultra Brite
Toothpaste
An gnats yam. el Polar II Ho Neer,. octoracy poricomaroce
oppolity onol le. ponce SA 8Ihs I ot Mayo.own oleo losodle
Sch. bosom moollor epoxy hook [toiled .11 topped 4..

$388
Now On Sale
3 Piece

Sale$1 39

Sale

Ladies 50% Poly., 50% Cotton

Desiten

Curad
"Ouchless"
Plastic Bandages
All one size
Box of 60

strips. No.60600

"

by Wrangler

Chia'
TrImelon
Dec0,19414111
.
Silengo
,
Congestion
Tateeis

For congested allergy-sinus conditions. 24 tablets.

Vinyl Coyerell Ontsiee
Vinyl toned Inside
SI I 99
S14 99

yew*, Case
Wimpieed Cases 15"yilr

Choice of Regular or

$12.99
v.., $8.99 s-st
kgbit $15.99 s-M.I.

Slacks 54 15-16

New Baby fresh
Scent 10 az

Available in Off White(ii

51 7 99

WINP6•1111 Cases 17' 124'
Se, S39
Sore

99

54 98 when you
3 pieces

buy oll

Burq Blue

Ladies

Chlor-Trimeton
Decongestant Tablets

Luggage Set

Pant Suit

Skin Care
For better coffee flavor. Fits most all basket
•
type automatic coffee Makers.
Box of 100

Miss Breck
Hair Spray
Choice of Regular Super Hold
scented • Ultra Hold - Super Unscented. 11 oz. Car

Dry and Clear

Visine
Eye Drops

salo $158

Acne Medication, helps ties' up scat fast :

day

Clears leanest, soothes and conifer's
irritated eyes.'2 oz. Plastic Bottle

Shoes
Asst Styles
1 Colors
Keg Peke
ffi 99toill /5
Sizes 5-10

Special Groups
Men's Western

Boots
Week

Boots
ao $1000
Final Clearasce

N

N
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Prices Good Thurs., May 12 fir Wed., May 18

e
1Pees
474o

116ke
40140 3
2 °Hoof" i

coffee

with our
C oupon
below

4,

30c

off

Angel r(riinil
Cake

9 4401
wrth ove
coupon
below

lb. eon

99

Save°30'
Reg S 29

Dream
Whip

T112

Topping
301. Save 10'

554

3

Pizza

Tide
1 29

ICED TEA

'Nothing to Buy *No Cords To Punch eAR You Do Is

754
••••

Hawaiian
Punch

12 oz. pkg.

lb.

Pack
'3 lbs.

Family
or
more

99c

Hamburger
Dill
Slices

68

lb.

lb.

32 oz. Save 20'

89c

Field Worthmore Sliced

Armour Test Tender Chuck

Bacon

Steak

12 oz. 1)4,19

Paramount

Picnics

794

lb.

494

Savo IR'
44 oz.

Field Boneless

Bologna
1 lb. pkg.

59c

694

Home Grown

Strawberries
qt

894

"If You Matc

Save 10' 59C

1 lb. box • Sore 12'

Kraft
Single

Secret
•

AMERICAN

Spray Deodorant
4 oz. Reg. $1.39

Cheese

41111
r11
V

Shoulder
Roast

Fields Sliced

c
59

Cottage Saltine
Crackers
Cheese

(Red Only)

Armour Test Tender
Round Bone

594

EON

Nabisco
Premium

Saaltest

All Flavors - 12 oz.

Pure Fresh Lean

Wieners

LIP-WORNO
now

11.

lb.

Field Pro Leaguer

Save 24'

Plain or Sell Rising
5 Ib'. Bag
Save 40'

594

9.
99
Ground Beef
lb.

Peas 4 Can $1"

Flour

Chuck Roast
Chuck Roast
99c

With $10.00 order or more
limit 2 doz. at this price - Save 59'

Gold Medal

Plus Bottles
Or Deposit

Ground
Chuck

(

Eggs 2d01 59c
Kraft
Blackeye or Purple Null - 15 oz.

Armour Test Tender Choice Beef

Boneless

Fresh Country

21c

can.

Your Choice
10 oz. 6 Bottle Carton
Save 141

MEAT
Fresh Lean

9 oz.
Save 8'

3 87c

I YOUR BEST BUY

rmour
Test Tender

.Employees of Porkers and their Families not eligible to win .Adults
Otto win
only may register .You do not have to be

Mustard

Drinks

Add handsome Completer Pieces to your sets at
substantial savings during this special ten week offer'

Register Each Time Yoh Are In The Store Drillhing Wednesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.

Kraft
Prepared

Green
Giant
Niblets

)

Save 46'

Check Each Week For The Featured Items

59c

Mark Hartsgrove
Rt. 8

This Week's
Winner:

Pkg.6 Steaks

12 oz.

With $3.00 Purchase

1 doz. in cello bag

Register each time you
are in the store for the
$100given away each week

894

Corn

49

Lemons

16 oz. Rai694

This Weeks
Feature

ZUP

19c

Carrots

Cash Give Away

Steaks
(t.

1 lb. bag

Fresh Crisp

'
9 oz.139

Shurtenda Chuckwagon

$

15c

Full of Juice

Okra

Giant 19 oi
Sore Kr

lb.

Cabbage

Regular Size 794

peat.

' Footed Sherbet

594

New Green

Frosty Acres Whole

Laundry Detergent

Footed
Sherbert

tit
qt.

Strawberries

Dessert Topping 2

Wexford Crystal

Ve

Home Grown

Frosty Whip

Peter Pan

f
e f
f
• •

PRODUCE

for

Totino's - Cheese, Hamburger, Sausage, Pepperoni

Solv618

oz Save 21'

$ 00

FROZENFOODS

Pr ibis

Peanut
Butter
.. 9c

REFRESHING

4

French
Dressing

A-,

'4--C

11 FAST FUXIN'

Kraft

Whip
OltarC Un

mist_11

Not Dog Sweet
India Hamburger

Folgers Coffee

fEliger

Drearr,

211811Mbv>
•

Heinz Relish

•

59c

Save 40'

994
Lipton

Akt
wiatet4,

6 oz. pkg. Save 8'

Coppertone

Instant Tea Nix

Suntan Lotion

with swear and
lemma
24 oz.
Save 46'

$1 59

Lipton
—tea )
-mix

4 oz.
Reg. 52.19
Save SO'

$169
AtteliCOUPON

COU PON

Neniz
Relish
:
"
thi
z
De.s.opem

.1847

30

3for el se

Off

Offer
Expires
5-18-77

lb. cow
with tbis tampon
iNfer h.xpires 5-18-77

,Sy At PwrhwriNNAlik

Good Only at Parker's

'ou ant eat ur rice

ur ua

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
Mid
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

Downtown Shopping Center
:sectotesseweteetrix....x.,...t—eltelto.:-.4xwb ttr•JML.._e.--:•twinairi • .

HOURS: in. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sat.

•

-
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Additional 121 979 Voters Bring Total Registered To 1.8 Million In State
HANKFUHL
tAP — was completed late Monday
An additional 121.979'voters by the state Board of Elec,have registered foa.the May 24
piitnrir election. bringing- the
Mill tins,
Chdrit`t t e
total binnb,..r of registi4ed the board's executive.
voters to more than 1 8 secretary, said' Tuesday that•
even though the total of
Just over 1.7 million persons 1,835.273 persons registered
registered to vote in last for the primary was
November's presidential somewhat heavier than expected, it did not increase as
election.
Tabulation of reports from much as it did during the
the state's 120 county clerks registration period from May

geherate more the state constitution, isn't
voter interest in Kentucky effective until Jan. 1, 1978.
than do congressional races, However, Mrs. Mullins said,
she said.
the ..addition of judicial canIn addition to the usual didates probably won't make
gamut of candidates, ranging a big difference in voter
from magistrate to.sheriff to turnout, since people are
county judge and legislator, automatically • interested in
there's a new office on the local races.
•
ballot this year — that of
She also noted that many of
district court judge.
the candidates for district
The new post, created under judge are unopposed in the
the Judicial' Amendment to primary.

Mrs. Mullins- -said she the system. She cited the need to handle election day
doesn't see the need — in _to hire additional poll workers registration..
•
Kentucky — for the federal
administration's proposal to
allow voters to register on the
day of the election

elections

She attributed thaLt to
wKlespread interest in the,
presidential election,
Mrs. Mullins said it is difficult to predict voter turnout
for the primary, since there
are many variables. But she
said there's generally a lot of
interest in local and countywide races.
Records show that local
contests and presidential

She said voter registration
in the commonwealth already
is simpler than in many other
states, and that such a
proposal would create
problems rather than simplify

FORMES
CITY COUNCIL WARD B
You Vote Will Be Appreciated

T.V.
Lead-In

All American Made

v Bow Rake
v Toter Digger
v Yard Rake
v Spades
v Weed Hoe
v Bush Hook
v Masonry Hoe
v Corn Scoop
v Round & Square
jlif v Cultivators
Weed Slings
Point D-Handle Shovel

Hedge Shears

Full Ceramic Guides
Reg. $19.95

Wood

Metal

$787

$927

2
Wall
Mounts

See our large
of
display
ceramic pots
with or without
hangers. All
shapes, sizes
colors.

Garden-Yard 8,
Utility Hand

\ Tools
Heddon

Candidate

Politwal Ad Paid

Black & Decker
No. 8280 Cordless

American
Made
Metal &
Wood Handle
8600 HIP ROOF SIX TRAY
36 COMPARTMENTS

For
R

WILLIAMo

American Made
Metal & Wood
Handle

Mast

Holds 7"
From
Wall

Al the lowest
Discount Prices

$377

Special
9 Ft. - 1x1 1,4
Galvanized

1VINCHE5TIR7t.

New Shipment

WILDCAT 22

Special

Antennas

1 Quart Plastic

With Hardware Included •
(40 tt Guy IL Lead sti wire) & Brackets

Canteen

No. 314
No. 306
No. 310

Special

69

km,

MPLTS.;.
,

to November of last year.

Plastic Can
2 Gal. Capacity

Lawn
Sprinkler $167

$29.97
$16.97
$26.97

Grass
Trimmer

Camper.
Mounting
Adhesive 30 Ft. Roll
Tape $367

Blacktail Hunter

Compound Bow
Pre-Season Sale

Coolers &
Ice Chests
Front994 to$417

Black & Decker
Electric Nylon

Do-It-Yourself
y
Pick-Up Truck

Plastic Jugs

U.J. Reg. 33.95

Featuring The
Grip & Pour Spout

$2
8
97
Sole

1 Gal.$
2
77

$5995
idnut

Men's Solid
Color Dress

Ultra Brite
Toothpaste

Reg. $1.95
On woOtoo woos*. of Poirot II bow iffahfrosocconcy porforomoto
4.1 low prate Oh 3 flos to, Moopootmoof alloy 'moat
SO.. Orgy, footellor opfloy finish Dried rood roped fro
141;0•14for 44 ortosserros Loos Orem WM 34'
lb Poet VOIriele

Prices in the Uncle Jeffs Health &
Beauty Aids Department are good through Sun.

Freshens breath as it
teeth Family size 6 oz

Ono 4•40. SO

Vaseline Petroleum Jelly

brightens

\

New
Agree

Sale664

tea

Scooped Neck
Sleeveless
100*. Cotton,
Machine Washable

$799

(loose from -6.6010( oIor

Fashionable
2 Piece

Boys'

T-Shirt
Tops

Rocker
Cushion Set

in solids S. stripes
short sleeve, round
',Eck. SO*. poly.,
SO*. cotton
Reg S1 El

Instant
Nestea
Greasiest, Mediccrted
601 Jar

Tank Tops

with long s
fell batten front

Sizes 14-1 ,
Jengths
01( 32-3.5 Tbesie shirts i-an be
speila1 ordered fur band.',.
groups et As inlable in 21

Creme Rinse
Conditioner
Helps Stop the grossits.
Choice of Regular
Extra
Oily Extra Body Bolton. I
or Bottle

7'3 oz. Jar

Girls

Shirts

Reg. $5.99

100% Tea

$388

3oz Jar

$1 39
Sale

Curad
"Ouchless"
Plastic Bandages
All one size 3.4" strips. No.60600
Box of60

3 Piece

Sale

Luggage Set
Desiten
Skin Care

Paper Maid
Coffee Filters

Choice of Regular

Vinyl lined Inside

by Wrangler
or

$12.99
Vest $8.99 ,
Jacket $15.99 S-M-I.

Slacks '

New Salty Fresh

For better coffee flavor. Fits most all basket
type automatic coffee makers.
lox of 100

Vinyl Covered Outside

Pant Suit

Scent IOW

Available

I our-

Off Whitt:Only

S14.99
S17.99

Special Groups
Men's Western

Boots
9500

Shoes

Dry and Clear

$11.99
Set $39.99
Save S4.98 when you
buy all 3 pieces
Burg.-Blue-Green

Ladies
Chlor-Trimeton
Decongestant Tablets

Vanity Case
Weekend Cases I 5"11211'
Weekend Cases 17"s24''

TrintietOn

Dec u,Oestai
Marfa
Smos Co"'
faders

For congested allergy-sinus conditions. 24 tablet.I.

Choice of Regular Super Hold
scented
Ultra Hold
Super
scented 11 oz. Con

Men's Work

$/I 58
Salf.
Acne Medication helps clear up acne test 2

Boots
9000

Clears Redness, soothes and cowl oris
irritated eyes.'7 07 Plastic Bottle

Final Clearance

a
'
. .
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System Attracting Attention

I Deaths and Funerals 1

A-4
(t.t
APiii.
Ky.at
astiag
KF
ORTille
Nur
FtRisAa
tha
Kentucky's largest state
agency has a *system 'to
promote restraint in hiring

said, "to ma e sure any
about three montas ago.
Now, division Director Matt position we did fill was being
says personnel officers filled But of necessity — was a
.Aniato
from other departments are 'completely needed position.
calling his office to find out "Hopefully, that would at
some time reduce the nurnhow the system works.
of other agencies, a personnel
-audit program is hers that are employed," he
job
The.
official says.
Mrs. Rosa Copeland;age 93,
proving a "good tool of said.
The Division -of Personnel management," Amato said At least, he added, it will
died Tuesday at 5.:50 a. m. at
Longterm Care
Management in the DepartMrs. Bertha Lewis of Ilexter the Benton
rm n tthoughsu he haedtdhe:lr, make department officials
Tuesday,
the
of
member
for Human Resources, .
ment
a
was
She
Unit.
at
think twice before asking to
sure
Route One died Tuesday
Church.
which employs about onehas instigated a hire more staff.
p in at the Murray- New Zion Baptist
anybody
third of all state employes,'
Survivors include one
••It should alert people
Calloway County Hospital.
similar program."
Mrs. Nell HoUser.
began its "job audit" system
daughter,
was begun, he asking for positions to be filled
program
The
She was 81 years of age, and
three sons, Claytus
to take a closer leok at their
was born July 20. 1895, in Hardin; James Lofton, and
,
Copeland
requests, and put some
Calloway County.
Lofton, all of Benton;
Charles
a
*
was
restraint on themselves," he
deceased
The
(Continued From Page 1)
AWL
grandchildren;
"That's the main focus."
said.
John
Corm;
Durham,
member of the Independence fourteen
Larsen,
ro;
Owensbo
ger,
Curtsin
great grandchildren:
e;
held by the Welcome
the - department's
be
Ggeenvill
All
for
the
to
card
obtained
party
been
prizes
have
IV,
„Special
United Methodist Church and eighteen
Lovell
Joseph G. Darnell, Chicago, Joseph
great grandehild.
Melber requests for hiring go through
the
Peoples
BankCom
in
on
,
m.
May
at
Mathis,
p.
rs
7:30
Chlb
12,
Thursday
Newcome
Wagon
Marie
resided with her daughter, one great
Linda
Darnell,
Michael
Seth
Ill.;
The funeral is being held
!Ruby )
and Amato
Brooks
Ntr s
munity Room, North 12th and Chestnut Streets. The public is invited and tickets are
Symsonia "Route 1; Donna Route 1; Melinda Ellen Amato's office,
at two p. m. at the
,today
One,
Route
Dexter
,
Ill., Route 3. said he is charged with hiring
. Pictured left are
Setiroader
753-0323
Vienna,
for
or
ion
call
and
person
McCuan,
per
753-8842
informat
dollar
one
Eddyville
Davis,
Lucindia
Funeral
of the Collier
who survives, along with one chapel
foot fern to Sarah Hulick,
ng
Brenda Lee_ Meyer. PemRoute-2.
Benton. with the Rev. Juanita Lynn of Juanita Flowers, Inc., presenti a rabbit's
,
Julie Ann Perkins, to maintain programs."
son. Jimmy Lewis. Hardin; Home,
of
of
Bank
the
Billington
broke;
and
are
right
pictured
Wilma
party,
card
the
for
chairman
Rev.
Henry
Franklin
Doran,
the
'Brasher and
ten personnel officials
Mass.;
The
o,
Attlebor
four siStf;ps . Mrs. Nettie C....
of
the
vice
North
president
setond
to
cup
a
julep
g
mint
Canady,
Matilde
Pvtarray
presentin
Anne James Erwin, Prentess
officiating. Burial
Jasper, who perform the audits do it
Burkeen, Dexter Route- One, Don Phelps
Ann
Henry, Katherine Michael Albert Pfau,
the Mt. Zion Newcomers Club.
in
follow
will
Mrs.
llopkins,
Powers, "both at random and by
Marie
Mrs. Belle
Lavinia
Ind.;
Eleanor Mason, Cynthia Gale
.
and selection," Amato said. They
Nancy BUrkeen, and Mrs. Cemetery
Rose Readel, Muhammad Vine Grove; Richard Rice
of
all
r,
Schroade
of use a "proof of necessity
both
Trimer,
Lovena
Jawaid Riaz, Patricia Gail Norman E.
Ann check form" that calls forSusan
Murray; six grandchildren:
Station;
Valley
Robertson, Holly Susan
Stock Market
Robert information about the job to be
one. great grandchild. •
Rudolph,' James Phillip Schuster, Anna, Ill.;
be
v;ill
sakices
6; filled.
ftoute
Funeral
Paducah
Seay,
Alan
Thompson, Deborah M.
They find put what the
Price. ,.f stocks of local interest at
- held Thursday at two p. in. at
H.Sharp, Russellville
Thomas
Mary
Beth
4.4.1,n,,
and
I
ttni.
Vaccaro,
to
wntsheil
f
noir, n41,1
Chur,Max
ill be expected to employee
the
Shearer,
of
the chapel
Route 4; Gletunore
Times I 51 SU11011 6, areas folk
Young,all of Murray.
3; do, how many,other employes
Route
ille
chill Funeral Home with the Indus As
Nicholasv
Jr.,
Carol Wall Driver, Benton;
quoted that would permit contour
Morgan- are doing strhilar jobs, why
Rev. Coy Garrett officiating
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) — -exchange, the Journal
Cynthia Gayle Elliott, Gale Mary Ann Sheffer,
of
the
as
Airco
and
retention
mining
White
asking
as
ntalist
the current employes cannot
environme
an
and Mrs. Oneida
field.
Journal
une
Goal
Ain Motors
The Kentucky
ng Ann Ottway, Susan Kay
controlli
thus
walls,
acid
ng
high
"newspri
if
take on the work, and what
2 •
/
141
Smith,
professor
a
N.
organist. Burial will follow in Ashland Oil .
ne
Jacqueli
speaks of :amateurish,
Summers, Lynn Thomas, and
. 64'. unc
AT&T
cancer to and handling runoff."
would happen if the position
1;
cause
Mild
Route
Ill.,
the Stewart Cemetery.
rg,
ds
Petersbu
firebran
2
/
-1
55
.
2
1
/
ible
irrespons
Ford Motor
Betty R. Underwood, all of
"
2
/
readers.
2 -1
/
were not filled.
r
551
Cairo,
newspape
Friends may call at the Gen Dynamics.
Smith,
Kay
out
'Yolanda
I with] witch-burning zeal"
Paducah; Micaela Jean
2 -•2
1
. 68/
Gen Motors
After finding these things
The professor answers
Stevenson,
funeral home.
Lou
Cynthia
Ill.;
28".
Elaine
to "crucify" the coal industry.
Beth
Gen. Tire
and
Endres
but
,
evidence
from supervisors and
2
/
Mich
29 -1
no
is
out
Eugene
there
:oodrich
Michael
The
Mayfield;
mean?
Who could it
Gerhart, both of Belleville,
unc
.
Gulf Oil
s, they make a
skilled
t
employe
and
persisten
Sue
after
Barbara
Walker, Marion;
2
1
2 -/
1
36/
conservationists, of course,
l'ennwalt
State Market News Service May III.; Katina Lee Eubanks,
dation to Human
into Fwleral
2
recommen
/
23 +1
is
tricked
ng
1;
questioni
Route
Quaker Oats
Clinton
Whayne,
have
who
--thoSe
ly
specifical
11, 1977
Eldorado, Ill.; Pamela Carol
2
/
31 -1
Republic Steel
Secretary Pete
Area Hog Market
s
happen.
Purchase
Resource
could
it
admitting
Mayfield
Kentucky
Wilson,
. n't
Singer Mfg
-suggested that the recent
Farmer, Symsonia Route 1; Karen Sue
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
or disapprove
approve
meteor
9'.
unc
to
a
could
Conn
so
But
Tappan
Route 2; Niles Eugene- Woods,
Receipts: Act. 700 Est. 500 Barrows & Pamela Gay Rogers Faughn,
eastern Kentucky floods were
Information from elderly Western Uruor,
2
/
17.4 -1
position,
requested
on
1.00 higher
the
Capitol
Sows
filling
higher
state
the
.
1.25
Lee
destroy
Gilts
Laura
and
Lick;
21..
Mays
Ford,
due in large part to strip
and low income families who Zenith Radio
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.. $41.75-42.00 few 42.25 Fredonia; Bruce Lynn
said.
adds,
Amato
professor
the
4,
July
$41.50-41.75
US 1-3 200-240 lbs.
mining practiCes._
; Bernard Thomas Woolam,Clarksville,Tenn.
Interest at main
feel their homes or other
Pliers of stook at
$41.00-41.50 Ledbetter
"the . idea .is US 2-4 240-260 lbs. .
operators' though
, furnished to the I edger &
coal
00
The
Jr., Morganfield
$4025.41
French,
dwelling places need im- EDT. toda%
lbs.
3-4260-280
US
.
Tunes by FirA 1 MaIngan. Carp . of
Sows
publication has become ridiculous."
Lynn Gilman,
4;
Robin
Route
provements. to conserve Murray are as follows
$33.00-33.50
be
likened
lbs.
This fantasy can
`US 1-2 270-350
embroiled in the controversy
$33.50-34.50 Flat
Mo.; Larry
River,4.
energy is being collected,
lbs
300-500
1-3
US
-the extremist tactics of the US 1-3 600-650 lbs
$34,50-35.50
over. what _caused the to
aceortling to Alan Blaustein, Heubletn
Michael Griffin,'ltockford,
•'.
_
McDonalcbst'orp
132.0D-33.00
the.
zealots,"
'mine
734 - '•
devastating high waters in anti-strIp
senior kitrzens director for Ponderosa Sy stems
Sharon Marie Hargrove,
Boars under 300 lbs. - 21.00-24.00, over
45', ,
TO MURRAY
Coal Journal said. "They, too, 3061b
Kimberly Clark
s. - 24'00-26,50
.
April.
Calloway County.
53',
Unicintown Route • 1; Mark
Union Carbide
into
e
conjectur
wrap
to
try.
al
a,
It contends the opponents of
Due to incorrect in- W R Grace
Lindsey Hayes, Cincinnati,
n."
LAKE DATA
• strip - mining. -have been conclusio
foriaation received in .a news Texaco
54,
Ohio; James Hervey Hudson,
General Elec.'
Ward A
far
m.
so
a.
7
went
on
Lake,
publicati
The
Kentucky
caught redhanded for raising
releai:e on Monday, the wrong GAF Corp
Puryear, Tenn.; Nancy Austin
31'• - •
And Influence
dge that an 359.2, down 0.1.
Vote
Acknowle
to
as
Your
Georgia Pacific
-infor
a phony issue."
telephtne number
.talc
2.53
Jaco,, Benton Route 9; Mary
Pfizer
1.2.
one,
is
mp
there
'if'
307.6,,
tion,
dam
Wow
inv-estiga
.. 343h urn.
Will Be Appreciated
The journal is published b.
Jim Waiters
-formation was
-1.6.4 uric
359172, Helen Jones, Cadiz linute 3;
_
-.
Barkley' Lake,7
Political
Coal OfieratorS - Associates would shovii that strip mining
COri7cIlY: -rw te1ephdnëtö Kirsch
Keyser,
Meador
Carol
Lynda
Disne% .
increased down 0.1.
have
may
FranElin Mint
paid for by Dove Willis, 211 Spruce St,
,Inc. of Pikeville. call is 753-092t4.
Laney,
Joseph
Edward
Cadiz;
But it added:
Below dam 312.6. down 1.6.
'Harry Caudill, --- an en- • sedimentation.
Streamwood, Ill.; Lisa Louise
enough
make
not
did
It
.
.
•
is
author,
1.
.. vironmentalist and
the
affect
to
ce
among those arguing that .differen
strip mine sediment clogged vicosity or the flow. It.did not
beds and thereby raise the water or increase the
stream
Y
TOMM
high waters more runoff. Only the rain did. the
made
."We can't stop the rain. But
severe.
• Gov.• Julian Carroll and lawmakers can deter inrobert Bell, secretary of the stead of contribute to its
state Department for Natural damage by a sound enResources and Environmental vir-onmental. strip 'mine bill
Protection, have called the
criticism of strip mining on
- this basis unjustified.
The Coal Journal agreed
with them .that
. the main
reason was the heavx rainfall,
declaring "the answer is plain
and simple" .and listing the
statistics from the National
Weather Service for early last
month.
enthe
"Again
viroarnentalists, or rather the
irresponsible element among
them, have been proved
wrong," the publication said
in an editorial.
It called on "responsible"
environmentalists to "rid
*themselves of the amateurish,
firebrands
irresponsible
'Whose antics. have defamed
their cause and inflicted
• untold costs on the coal inDan Sloan will
the coal- The Rev,
and
dustry
missionary bur"His
present
consuming public."
Assembly of
first
at
den"
In a satirical and fictional
God - 16th & 6Iendale on
On March 16, I filed my papers for the
Thursday, May 12 at 7:00
privilege of being a candidate for the office of
p.m. He attended Johnson
Calloway County Coroner.
Bible College. Knoxville, In.,,
To you, the voters of Murray and Calloway
and pastored in the inCounty, I would like to tell you a little about
s
myself. I am 28 years of age, the son of
dependent Christian church
Thomas 0.and Minnie Lee(Churchill) Walker,
for ten years before going
and the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald W.
his full gospel ministry. He
Churchill. My wife is the former Marilyn
has pastored deaf people in
Connrtible Portabk
Wilson, daughter of Mrs. Evelyn Wilson and
churches in Virginia for three
Model KDS-511
the
are
We
six
Wilson.
for
W.
"Stub"
the late H.
years and in Kentucky
SALE PRICE NOW.
parents of three children: Traci. five, Jamie,
years. South. Korea, where
be
will
Sloans
three,and Leigh, eight months.
the
We are members of Grace Baptist Church. I
ministering, has 34,000.000
Only
attended Murray State University and am a
people in a country no
graduate of the Kentucky School of Mortuary
larger than the state of KenScience. I ..tri a'licensed furiOral director And
'kicky, which has 3:4.00,000
ernbalmerelzoth in Kentucky and in Tenpeople. Pastor Jerry Hendlry
nessee,-aneftwn a member of the Murray Opinvites the public to attend.
timist Club, Murray Lodge 1(15 F. & AM, and
the Temple Hill Lodge 276 F. & AM.
Includes normal replacement installation!
Since 1967, I have been associated with the J.
Job includes labor to reconnect to code approved plumbing and electrical
Built-in Model KDS-18
H. Churchill funeral Home, and a partner sinsystems. Additional charge for permit and carpentry work if needed
Standard Color
Evangelist for the gospel
ce 1972.
Install it yourself and Save even more!
meeting at the New 'CowI personally feel that I am qualified to hold
The
monthly
regular
cord Church of .Christ or
the office of Coroner because of my funeral
ty • Continuing
May 13, 14, and 15 will be Communi
service background. I have also had good
Ask about KitchenAid's scrubbing power comparison. Five leading brands
n Meeting,
Nursing
Educatio
the
of
Bro.
Bradshaw
Willie
as
serving
while
assistant
training
nd
backgrou
sponsored .by the Murrayhave from 8% to 76% less scrubbing power!
Ninth Street Church of
to the Chief Deputy Corner of Jefferson Co.
,Calloway County Hospital,
Christ, Paducah. Services will will be held Monday, May 16,
(Louisville) for a year while attending Ky.
and
on
Friday
p.m.
be at 7:30
School of Mortury Science.
at 7:30 p. m. in the Hospital
Saturday, and at '10:50 a.m. Conference Room.
If elected, I would accept all the responand 7:30 p.m. on Sunday, acDr. Hal Houston will be the
sibilities of Coroner with honesty,'integrity,
cording to the New Concord guest speaker and his topic
of
people
and dignity, and to serve the
Minister, Bro. Ed Davis, and Will.be Arterial(rafts and the
Murray and Calloway County to the best of
elders and members of Auto Transfuser. He is a
the
my knowledge and ability.
the
church who invite the surgeon, associated with the
be
-.will
support
and
tion
considera
Your
to attend. Bible study Houston-McDevitt Clinic and
public
greatly appreciated.
will be at ten a.m. Sunday is on the Medic-al staff at the
Sincerely.
and a Bible class for Murray-Calloway County
Tommy Walker
preschool through sixth Hospital.
Candidate For Callaway
All community and hospital
will lee at 7;15 p.m.
'grade
County Coroner
ation nurtes are invited to attend, a
transport
For
Sunday.
Candidate
13%
F'ol Ad Paid For
hospital spokesman said.
call the church at 436-5635.

Airs. Bertha, Lewis
Dies Tuesday With
Rites Thursday

Mrs. Copeland Dies
Tuesday At Hospital

Commencement...

Coal Operators Publication
Now Involved In Controversy

'41.

Hog Market

Wrong Telephone Is
Listed In Story

Re-elect

DAVE WILLIS
CITY COUNCIL

-••

VOTE FOR

WALKER

CORONER

CALLOWAY COUNTY

'475"

Dr. Hal Houston
Speaker, Nurses

Buy a KitchenAid Dishwasher Now!
753-1713
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Dr. Keith Heim explains the functions of the Humane Society to a
shopper at the bake sale.

_
Dr. Ralph Hausman and his students gather around a snake skin. Dr.
Hausman used this method of instruction to teach his students the
difference between pets and wild animals.

Dr. Charles Warner examines a kitten that was taken in by Humane
Photos bv frame 8 (,ottion
Society member Jean Blankenship.

Be Kind To Animals
Week Observed Here
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1
Carolyn Adams, Humane Society member,
places a "Be Kind to Animals' poster in the
Calloway County Library.

The husband-wife team of Edward and Pat
Johnson visit the dog pound several times
weekly to do what they can to help make4he
dog's stay a little more pleasant

More than 200 members of the local
Humane Society participated in a
variety of ictivities promoting "Be
Kind To Animals Week" this past week.
A bake sale was held in the Dixieland
Shopping Center for funds which are
used to help sick and injured animals,
buy puppy food, and help with regular
organization expenses.
An abandoned kitten white, partPersian) was taken in by one of the
members. Dr. Charles Warner,
veterinarian, gave distemper and,
rabies shots, spayed her to prevent
more unwanted kittens, and she is now
available for a good home by calling
436-2683.
Carol Barrett gave an educational
program to several children at the
university during Dr. Ralph Hausman's
class. "It is felt by the society that
education of the younger citizens will
lead to better animal control in the County," a snokesman said.

ior 44111/1
gott
is demi-- /MOM

'the local pound is visited by MM.bers of the society who clean'the cages,
feed puppies, and attempt to place the
dogs in homes before they Nivel.° be
destroyed. It is hoped. that a new
shelter, which must replace this pound
by 1978, will have facilities for- other
animals as well as dogs,the spokesman.
added. The society will propose that
they contract iiith local authorities in
operating a new shelter.
Members placed posters throughout
the community urging interested
persons to join. The society's purposes
are threefold: (Iit to care for existing
animals, and see that unwanted ones
are humanely destroyed.(2) to educate
'the community in the need for
preventing the birth of additional unwanted animals through spaying and
13t working with local officials toward -,
animal control.
For further information call Dr.
Keith Heiin, president 753-3994._
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NOW OPEN

"FIREPLACE
SHOPPE
Hwy. 641 - OLYMPIC PLAZA-Murray, Ky. 42071
Ph.(502) 753-4150 Hours 10a. m.-5:30 p. m. Mon-Sat. • ..e.•
Friday 10 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

Beat high
beating costs!
Turn your fireplace into
a beautiful woodburning heater.

_A 714

a gm

The FUEGOill " FIREPLACE insert.
Y.
PUTS HEAT IN YOUR HOME—NOT UP YOUR CHIMNE
The FUEGO III is a heavygauge steel firebox with
tempered glass doors and
finger-tip air flow and
damper system.
FUEGO III inserts
are available in 3
sizes to fit into
most existing
fireplaces

• Abundant heat
• Saves heating fuel
• Stops heat loss
-0 Uses less firewood
• Needs-no kindling •
• FCIEGO FIREPLACES
are also available in
prebuilt. zeroclearance and
freestanding stove
models

Also Introducing The New
Revolutionary "Octa-Therm"
Circulating Fireplace by Martin
and Complete Line of Accessories
LASS Doors and Screens

WATCH FOR OUR GRAND OPENING

Nixon Talk
To Be Aired
On Thursday
WASHINGTON
Richard Nixon sets o.It in his
second television interview to
size up Soviet leader Leonid I
Brezhnev asa steady and firm
partner in creating a detente
policy that guided relations
between the two superpowers.
Nixon, sources said, credits
Brezhnev synth being less
volatile and less of a risk than
his 'predecessor, the late
Nikita Khrushchev, who led
the Soviet Union away from
the harsh regimen of Josef
Stalin. .
The second program with
television personality David
Frost will be • shown over a
makeshift network of 155
stations Thursday night. The
first show last week, dealing
solely with the Watergate
scandal that forced Nixon to
- resign in 1974,, attracted some
45 million viewers.
While larking the emotional
• impact of Watergate, the
second Nixon show was
thought sufficiently attractive
to viewers to cause President
Carter to alter plans for a
news conference report on his
first overseas trip.
Surveying his foreign poly \
over' 5'1 years, Nixon" w'til
stress that he — not Henry A
Kissinger - or any other
subordinate — was responsible • for - these ma/or
decisions:
acattempted
—The
the
with
commodation
Russians;
—The military rescue
operation for Israel during the
1973 Six-Day War and the
engineering of negotiated
settlements between the
Jewish state and its Aral,
neighbors.
Even in advance of thi.
broadcast, Kissinger's aide
said the former Secretary of
State would have no comment
on Nixon's description of- the'
conduct of American foreirr,
policy.
In the interview,the source , said, Kissinger is described
having warned that U S
actions in Cambodia could
have grave domestic risk
But Nixon is.quoted as sayipt'
that once the decision wa,
made in 1969 to secretly born;
Cambodia, Kissinger fuli%
supported it.
•
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DICK GEORGE
Councilmen, Word A
and support
will be appreciated ,
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Paducah, Ky.

- 451 South 16thSt.
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ATTENTION
ICANDIDATES!
Get on the winning slate....
Put your candidacy ad in a
special election preview section
Coming May 17th in

Mtierray Ledger & Times

Primary '77
Will spotlight the candidate's and the important
issues and races facing Calloway County Voters
May 24th. It's an issue packed with
information,one readers won't
miss, And one you will want
to have a message in

Call 753-1919
to put sour

Ad

in this important issue.

ADVERTISING DEADLINE,MAY 42, 1977
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"with three kids, two dogs,
and a hungry husband,
grocery bills get pretty high.
The coupons you clip out of
The Murray Ledger & Times make
A real difference.
A big difference...
Always save them."
Mrray Ledger & Times

Is An Investment
In Better Living,
Smarter Shopping.
It's NOT An EXPENSE...
It's Money .
In Your Pocket!

Milierray Ledger & Times

Can Save You

Every Day

Mail To: Murray Ledger 8. Times
103 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Name
Address
Telephone No.
1 yr. In Calloway & Benton, Paris, Mayfield, etc.
6 Months
3 Months

$17.50
$14.00
$12.00

For Home Delivery Call 753-1916

MIP
'
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I've e.ver shed. And I've tried
never to repeat a nastake "
Miss f.:rawford is survived
'4y (dsroe adopted daughters
and an adopted son, all in their
'90s - twins Cathy LaLonde
loneliness. I'm the sum of and Cindy CrawfV, and
in
stars
biggest
the
Miss Crawford perfected
everything that's ever hap- Christina Crawford and
Hollywood, Douglas Fairr talent and increased her
pened to me, every mistake Christopher Crawford. There
s( op, as she progressed. In -banks Jr. and Franchot Tone. I've ever made and every tear are four grandchildren.
1945 she won an Academy A third marriage to actor
in
Award for "Mildred Pierce." Phillip Terry also ended
By then few Hollywood per- divorce. A love affair with
more Clark Gable came to naught.
were
sonalities
"My last marriage to Albert
Miss
than
respeeted
was a good marriage."
Steele
Oscar
no
and
Crawford.
she once declared.
14 inner has el. er been more
Summing it up in a recent
warmly acclaimed.
interview, Miss Crawford
Miss Crawford's personal said: "Maybe I was the one
Mu was not the happiest. She who gave myself three
married and divorced two of unhappy endings and untold

Joan Crawford, All Around Actress, Dead At Age 69
that if I'd ever been seen on her wish to be cremated would Manhattan.,/the Sunset strip with bare feet be carried out.
Offered-a film contract, she
and my hair uncoated, I would
In recent years, Miss headed' for HollywOod in 1926
have killed myself."
Crawford had been in virtual ova salary of $75 a week.
She belThved in the retirement, both as a Pep_
waiting for her chance
Hollywood legend, and she former and as a director of before the cameras, she won a
was a creature of it," said and ambassador-at-Wie for number of prizes for dancing
George Cukor, who directed - the Pepsi-Colts. -Co. She the Charleston, the dance
her in three of her 80 films.
became the company's first craze of the day.
She represented the best in
Miss Crawford's first pictor in 1959 upon
d/c
ja
woman
the
of the d
period
golden
h of her fourth ture was a silent movie
board "Pretty Ladies" in 1926 with
Hollywood. She started as a hus ad,
Pepsi
personality' girl, a dancing zotrairman Alfred Steele.
Zasu Pitts and Lilyan Taslk
flapper, and made herself into
Miss Crawford was born man. Joan was in a familiar
an excellent actresss."
Lucille LeSueur on March 23. role as a hoofer.
Funeral services were-yet to 1908, in San Antonio, Texas, in
be arranged. Missctawford's what she described as "a drab
attorney, Edw,rd-Cowen,said little place on the wrong side
of the tracks."
Her parents were divorced a
few weeks after her birth and
Be-elect
her mother married an
Oklahoma theater owner.
When touring road companies'
played there. Joan's blue eyes
For
widened .in envy and she
promised herself to become a
dancer.
- .-'I oever went beyond . the
sixth grade," she said. "I
The Qualified Candidate
began working when 1 was
Your Vote a Iniksence
Deeply Apprectored
nine years old. Scrubbing
Political Ad Paid for by the candidate
floors. My high school record
was forged so I could attend
Stephens College, but when I
got to classes I realized I
wasn't prepared."
She quit Stephens, a private
women's school in Columbia,
Mo., and rejoined her family,
by then living in Kansas City,
k Boating Skills and SeamanOne of the largest classes ever enrolled in the 13-wee
Mo. Shortly afterwards, she
of the U. S. Coast Guard
Flotilla
Kenlake
Murravthe
by
a
in
landed a chorus girl's spot
ship offered each spring
in the Health Building
held
nightclub there, moving on as Auxiliary, successfully completed the course. Classes were
credit. Shown in
college
or
without
with
taken
be
and
could
o
a hoofer to Chicag
on the M. S. U. Campus and
and Joe AnKlarer,
Tim
Hina,
, Jbhn
Detroit.
the group are, left to right, seated, Tom Rowlett
June Krause,
Krause,
M.
A.
Lester,
saw
Ouida
r
,
produce
Jackson
ay
Willie
- A Broadw
derson, standing,-Kerry Lester,
her in a Detroit nightclub and Steve Hines, Mike Bryan, Kelly Krause, Philip Anderson, Linda Sue Erwin, and Mike
brought her to New York in Shield. Not present at the time of the picture were Al Lencki and Greg Haley.
the chorus line Of the 1924
musical, -Innocent Eyes.''
She later danced in. "The
Passing Show" on Broadway
and in the Club Richman in

NEW YORK AP - She
portrayed the flaming youth of
the 1920s. then went on to
become as great an all-around
actress as the movie industry
has ever seen. Academy
Award winner'.10an Crawford
is dead at the age of 69.
The actress was claimed by
a heart attack Tuesday in the
bedroom of her Manhattan
apartment. She had not been
ill and had no history of
cardiac trouble.
of glamor
An aura
surrounded her througout her
career, and she conformed to
that image, once confessing

ER

THAT WAS TESTED
AND PROVEN
CLEANLY SUPERIOR

WIMPY JONES
JAILER

Re-Elect
C. C.

LOWRY
City
Council
Ward B

Steamex proved superior to Rinse N Vac in every way
tested. In an independent lab test. Steamex got carpets
bnghter,cleaned faster, and required less drying time
than Rinse N Vac. For full test results,send to U.S. Floor
Systems, Inc., Drawer 18425, Raleigh. N.C.. 27609

Arai NI Vic only one pst

Siseira his•power lots

Af#
MAME(
carpet and upholstery cleaner
r
,
' -Yrt.lii
,
el %PK

For the rental location nearest you call

Big John's
iee

S. 12th Street, Murray
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LIMITED
QUANTITIES,
HURRY,
FIRST
COME,
FIRST
SERVED! ,
THESE SUPER PRICES GOOD ONLY THROUGH MAY 14T"
SUPER-SAVER

'°REFRIGERATOR
LORENE FALWELL
TO ALL OF MY FRIENDS
IN CALLOWAY COUNTY:
going to the polls to select
In a few days you people will be
4 years. However, I
YOUR COUNTY OFFICIALS for the next
and say THANK YOU for the
would be-unjust if failed to pause
ded to me in my desire to
many kind acts that you have exten
serve as YOUR County Court Clerk.
like to submit my
Before you cast your ballot, I would
qualifications for your consideration.

6I 18 Cut fl

White Side by Side
Gilt Cu Ft

While frost free

▪ w.... $549.00
$499.00

•

SO NO0

G E. 16 Ca. Fl

White Frost Free
1 14 Co. Ft

Avocado frost Free

.
1. Graduate of Almo High School
sity.
Univer
State
y
Murra
2. Attended
way County School
3. Taught school in the Callo
System.
Secretary of Almo
4. Served for many years as
School.
and Calloway County High
Treasurer of the
5. Served as Bookkeeper and
involved the
Calloway County Schools. (This
handling of millions of dollars).
Clerk Court and Tax
6. Served with the County
Commissioner on a part time basis.

▪ 1;410100w

-um... $389.00

E 13 Co Fr

61 St Cu Ft

Harvest Gold Refrigerator
GE 1313 HD

Dryer, Harvest Gold
Tappan Compactor White

ER111111

Polyclas Radials
G311115

Polyglas Radials
1R71115

Steel Belted Radials
41170115

Steel Belted Radials
wows
Steel Belted Radials

X
Lorene Falwell
of
you make me first in the. hearts
Second on the ballot. Won't
County.
the people of Calloway

Vacuum

$379.00
$349.00
$219.00
$199.00

$39.90
$49.90
$49.90
$59.90

25%
$6.99
$1.99.
99'
49'

Cleaners

G. E. Dry Iron, ON
Battery Booster Cables
Outdoor Thermometer
Auto Trash Bin

ea, 1.451 N000

e/tIUMM/IGN.

AIA/FlAinti STEREO RECEivEFI WITH
IFTRACK TAPE PLAYER AND RECORD
CHANGER, WIDE RANGE SPEAKERS

▪ 13,N NA

GI Washer,
GE Washer. 'I 0.11 tryr,004
G.E Washer. 'I* Met
G t Dryer. Ner 10. Mod
GE Dryer.
GE Dryer He...,

Westinghouse Refrigerator .•
G E freerer

•

$349.00
$329.00
$299.00
$249.00
$239.00
$209.00

$199.00
$199.00

MEN I DELUXE Te '0 SPEED RACER

6,000 BTU. 6E
8.000 BTU, 6E

$349.00

10.000 BTU,:te.k.

lentth Console Stereo

$249.00

14.000 BTU GE ,

$59.90

$119.00
$199.00
$299.00

4.000 BTU GE

Westinghouse Washer 8, Dryer

GOODATEAR

For County Court Clerk:

All Eureka

▪ 104110 lies

Avocado Refrigerator

seeking his THIRD TERM TO THE
The present County Clerk is
T CLERK. We have many people
OFFICE FOR COUNTRY COUR
of County Clerk. Don't you
who are qualified for the office
h for one person to serve in
believe that 2 terms is lorfienoug
the Clerk's office?
your
help, for your consideration, and
I earnestly ask for your
as
serve
to
on,
e a life long ambiti
advice in helping me to realiz
years
four
se
County. I humbly promi
County Clerk of Calloway
eous service.
court
of honest,faithful and
THAT
THE OFFICE. I PROMISE YOU
NEED
I NEED YOUR HELP. I
CAST
NG
HAVI
T
CAUSE TO REGRE
I WILL NEVER GIVE YOU
YOUR VOTE FOR ME.
THANK YOU ONE AND ALL
Lorene Falwell

$499.00

woe.. $749.00
Console VIR GE 25 Cie
Console Pecan imn, IS cow siosuk. $659.00
$388.00
Color Portable r E Portant 19 uc tool so leo
$398.00
Portable hell It Cole
$349.00
Portable GE It Cola
$239.00
Portable 6110

$319.00
$419.00

Enjoy "CREDIT-POWER- with your own
GOODYEAR REVOLVING Gottelitiut
CHARGE ACCOUNT
MEI

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE

Mgr. R. Cartwright

Political ad paid for by the candidate

Daily - Open Friday until 8:00 p.m.
Store Hours: 7:30 a.m. until 6:00 p.m.
721 So. 12th St'.

753-0595

Murray, Ky.
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-Reading Paraprofessionals Try
To Make Life More Meaningful
How could you teach a
Vietnamese family to read an
American newspaper when
they don't speak English and
you don't speak their
language?
What cay you do to make
reading meaningful for a
housewife who has a reading
problem?
How do you teach a 50-yearold sports enthusiast to read?
Questions like these are in
the minds of Kentucky's
paraprofessional teachers
each day as they reach out to
home-bound adults seeking an
education.
Many of their questions
were answered at the spring
conference
for
paraprofessionals held in
'enely. April, in Lexington.
-Speakers- • at- the- tonic'rime
were able to add to the instructional techniques the
paraprofessionals already
employ.
Kentucky's
89
paraprofessionals are located
throughout the state to help
bring adult education to
Kentuckians who cannot go to
adult education classes or to
their local learning centers.
Some do not have transportation, while others
cannot leave their homes due
to physical limitations or a
lack of babysitting services.
The conference serves as inservice training for the
paraprofessionals. They are
pot • *certified teachers, but
they have gone through
training
.and in-service
programs designed to help
them teach adults.
Many of the community
people:they teach are working
on the GED
G
Education Development) test
to receive their high school
equivalency certificate.
Others, however, are working
to improve specific areas,
such as English or math. And
some have had little or no
formal schooling and simply
want to learn to read.
There are no standard
techniques for teaching the
adults who come to them for
help. The paraprofessionals
work with each adult on an
individual basis and try to
direct their teaching toward
the needs of that student.
Many
paraof the
professionals picked up
ups Tor clewing with individual
problems from the sessions at
the conference and from
comparing notes with each
other.
In a session on instructional
_ techniques for non-readers,
the newspaper was recommended as a teaching tool. If a
student likes sports, let him

For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Call 753-8856

read the sports section and
underline words he doesn't
know. Often, his sports
knowledge will enable him to
learn new words from the
context of the story.
Some of the adults the
paraprofessionals work with
have learning disabilities
which limit their capacity to
read or add. Bob Monahan of
Morehead State University
said it is often necessary to
prepare lessons for these
.adults which show them why
they should learn to read.
He mentioned texts and
individual projects which
centered reading lessons
around everyday activities.
Labels from groceries and
instructions on mail boxes,
parking meters and coffee
{nee-hi-nes are .e...n.
Co
- untered
every day by housewives who
don't always under$and
'them. Using them as a,
teaching tool gives adults "I
reason for learning to read as
well as the vocabuliry they
will most often need.
Monahan also pointed out to
the paraprofessionals that
adults they teach learn
definitions more readily if
they are related to their daily
lives. An adult may more
quickly learn to distinguish
the meanings of "horizontal,"
"vertical" and "contrast" if
their function on a television
set is explained.

Pupils Suspended
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP) —
Thirty-three pupils who took
part in a walkout at Male High
-SchoOl last—Fria'have been
suspended until officials Can
talk with their parents.
The students left classes to
protest a plan to convert Male
to a "traditional" educational
program next fall. The
traditional program stresses
homework, 'discipline,
patriotism and basic subjects
such
as reading and
mathematics. Pupils now at
Male would be sent to other
schools if they chose not to
enroll.

Philley Is Chairman
MOREHEAD, Ky. ( AP) —
Morehead State University
said Dr. John Philley will
serve as ichairrnan of the
committee planning the
inauguration of Dr. Morris
Norfleet as the school's eighth
president.
Philley, head of the
department of physical
sciences, said no date has
been set for the 'ceremony but
it will be during the the fall
semester.

Trooper Dies
EDMONTON,Ky. I AP) —A
brief illness ended in death
Monday for State Police
Trooper Ed Davis, a 20-year
veteran of the force.
Davis, 53, spent most of his
time with the Elizabethtown
and Columbia district posts.

ELECT
DAVID
BARENTINE
SHERIFF
"THE MAN THAT KNOWS
YOUR PROBLEMS AND
WILL DO SOMETHING
ABOUT THEM"
Pod for.byDavid Bolen/ins

SEASON POOL PASS
SALE!
Passes may be purchased
now prior to pool opening

Family Pass - $4500
Single Pass May Be Obtained At
Pork Office10th & Payne St.
-7,,a...V.
,-
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Refusal Of Test Can Result In Suspension

The prospect of completing
twenty math problems on a
may
workbook
page
discourage some students who
feel they cannot finish the
task. Monahan suggested
utilizing a newspaper advertisement and devising
math problems from it. Not
only will the math problems
have more relevance for the
students, they may sharpen
their consumer skills as well.
About half of Kentucky's
parapcofessionals earned
their high school diplomas
through the GED program, so
they are familiar with the
problems their adult students
face.
Most
the
of
paraprofessionals work 30 to
35 hours a Week with the
adults. Their cararies.ampald_
by the Adult Basic Education
unit of the state Department of
Education.

Refusal to take a chemical
test when arrested for driving
while under the influence of
alcohol (DWI) can result in a
six-month suspension of your
driver's license.
"Apparently, many Kentuckians are under the impression that our Implied
Consent Law still is un-

Redmond
Appointed
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
- Exception, Inc., operator of
residential care and treatment centers for mentally
retarded in three state's, has
appointed Charles L. Redmond as corporate director of
personnel.
Redmond previously held
the same position at hospitals
in Illinois and Indiana.
Exception, with headquarters her,recently said it
was planning to construct new
centers in Edgewood,Ky.,and
Nashville.

constitutional and, therefore,
unenforceable," said Gene
Hodges, director of the
Division of Driver Licensing
for the Kentucky Department
of Transportation here today.
But, nothing could be further from the truth, he added.
The "breathalyzer law" —
as most people know it — was
declared unconstitutional by a
panel of three judges sitting as
the US District Court for the
Western District of Kentucky
of Louisville, on January 24,
1976.
"Before„ this decision, it
allowed the suspension of a
motorist's license before
offering
.
him a hearing,"
Hodges said.
However, he explained, that
situation was "straightened
out" less than two months
later when the 1976 General
Assembly amended the law to
provide that anyone refusing a
chemical teat must ba. afforded an opportunity for a
hearing on the evidence before
action is initiated to suspend

their license.
"So, in answer to the
questions we are getting now
from many drivers, we are in
compliance with the federal

court ruling. And our Implied that the refusal may be verConsent Law is fully en- bal, or it may be physical.
forceable," Hodges said.
"For instance, not blowing
He also went on to say that enough air into the balloon
many of the hearings now are would be considered an act of
.
being conducted locally at refusal," he said.
state highway district offices,
The best advice that Hodges
instead of scheduling them said he had to offer would be
only at Frankfort as was the not to refuse the test. "Even if
case in the past.
the DWI charge is later
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — "The idea is to handle our amendeil, your license still
Gov. Julian Carroll appointed case workload with a may be suspended for six
Pikeville broadcast executive minimum of delay, both of us months because you refused to
Walter E. May to the Ken- and the driver, and to make take the test," he said.
tucky
Authority
for those hearing locations more
In the period since the law
Educational Television to fill readily accessible for the was amended, Hodges said
the unexpired term of Alvis driver," he said.
that 302 drivers have had their
Temple of Bowling Green.
On the subject of what licenses suspended for
May, who also heads radio constitutes a refusal to take refusing to submit ;to the
stations in Nicholasville, the chemical test, Hodges said chemical test.
Louisa and Jellico, Tenn., is a
former president of the
P ease Vote
Kentucky Broadcasters
Association. His term on the
for
KET board runs until July
1978.
KET is an independent arm
of state government that
For Responsible Government
overseas the management and
Your Vote and Influence Appreciated.
operation of educational
Paid for by the candidate
television in Kentucky.
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May Named
To Term

Dr. J.D. Outland

Murray City Council - Ward B

FUVITIIIE CITY'S
IT'S OUR 19TH BIRTHDAY
YES MAY MARKS OUR 19th YEAR
THAT WE HAVE BEEN IN THE
BUSINESS OF SERVING YOU TO
CELEBRATE, WE ARE LOWERING
OUR PRICES EVEN BELOW
OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES.
HELP US CELEBRATE! COME
IN NOW AND SAVE!
Factory Representatives Will Be On
Hand To Assist You.
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MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY

Largest Inventory Ever For This Sale
MI 1st Quality Stock Merchandise

Register now for drawing to be held Wednesday, Thu;sday, Friday,
Saturday and each Saturday thereafter during this Sale. Prizes include: 2-Pc. Living Room Suite; Zenith B & W Television; Full Size Set
of Bedding, Bassett Mirror, Dinette Set, and Recliner.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY —JUST COME IN & REGISTER

ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL

Ch

GIFTS FOR EVERYONE
Just come by and Help us.
Celebrate and receive a beautiful
FREE Gift. IT'S OUR WAY
OF SAYING THANKS.

SOFA — CHAIR — LOVESEAT
3 PC. LIVING ROOM
ALL 3 PCS .. . .

Sorry! Limit 1 Per Family!

368Until 00
LIVING ROOM SUITES

CHOICE OF EARLY AMERICAN OR
TRADITIONAL STYLING. LARGE CHOICE OF
TOP QUALITY COVERS.
Reg. $599.95 3-Pc.

THIS SALE ONLY $

OVER 100 MAN-SIZED

Existing Stock

RECLINERS &
OCCASIONAL CHAIRS

is sold out

Prices Starting At...
Occasional
Recliner $6888
$5888
Chair
THIS SALE ONLY!

OVER 300 TO CHOOSE FROM

Rey. $329.95
Soto & Loveseot combination. Roll
arms, channel bock, large selection of
durable Herculon covers.
NOW
Reg $539 95
Sofa, lo
t, choir, ottoman. Complete 4 pc. living Room. Spanish styling with block 32 oz vinyl cover
NOW
Reg. $429_95
Early American Solo with matching
chair. Hand tufted 40- bock, bullet
cushions, best frame & spring construction Covered in durable 32 or
v 11.0 several C131043 in stock NOW

$11888

Pc
$3880

$29800

:ornotete

SOFA SLEEPERS
Over 50 In Stock In Many Styles
And Fabrics. Starting at ...

Twin Size
Full Size •

:Pc

Queen Size

•

BEDROOM SUITES
OVER 75 TO CHOOSE FROM

DINING ROOM SUITES

Reg $12995
6 drawer all wood chest choice of maple or $1800
walnut finish
NOW

$6800

Reg 5799 95
3 Pc Solid oak bedroom by Norris. Double
Dresser, full to queen Cannonball bed, large
5 drawer chest. One of Our finest suites 4'
I only
NOW

,428

00
3 Pt

nnnoo

Reg 1819.95
3 Pc All wood by Kimball. Triple dresser
with landscape mirror Beautiful poster bed
5 drawer chest. Rich cherry finish
. NOW

(.56200

mi..

3 Pt

$52r

rw:

SEE THE NEW BENCH-MADE BEDDING
MADE EXCLUSIVELY FOR FURNITURE
CITY BY A FAMOUS MANUFACTURER
For
Beginning $9900
Twin
At
Set
All Sizes In Stock

Take Advantage Of Our Close-Out Prices
On Existing Stock Merchandise

Twin Size Set
Extra Firm
Reg. 5199.95

$110°°

ALL SIZES IN ST,XK PRICED FOR IMMEDIATE CLEARANCE

OVER 100

VP4U AtsiS

OVER 100 BEDROOMS IN STOCK
AT BIG SAVINGS DURING OUR
19th ANNIVERSARY SALE!

aw1;;;ie

$488"

•

Reg $134995
3 Pc floor sample by V Bassett Huge triple
ormoir dresser, gallery mirror with rewelry
tray cannonball bed, big 5 drawer chest
Sortii pine I -Only
NOW

Reg.. $90995
3 Pc. Hoar sample by Bassett Triple dress
er hutch, mirror, cannonball bed, 5 drawer
chest. Antique pine finish on oil wood
construction .
. NOW

Beautiful 8-Pc. Suite
Reg. $659
•6 Chairs
•Table
• China
COMPLETE

DINETTE
SETS
5-Pc. Set $6888
Prices
Starting At
Reg. $129.95

WE 41AIN
TRAINED

SPECIAL SALE
OF BEDDING!

$168"
$18888
'198"

OVER 50

Reg. 5119.95 5 drawer
Murray Calloway Co. Park
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SAVINGS UP TO

50%

ON ALL
•LAMPS-•MIRRORS
•TABLES•CURIOS
•BOOKCASES
•GUN CABINETS
•ROOM DIVIDERS
•SOFA TABLES
•WALL PLAGUES
•PICTURES

Furnitu

ettg.Inc

3366 South Belt',
Mike,By.
Across

M.ghway From Ecibulovs

DIre•Illy in Front OF Bawling Go,,,a

Phone 442-5417 or 44
STORE HOURS: 9 AM to 8 PM Daily Sun 1 !O 5

-a,

JAG'11,7iliL111)11144,Ao,.IMAM& MALL likedlimsdar. Mar 11: 1977
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More Than 5,000 Historic Structures And Sites Affected By Heritage Commission

er-

.ng
Ion
of

More than 5,V0 historic
structures and sites have been
affected by preservation
activities during the 11 years
since the state's historic
preservation agency, the
Kentucky Heritage Commission, was created.
According to Mrs. Eldred
W. Melton, executive director
of the state Heritage Commission, funds totaling approximately $1.5 million have
been spent since 1966 to
preserve, restore, and protect
historic areas in the state.
"The creation of the Kentucky

;es
be
if
ter
till
six
Ito

aid
eir
for
the

Heritage Commission by the
state General Assembly,"
said Mrs. Melton, "actually
National
the
preceded
Preservation Act, which
became law in 1966."
Mrs. Melton, who is also the
state historic preservation
officer, explained that state
law makes the heritage
commission responsible for
preserving and protecting "all
vestiges of
meaningful
Kentucky's heritage for
succeeding generations." It
directs the commission to
save and recognize buildings,

Free for the Asking!
write

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071

preservation. The 1975 federal
rose to 338 during 1975."
Commission and the National funding of the program rose to
Mrs. Melton explained that Park Service 4ince_ 1972. The $382,216 and in 1976, federal
the National Preservation Act problems of coordinating the funding for the year totaled
required each state to appoint parallelipg programs have .approximately $425,000.
a state historic preservation been increased through
"The increase in direct
officer to administer the growth of the , historic goverrunetit funding to the
federal program in the state. preservation program.
Commission
Heritage
"A historic preservation
In the 1973 fiscal year, with program," said Mrs. Melton,
review board was required to a state allocation of $80,000 for "has generated over $300.000
Commission in private matching funds and
assist the officer in the for- Heritage
mulation of a state plan of restoration grants, a total has resulted in over $200,000 as
ap- direct grants from the
government
historic preservation and a state
survey of the state's historic propriatiop- amounted to governor's contingency fund
resources," said Mrs. Melton. $134,000. The following year being used as local matches
"The review board was also 8117,077 in federal funds and for federal or-state matching
responsible at the state, level $40,920 in state funds were funds."
for approving nominations to spent in Kentucky for historic
the National Register of
Historic Places. Federal
-regulations require that the
board must include a
professional historian, archaeologist and architect or
architectural historian."
According to Mrs. Melton,
the commission staff has been
The division is sponsoring
When construction crews
responsible for the historic
s in
preservation programs of both r begin dynamiting highway 30-hour evening —65iirse
across
blasting
and
ve
explosi
ge
areas,
ial
Herita
'near
'passes
resident
ky
Kentuc
the
a large portion of D.T. the state. These courses are
Froedge's time is often spent designed to aid those wishing
answering homeowner's to become blasters and imcomplaints of excessively loud .yrove skills of those who are
noises, cracked plaster and aTready blasters. Froedge
broken china. Handling these said many blasters were
calls is all part of the job for unable to pass the exam when
Froedge, the director of the the grandfather clause was
state Division of Explosives eliminated and the courses
and Blasting, Department of have also helped them. "Some
people think that if you can put
Mines and Minerals,
The calls to the Lexington- explosives in a hole and light
based office are not just duly the fuse, you are a
noted and filed away, but are blaster...but there is a lot
usually followed by an in- more to it than that, and
spector's visit to the con- unless we are able to upgrade
the skills of the .field blasters,
struction site.
Froedge noted that most we will never be able to
construction and mining firms provide protection to the
blasting
from
are 'generally reputable but public
one of the division's "biggest operations."
Many other states_ have
headaches". is some small.
"pirate-type" operators who copied Kentucky's
will strip ateas of coal without regulations, but few' have been
4- benefit of any type of license - able to . follow,through., with
or permit and run when they enforcement. Very technical,
are discovered. He said that qualified, comKtent people
prosecution is often difficult to are required to regulate
apply to these operations blasting and Kentucky is
because most actions are probably the most active state
limited to time-consuming in the country doing so,
civil penalties which were Froedge said.
The. director said as the
designed for legitimate
it's
consolidated
operations as punishment. state
"By the time we can take any regulations', the federal
kind of action, these pirates government has branched out.
(Similar)
can be two counties over, Over-regulation has become a
ripping and stripping under growing concern with' the
division. At least 10 federal
another name," he said.
The division is hoping to get agencies have jurisdiction
legislation passed by the 1978 over blasting statutes and the
General Assembly that would number is growing constantly.
permit ,the impounding of Industry officials, swamped
equipment used in the with voluminous, overlapping
quality... Believe in Whirlpool!
'operations. The director federal statutes are often at a
explained that few illicit loss as to knowing who is in
operators would be willing to charge, of what, he said, and
risk having 8200,000 - $300,000 that in many cases federal
in heavy equipment tied up for officials are assigned to enregulations they.
a year. The legislation would force
have • an impact on those themselves, do not unREFRIGERATOR
FREEZER
backing the illicit operations, derstand..
not merely employes carrying
out their orders.
WOW' WHAT A VALUE!
The division, which has
become increasing0 active
since it's formation in 1972,
• deelietz.•
MODEL EDT171NK
major
through
went
Reg. $489.95
smi 'r •
di
legislative changes in the 1976
session. This is partially.
because of a very Active
mining industry and partially
due to the fact that Kentucky
uses nearly 20 per cent of the
nation's explosives -- far
Of
Choice
News Soctety and
Inv Jir
more than any other state.
753 1918
Sports
•••••••..
Or
White
The 1976 General Assembly
Retail Display ad
Colors.
deleted a grandfather clause
verhsing 753 /919 that had stated that anyone
-Classified Display
with three years of experience
Classzfred -Circulati
could be a blaster. Now a
on and the Business
prospective blaster must have
be
may
Office
two years of experience and
153
reqched on
an
test,
ent
departm
a
pass
• Poo_el.e. •
• 0•.•
I916and 753 19 17
exam which the division plans
Interior
alches
to make more technical.

over 50 sites in Franklin
structures, sites, and other historic resources.
County alone"
1,613
Approximately
landmarks that are associated
itecording to the records of
were
sites
and
res
with the archaeological, structu
Heritage
the
Kentucky
state's
the
cultural, political, social, added,she noted, to
of
number
the
sion,
Conums
and inventory' of historic resources
military,
natural,
on the National
entries
5,000.
of
total
economic aspect of Ken- in 1976 for a
Register of Historic Places
Prehistoric archaeological
tucky's past.
has generally been on the
listings
The
374.
totaled
"During that time," said sites
upswing for the last several
on
based
Mrs. Melton, "Kentucky has of 513 buildings were
year
significance. years. For the fiscal
taken great steps toward architectural
ending June' 30, 1973, Kenwith
ns
additio
fulfilling its historic preser- Some other
and
to the tucky had 60 historic sites
vation goals. Several historic thematic categories
structures officially listed on
ce
commer
d
include
recognition programs, in- inventory
Register.
National
humanitarian — the
cluding the state landmark' — 70, social
ed
decreas
total
the
h
Althoug
36, excertificate program and the 62, agriculture —
it shot up
1974,
in
entries
42
to
31,
—
ent
National Register of Historic ploration and settlem
to 88 the following year. In
— 16.
Places; have been developed and transportation
1976, additional entries totaled
the
said
Mrs. Melton
or elOanded to give public
94.
new
historic commission utilized a
to
recognition
''The landmark certificate
for the first
properties in the state. And survey approach
," said Mrs. Melton,
program
ve,
intensi
the commission has used its time. "It's an
shown a number of
also
"has
-wide,
available authority to prevent comprehensive, county will historic properties being
that
method
the destruction of Kentucky's professional
Approximately
24 counties recognized.
irreplaceable historic be used to cover
rk certificates
302
landma
years.
two
next
resources.'' The Kenthcky during the
comsending a were approved by the
Heritage Commission is Another first is
h
Althoug
1973.
during
mission
the professional archaeological
for
responsible
d during
approve
ates
certific
The
field.
designation, restoration, and survey team into the
they
documented 1974 went down to 110,
protection of the state's team located and

Complaints Part Of Job
Of Explosives Director

E
L
A
S
Y
R
A
S
R
E
V
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N
N
A
FEDDERS
IR-CONDITIONERS
ALL SIZES IN STOCk FROM 5.0001024,000 BTU

COST-I-10%
WE HAVE OUR OWN FULLY EQUIPPED SERVICE DEPARTMENT
EXPERT INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

FREEZERS

FREE
FREE FREE FREE FREE
L
A

WITH ANY PURCHASE OVER'100 RECEIVE BEAUTIFU
4 PC. ANCHOR HOCKING JUICE GLASS SET ABSOLUTELY FREE!!
PLUS

IF YOUR PURCHASE IS OVER $300 YOU WILL
ALSO RECEIVE A BEAUTIFUL ELECTRIC DECORATOR CLOCK — A $39.95 VALUE — ABSOLUTELY FREE!! CHOICE OF WALL OR MANTEL STYLE.
SUPPLY IS LIMITED — SO COME IN EARLY AND
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS BONUS OFFER!

Whirlpool

Any Freezer In Stock.
Chest Or Up-Right. Large Selection.

10%
4ZE.tlfgLiv ROA
,
COST

SEIETION
oica> If you believe in
App
01
Us Celebrate With These
FROM! c Come Help
Low Whir/pool Prices!

This Sale Only! No Special Orders.

Zenith
I/

12

-NUTT
Perso-a - .•
•
in ch.: c•
co

15 To Sell

0000

uu

Whirlpool

Regular

OVER 50 COLOR

& BLACK & WHITE TV's
IN STOCK

WE OAINTAIN OUR OWN FACTORY
TRAINED SERVICE DEPARTMENT.

.Nst 1.1

995
'49
Pair

•

10%

NOW

.
FLOOR COVERING
99

750

Sq. Yd

oz Town $
• loQuol.ry Dan River 100% Nylon plush with
Reg 5995 Sq
bCPC Chert:e Of Red —Green— Gold — Ohm
NOW
d

Sq. Yd.

• A
pap•oss to choose from

Sq. Yd.

9
covering. 15 $35
0,0,9 Accotone cushioned vinyl floor
,
NOV

reSiStS

Sc t

SEE THE COMPLETE LINE Of OTHER
WHIRLPOOL APPLIANCES IN STOCK
ALL GOING AT FANTASTIC PRICES

TAM1130"Gas with
Big Ali-Porcelain Oven
MODEL 30-2016
Reg. $319.9S

238"

th Beltline
•

17 or 4431265

I.

nr_n
po,celain oven

• Fast flexitq
top burners

iture
g.Inc

Sun 1 to 5 PM

FREE CLOCK!!
REFRIGERATORS. GAS RANGES—
ELECTRIC RANGES.—
MICROWAVE OVENS.

OUR ENTIRE LINE OF THESE
FAMOUS APPLIANCES
ON SALE NOW!

• Ei,c

obulots ,a•mors
To,
Bowl,g

• Z.nc-plaied Refrigera• •
Shelves resist rusl e•
• Power Saying Hewer
Swrtch c_an save Y.,

Tappan

S
LARGEST SELECTION IN 150 MILE RADIU

$699 $
• htuoI,ty 100% Nylon Commercial Carpet Reg
NOW
$g I'd Large Choice Of Patterns

$36800

-

ALL TELEVISIONS & STEREOS
In Stock

COST

STORE HOURS:
9 AM TO 8 PM
DAILY
1 PM TO PM
SUN.

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

• 1../t1 Ott oven 000r
• ROI' Out brOder
• LOCK type
burner valveS

ALL MICROWAVE
OVENS BY TAPPAN,
LITTON, SHARP.

Microwave Oven

Put a little
sizzle into your
Thursday.
Sizzlin' Stockade Sirloin!

COST -1- 10%
THIS SALE ONLY
IN STOCK ONLY

OVER

250,000
INVENTORY
OF APPLIANCES.
ALL AT UNHEARD
OF PRICES!!
PLEASE COME SEE!!

Reg $439.95

•

See:to,
:PP

$338°'

INCLUDES

flo

DELIVERY
ALL PRICES QUOTED IN THIS AD ARE "YOU HAUCPRICES. PRIOR SALE
TO
ECT
SUBJ
IS
ISE
IS AVAILABLE AT A SMALL FEE. ALL MERCHAND
NO DEALERS AT THESE PRICES. PLEASE

Bel-Air
Shopping
Center

Free Drink
Salad and
MUM N

TeelcAbi
THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE

- 7--rallia•••••••••twrimw:
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Positive Approach Can Work
For Discipline Students Show
iwe e
. Students at James T. Alton dropped 95 per cen s
Junior High School in Vine opened the 'Dun Good' room,
Grove, Ky., are anxious to and that gets us excited."
Mr. Payton came up with
show Uric teachers that a
reinforcement the idea of a "Dun good" room
positive
after seeing a detention room
program can work.
When principal Ross Payton in a St.-Louis, Mo.,junior high
was asked what he thought of school. The room didn't have
the "Dun Good" rooin_Altort much effect on nroblem
students, and the school ofSchool's positive approach to
there were looking for
ficials
behavior -modification, he
said, "I-think it's terrific. Our another method of behavior
has modification.
discipline problem
Candidate
For

Murray City
Council Ward B

Maurice
Christopher
1.

Nit

Concerned About
Energy Conservation
Democratic Primary-May 24th
Paid for M the candidate

If you hate termites
and other pests
you'll loveTerminix.
1 As about our condo,:..:;a1
[tatiotinrde fur iver 46 it'ir
1150.000 Termite damage
5. All chemica;s EPA
,;•uarantee 2. Free inspecregistered
•-ons• 3. Economical
a rter pest con
'•.-j; 4. Trusted
irationamommaisft, 411 110

nrwsw000f—ame.37

EIIMmeE
753-8398
Nobody hales pests like Termini* hates pests.
Member Murray Chamber of Commerce,
Member National Pest Control 4.ssoc
Member Kentucky Pest Control Assoc

The "Dun Good" room Mr.
Payton came up with for Alton
School had been a storage
room for athletic equipment
before its conversion. Both
faculty and students helped
get the room ready by
cleaning, painting, and adding
electrical outlets for the new
equipment. After Payton won
the approval of the PTA and
the faculty, he talked the
Hardin County Board of
Education into splitting the
cost of the equipment for the
._ room. "With all • this approval," Mr. Payton said,
"how could we go wrong?"
The '.'Dun Good" room
opened in mid-February and
is equipped with a bumper
pool table, fooseball and air
hockey games, Odessey
television games,a stereo and
speakers, and various board
games. The room can hold as
many as 24 students at one
time.
Atroup of students drew up
the Honor Code, or rules for
behavior for the room, and
„everyone has stuck to it so far.
The game plan: When a
teacher feels that a student
has been putting extra effort
into his or her classwork, the
teacher will give the student a
pass to the "Dun Good" room
which is good for a class'
period.
Students must earn the
pcivilege 'to go tøw the "Pun
GoOd" room through self
improvement in behavior,
attitude, and scholastic
achievement. Only one
student has been disciplined
since the room opened,
- The "Dun Goode
'room isn't
Just for students. Teachers
Come in on their free period
and .play with the students,
bringing a different -communication level to the
student-teacher relationship.
When the final bell rings, the
room is off-limits to students
and many faculty meetings
are held there.'
An increase in school, pride
is also attributed to the."Dun
Good" room, Mr. Payton said.
.Students from neighboring
SCRUMS envy

Please Vote for

AMOS HILL
For City Council
Word - A

11•,e '0
,

Your Vote 8 Influence
Will Be Appreciated
Pci.c., 40e by Amos k-lo1

PUBLIC MEETING
COME!

to protest the firing of Ray Reeves as principal of
Murray Nigh School

600 P. M., Thurs., May 12
at the

Calloway County Court Room
all interested are urged to attend
Murrayans who successfully completed the "Boating Skills- and Seamanship" course
offered by the Murray-Kenlake Flotilla of the U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary are shown
receiving their cettificates from Shirley Johnson, instructor, on the left and Neale
Mason,instructor-and toordinator olthc.course,on the right. The recipients were,
_
_ left
, to right, Willie Jackson, John Hina and Tom Rowlett.

Spruce Up
Your Nest!

Disqualification Necessary
In Some Caseslittorney Says
Judges, justices and master
commissioners in the new
state court system must
disqualify themselves from
cases in which they or close
relatives have a financial
interest, according to an
opinion from the state attorney general's office.
The opinion was written by
Charles W. Runyan, assistant
deputy attorney general in
response,to a request from
Jefferson Circuit Court Judge
Charles M. Leibson,.Common
Pleas Branch.
According to Runyan's
opinion, judges should
disqualify Thernselves from
cases in which they or close
relatives have a financial or
ownership interests,
"however small, in a business
organization which is a party
to the law suit...This coald
incTude stock -ownership.
corporate bonds and bank or
saving and loan association
certificates of deposit."

The only exception to this,
he said, would be "ownership
in a mutual or common investment fund that holds
securities, or a proprietary
interest of a policyholder in a
mutual insurance company,
or a depositor in a mutual
savings association if the
outcome of the litigation could
not substantially _ affect the
value of the interest:
Runyan further wrote that
the legislature adopted the
basic concept of interest of the
Judicial Code of' Conduct
which uses the civil system of
determining the degree of
relationship. This, would, in-chide relativeS, of the third
degree of relationship, including parents, offspeng,
brothers, sisters, grandparents, grandchildren, aunts,
nieces, great-grandparents,
-great-grandchildren, uncles
and _nephews.
'-Rimyan said that cases in

any stage of active litigation
on and after March 19, will be
affected by the disqualification statute.

Energy Seminar,.
Slated May 19

-Spruce-Up Interior Acrylic Flat Will Paint makes old rooms look young
again! Covers beautifully, dries quickly, with no pairity order. Paint a
room in the afternoon, entertain in it that evening. Complements sour
furnishings, retains its colorful beauty for years. Cleans up easily with
soap ana water. npructl-Up... the most beautiful paint a little money can
buy'

PRESTONSBURG, Ky.
.
(AP) — An alternate energy
seminar will be held May 19 at
Prestonsburg Community
College.
Topics will'include use and
installation -of coal and wood
burning stoves, types offireplaces, solar heating and
electrical heating. ,
The seminar will be
sponsored by the University of
Kentucky.

Save 62.50
Regular $8.99 per gal.

NOW $649

MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY
104 MAPLE STREET

PHONE 753 3161

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

42071

itiltSCHS
BIGGER, BETTER VALUES:

M.41.r
,.. ,
•

Mickey Finn
"I was so drunk I just didn't
know what I was doing."
Is that an excuse for criminal
behavior? By and large, no. But
suppose the intoxication was not
intentional. Take this case:
A playful bartender slipped a
Mickey Finn Man unsuspecting
customer. Speedily losing control,
-the customer struck a companion
with a chair, inflicting injuries
that later proved fatal.

-Area)4 Largest
1Clitii Selection

urprising

all(

ALE!
Got Raves!

LADIES' SWIMSUITS
Make Waves!

Look Great And Save!
•Isismilissal 1 AM 2 Move Wits

GIRLS' SWIMSUITS

•tentanso Med& Far beery Anew
•Rinse To how, akin,an Lop
•

Area's Largest
f5. Tilt
Arrested on a homicide charge,
the man pleaded that he had been
too far gone to realize what was
happening. And the court ruled
that this was a valid defense. ,
Through no fault of his own, said
the court, he had been deprived of
his ability to tell right from
wrong.
Of course, the courts will scrutinize such a defense to prevent it
from being an easy out for
villains. In particular, they want
to know whether the intoxication
was truly_involontarz_Tbus:
..
A man accused of manslaugh.
ter defended-himself onTh-o-ground
that he had beet high on Jamaica
rum.
"I thought I could handle the
amount I drank," he pointed out
in court. "Since I had no intention
of getting drunk, my intoxication
was involuntary."
But the court disagreed and
found the defendant guilty as
charged. The court said that in
the eyes of the law, intoxication
is not involuntary merely because
the drinker happens to misjudge
his own capacity.
The defendant in an assault
case, also pleading "involuntafy
intoxication," came up with a
novel explanation for his drinking
"I had this terrible toothache,"
he recalled, "and I'just had to do
something for the pain. That's
the only reason I drank."
But again the court refused to
call this intoxication involuntary.
"When people undertake to
prescribe for themselves," said
the court, "they must be held
responsible for the consequences"
A public service feature of the
American liar Voriciation anti
the Kentucky Bar Association.

including Charriagrat
Gas (.rifIN
/14-arid Smoker',

treo s orgest
It ITT I \ Setection

It

Bring Out the "1
in 1 ou-niquer.

"

Sieepti lionow
Iwo N. Kingshoighway
Cope Girardeau, Mo.
Moors
Toes Thor, 9005 00
Fr, 9.00,8 30
Sot 940-5.00

.-Ireit's Largest
TER BEI)Selection

't1z.z

Paducah Squore
Poducoh, Kentucky
(Newt to FIN K
Howes
Mon -Thor, 9 00 5 00
Fri 9 00 8 30
Sot 9 00 5 00

ine‘'

Get Smart!
Floppy Sunshade

SIZES
4-14

•Newton tea
• kw Cahn
• Feetnen Vie/

Igo

JR15`

roe To.an
UMW COORDINATED CASUALS
IletatliWIS FM

BIG 10 DAY

TOTRIFK BUTS roe TOTS!

SHORT SETS

SALE!

MACHINE WASH
• Mo., 1.116
• Oonor Trim,
•Sit. 5-45

MANES 100*., COTTON

CZ

UNDERWEAR
ATHLETIC SHIRTS
• Stry•ch Swiss It*
• hi C4112.•• Opoemg•

MIN'S S ML XI

TEE SHIRTS
• Cortryied %mews*
• Doable Pt, Meek

••1110•4 24

MIN'ISM-tret

VAN WYCII
----

SMALL FRYER
1 KANDY MINI MP MIR
• to Irrool 144•4•41Porneas
•• im
Ster44
4
,24 C4,4 114444
II•Orr

aog,

P.N.HIRSCH & CO.
Olympic Plaza

Open 9:30 to 800 Daily 1-5 Sunday

„e•-444...44.4:.,en.teilentrie
--#4•••••••r-.24ase- •

•

-esissirreesenszerwear---ssessmer.frPtaworee-"ern:

-,.....-.-eireftts.wo-s-emoas..ssaarsiniertswswenesawsr4werr
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Alk
Your Individual
Horoscope

Earth Born

FOR THURSDAY, MAY 12, 1977
What kind of day will estimating potentials in contomorrow be? To find out what sidering long-range programs.
the stars say, read the forecast Do make the most of them!
SAGITTARIUS
given for your birth Sign.
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )evikt).
-ARIES
Routine matters may give
most concern. Employ "tried
Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Ride along with propitious and true" methods in areas
influences now. Acquaint where you must act but have
yourself with new trends and little to go ton for reference.
take measures as occasion CAPRICORN
44
Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 /
demands.
Avoid a tendency toward
TAURUS
wishful thinking. Realism and
(Apr. ,21 to May 21)
Under splendid Venus in- objectivity needed in all
fluences, your imagination is situations. Optimism, too!
heightened. Give your creative AQUARIUS
ideas the "full treatment." (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Be sure before you undertake
They should work out well.
any new venture, but do not
GEMINI
- doubt your ability to handle one.
11
9
(May 22 to June 211
A good day for "pulling Just be certain of facts and be
strings." ,Persons of influence guided by logic.
will be highly amenable should PISCES
iFeb. 20 to Mar. 201
you need their help.
You will have less opposition
CANCER
in certain areas than you exJune 22 to July 231
If you have any doubts or pect. Take the bit by the teeth:
uncertainties about launching a put beliefs, intuitive ideas
certain project, it would be well actively to work.
to heed. Try to find the unYOU BORN TODAY are
derlying reason for your
endowed with a warm and
hesitancy.
outgoing personality, great
LEO
1̀ dignity. and extraordinary
:
12
!July 24 to Aug. 23 412
Curb tendencies toward determination, which helps you
combativeness. You can be to achieve almost "impossible"
your independent self without goals. Your adaptability,
being arrogant or domineering strength of will, love of harmony, imagination and pride in
— and you'll gain more.
your work are outstanding.
VIRGO
Many fields of endeavor are
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Some difficulty in com- open to you because of your
munication likely. Be especially versatility and willingness to
careful in what you tell another strive hard for achievement.
"confidentially." It could You could excel especially in
art, music, the law, teaching,
boomerang.
gardening, writing or arLIBRA
' cheology. Also, with your innate
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Some unexpected situations humanitarianism and symcould throw you "off base," pathy for all living creatures,
cause confusion or misun- you could make a notable
derstanding: Be alert. Also, success as a physician, nurse or
veterinarian. Birthdate of:
avoid impulsiveness.
Dante Gabriel Rossetti, poet,
SCORPIO
painter: Florence Nightingale,
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Fine Mars influences now founder of modern nursing;
give you a fresh basis for Philip Wylie, Amer. author.

8 oz.
*Apricot
*Avocado
*Strawberry
$1.55 VALUE

55 Dillseed
56 Harvest
57 Mournful

'

15

. 20
7
.
7

I

. 21

' 23

Alka-Seltze
20's

Geritol
(i1-1111'01, r' Vitamin And Iron
14's
$1.64 VALUE
SAVE 65'

58C

Vanquish
100's
52.19 VALUE

$1 30

40's
.. 80's
53.74 VALUEI$6.09 VALVE
SAVE $1.50 SAVE $2.43
Say-Rite's
Say-Rite's
Low Price
Low Price

....:. t
41.•......

1,..,7.7.40 1

39.

.‘ j
1... .
I-

II

43.

IP .

16 as,
•Regular
*Super
S1.80 VALUE
SAVE 72'

Pepto Bismol
80!,
S135 VALUE
SAVE 70'
Soy-Rite's
Low Price

Dial

-0111171.1MCAIAN1411

49
:..... 53
....,....

55
rnited faivr,

One-A-Day Vitamins

$105

Very Dry
Antiperspirant
5 oz.
25' Off
Label
*Regular
'Herbal
$1.36 VALUE

FREE
Schick
RAZOR
"

Say-Rite's
Low Price

ammo
•••••••••••

60's
$3.11 VALUE
Soy'Rite's
Low Price

Schick Plus
Platinum
Injector_ 7's

Efferdent
Denture Cleanser
60's
52,15 VALUE
Soy-Rite's
Low Price

With Free Inj. Razor
S1.110 VALUE
SAVE 72'

SCSICh
n.•

108

94

Sov-Rite's $
Low Price

$1 29

SAVE 62'

Schick Super II
5,5

FREE
Superll
RAZOR

With Free Super II Razor
51.59 VALUE

96c

1

96's
53.07 VALUE
Soy.Rite's
Low Price

$1 84

Soy-Rites
Low Price

•

$1 77

100s
$4.40 VALUE
Say -Rite's
Low Price

$264
30 o.

Stacking
Tumbler
Sov-Rite's
low Price

2/1"

74c

Ice Cube Tray

Disney Straw
Cup

938

Sav-Rite s
Low Price

46c

N" "
- . •.

Plus Iron

$1"

'Disney Straws
Alabaster
Pitcher
Sov-Rite's
Low Price

SAVE 63'
Say-Rite's
Low Price

45

S,4l

SAVE $1.06

$366

$224

l'•'.'• 38
:"
\.....4.7

$159

SAVE 89'

-.-.134
.....
r.

24 or.
$2.65 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

Soy-Rite's 99C
Low Price

SAVE 40'

Say-Rite's
Low Price

Scope
Mouthwash

Tablets

tomosmommw......800.1

Without Aspirin
98' VALUE

•Sav-Rite's
Low Price

Our Prices
Are Within
Easy Reach
At
Say-Rite

36

_,,...
1.
.
i".:A:•:'
";....•,,.. ../.!4.4,
74 75 76

'
- . 7;
'.".

36

48

.14 oz.
594 Value
Say -Rite's
Low Price
SAVE 23'

36c 69c

Pain Formula

aa

31

17

Blistik Lip Balm

.. -. '

I-'-'•
711

35

fir DAY,
CHAPPED
,iii tarscti•v
,
uc ease Soothes
softens asp Maish11.7111 CrACKED LIPS
A mast 114171 mod,ute;
Combats
lip balm

.14 oz. Tube i..42 oz. Tube
S1.19 VALUE
59' VALUE

-AlkaSeltzer

'o

19

5
le

FEVER

Molos promote fast heal
lads soolicat la
aids a prevents% yysightly coif tote•ftoor
Slasher formatioll.

.Blistex

68c

l
'Vee•—••
itit, I 4

12

57

$1.13 VALUE
Soy-Rite's
Low Price

8 oz.
*Apricot
'Avocado
*Strawberry
*Green Apple
$1.85 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price
SAVE 86'

M121 01510
12011A UUU MUM
HUM nmn EICIOR
ODU
100 00001100
MUU MOO
cir
ULIUU DUO MOO
UOU MOO 11100
OCUIJUU MUG! UU
DEDD (JOUR DOUR
5 Hail,
MUM MUUU MOO
6 Remyne'rated 26 Heroic
40 Ire
7 Was
41 Near
event
mistaken
27 Mountams
Vacation
8
of Europe
43 Article
places
28 Incline
44 Walk
a Bitter vetch 29 Evil
10 Cravat
450x of
30 Nahoor
Celebes
11 VVorm
sheep
32 Authorization 46 Await
1 7 T eutomc
settlement
Antlered
33
deity
47 Resort
animal
Number
letter
48
Babylonian
19 Greek
36
49 Female ruff
deity
22 Crimson
24 Coniunction 37 Man s name 50 Music as
written
Fragments
33
Cupola
25
10 11
9
7 -7,..,•:. 8
6
5
4
r7...
3
2
I
...'.'

7-7

BLISTERS

Earth Born
Shampoo

gap emu ono
UMU
=ma MUNN
OBOMOO
oaa

T On Pkg. Coupon

SAVE 45'

Answer to Tuesday Puzzle
DOWN
1 Journey
forth
2 Seed
coating
3 Expel from
country
4 Secret
writing

for COLD SORES

Say-Rite's
Low PricA

nvelt•

ACROSS
I Novelty
4 Solicitude
8 Nerve
network
12 Exist
13 Above
14 Goddess of
discord
15 Tear "
16 Lowers in
Spirit
18 Run away to
be married
20 Danish
--'stand
21 A state
labbr
22 Free of
23 Was borne
27 Unit of
Siamese
currency
29 Article of
furniture
30 Sharpen
31 Chinese
distance
measure
32 Small lump
33 Abstract
being
34 Note of
scale
35 Supplicate
37 Guido's high
note
38 Dry, as wine
39 Heavenly
body
40 Diving bird
41 Exclamation
42 Tolled
44 Strip of
leather
47 Most
peculiar
51 Compass
point
52 Point of
hammer
53 Heraldry
grafted
54 Man's
nickname

Alka-Seltzer 25's

SAVE 61'

00

Crossword Puzzler

.mortaerwasam.
ma own
.
•••••••ammo
a Ma. ••
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STORE HOURS:
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DISCOI1T DRill CEITERS
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••:.•.:,:-_
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'

9 to 9 Daily
1-6 Sunday
r
Bel -Air Shopping Cant(
Phone 1534304

$1 38
"
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U.S. CHOICE

CHUCK
ROAST

BANQUET
FROZEN

THIS WEEKS

TV
SPECIAL

TV DINNERS

2FOR

TACIRIFf
Ve4

TENNESSEE.
PRIDE

RONCO•LONG
ODOM'S

REELFOOT

SAUSAGE

TABLERITE

SLICED BACON

INSTANT POTATOES

99C

BONELESS•TENDERIZED
EXTRA LEAN

SLICED INTO CHOPS
1/4 PORK LOIN
U.S. CHOICE

GROUND
CHUCK

BONELESS
SHOULDER ROAST

CUBE STEAKS
OSCAR MAYER.,ONE POUND

HAM
STEAKS

IGA•16 Oz.

CHUCK ROAST

„ 99c

$259
Pkg.

Lb.'"
1

HALVES

VAN CAMP'S

PEARS

BEANIE
WEENIE
15 Oz. Can

u,894

Lb.99c

BIG CHIEF

PEANUT
BUTTER
KEN-I. RATION.151
/
2 Oz. Can

FRUIT
DRINK

2

DYNAMO 32 Oz.
KRAFT•HALF GALLON

$ 1 29

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

99c

VINO,

14 Oz. BOTTLE

SPAGHETTI
SAUCE

HI-C

CATSUP

0411 For

For

PARAMOUNT

SNACK'N
14 Oz. CAKE
o

PICKLES

POLSKI
WYROB
32 Oz.
JAR

GOLDEN CORN
OR GREEN BEANS

POTATO
CHIPS

FOR
$

PRINGLES
KRAFT•SLICED•10 Oz.

5109

HALF MOON CHEESE
BANQUET•FROZEN

FRIED CHICKEN z
KNOTT'S"STRAWBERRY SPECIAL."

SUN KIST

LEMONS

CELERY

DOZEN

69c

ANGEL
FOOD
CAKE

FRESH

1 F wm•GRE„

CABBAGE

Lb 14'

OKRA
Lb 89c

IT'S THE TOTAL ON
THE TAPE THAT COUNTS!

IGA SOUTHSIDE
OPEN SUNDAY

6 AM - 10 PM
DAILY
Closed
Sunday

$239

TASTE-0-SEA'FROZEN

FISH STICKS 27 Oz.

Reg.1.29
994

PRICES GOOD THRU
TUESDAY, MAY 18, 1977
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
WE ACCEPT USDA FOOD STAMPS

NORTHSIDE*

STALK

4/$1

LIQUID DETERGENT

RAGU

a

-

DOG FOOD

2.89'
460z.
Can

2/45c
69c

SPAGHETTI 7 Oz.

U.S. CHOICE
BONELESS

1(
10

FROSTY ACRES
FROZEN

ORANGE JUICE

2 $1

120Z.
CAN

SOUTHSIDE

FOR

7 PM - 9 PM
DAILY
OPEN SUN.
10 AM - 8 PM

BANKROLL'
1
THIS
WEEK'S
CASH
AWARD

4
\

NORTHSIDE: $900
LAST
WEEK'S
BANKROLL
ORA WING

1.

No
Winner

SOUTHSIDE: $200
Roscoe
Stubblefield
Wins
$500
144

va

Orr. "'AWL:4 t.:42

, .

- •

••
•••
•

COOKING 'CORNER

Ye.

Horse Show Brunch In Winners Circle

Fe

By ANN UDDBERG
May 20-21 the best horles
fro. -..yen states, beautiful
writ ., and traditional
Southern hospitality converge
in Murray for the second
annual
State
Kentucky
Charity Horse Show sponsored
by the Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club and
the Murray Rotary Club. A cochairman of this prestigeous
event, Loas Keller, has many
ideas for entertaining the
friends and visitors who will
be in attendance. Saturday
morning.-she is hosting ,a
brunch for the show officials
and shares both menu and
recipes with us. This menu
could be used at anytime
during the weekend, even on
-Sunday when visitors will be
getting ready to head home.
The special Liederkranz
quiche is hardy enough - fare
even for men, the festive fruit
salad is a delight, the rice and
spinach casserole can be
prepared in advance and
merely reheated, and the
champagne strawberries are

elegant simplicity.
I:ois feels that brunch is an
ideal way to entertain because
people are more relaxed and
the menus more fun. A lunch
or dinner buffet is always nice
as is a dessert after the show.
- When this dynamic woman
is not involved with horse
shows or her office as state
safety chairman- for the
Murray Woman's Club she
finds time to play tennis or
bicycle with her husband,
Don, who doesn't feel a. ride
worthwhile unless he covers 15
or 20 miles. Lois also manages
and helps pick strawberries at
their four-acre plot, which is)a
new commercial venture open
to the public. All in all the
strawberries will command
her attention and energies for
the next Mee to four weeks.
To help, with the crop she has
imported her mother, Mrs.
Irene Oliver, from -St. Louis,
and has drafted her daughter,
Donna, a senior this year at
Murray High School.
When Don and Lois built
their home on College Farm

Road fifteen years ago they
practically lived in the
country. They even kept eows,
goats, horses, ponies, assorted
dogs, and cats for the children
while they were young. They
have 'watched.Murray grow.
Moving their children and
their business, J. C. Chemist
to Murray is a decision they
regretted.
never
have
Someday they feel their sons,

Filing For Social
Security Retirement

TWO WAYS TO
MAKE GOOD COFFEE
EVEN BETTER

;9

lc

To get the freshest, finest tasting
coffee you should grind your own
whole coffee beans. The Braun MiniGrinder lets you do at with ease.
Available in white, yellow. red or
black with chrome trim

The Bodurn lnfeemaker uses the
French filter method to make rich
delicious coffee. The permanent
filter eliminates the need for paper'
filters.
Both available at .

The
R:inhandier

Dixieland
ShoppingCenter

(Free GM Wrapping, ofcourse)

VOTE FOR

ROY HARMON
▪ Council WARD B
City
I Earnestly
Your Vote & Influence

NEW PORTRAIT
SERVICE

09
39
79

1 10 inch pastry shell baked sauce separately. Mound the
fruit in glass serving dishes.
blind 8 min.
I lb. Italian sausage browned Garnish with mint sprigs.
Rice 8: Spinach
•
and crumbittd Casserole
1 lb. sliced fresh mushrooms
(serves 8)
1 6 oz. package Borden
Liederkranz Cheese (Gruyere 2 c. cooked rice
cheese may be substituted) 1'2 pkg. chopped, frozen
spinach-thawed and drained
1 cup heavy cream
.12 pint light cream
4 eggs, well beaten
I can cream of mushroom
t. salt
- In •a large skillet brown the soup
sausage, breaking into small garlic salt, paprika, 14 cup
pieces. Remove sausage. In grated cheese, colby or
the drippings cook the cheddar
Layer rice, spinach, cream,
mushrooms five min. and
spices, and cheese in a
soup,
drain. Combine the sausage,
mushrooms, cheese, (-ream, deep casserole. Bake at 325
eggs, and salt in a large bow/. degrees for 1 hour. (Broccoli
may be substituted)
Mix well. Four into prepared
Champagne Strawberries
pastry shell. Bake in.
these documents that you preheated 350 degree oven for
(serves
-have in your possession.
95 minutes or until the filling -is 2 pints fresh strawberries,
Another item discussed in nicely browned and the crust sliced
your Social Security interview pulls away from the sides of 4-6 T. sugar
is your work history for the the pan.'
1 cup dry white wine
previous year. You Will need
'2 fifth Champagne
estive Fruit Salad
combine
bowl
to furnish your W-2 or
a
In
wfth Mint Dressing
(selfSE
Schedule
strawberries and sugar. Stir
I serves 8-10)
employment) of your tax
in white wine. Chill several
8
fresh fruit
cups
assorted
as
year
prior
return for the
hours. When ready to serve
proof of your earnings to in- (Mrs. Keller prefers fresh
spoon strawberries and sauce
strawberries,
sure that it will be included in pineapple,
into large stemmed goblets.
figuring your benefit rate. You bananas, pears, and a tou4 of
Pour champagne over each
will also need an estimate of citrus fruits
and serve at once.
your earningslor the current 2 containers .plain yogurt
t For additional information
year in which you file. For 12 c. 'sifted confectioners
on the Horse Show please call
example, if you file in July sugar
753-88W.
with expected retirement 1-2 drops mint extract .or
September 30, youwill need to' chopped fresh mint if
have with you an estimate of available
your earnings from January 1 2 drops green food coloring
- September 30, including sick Fresh mint sprigs for garnish
pay, vacation pay, and arty In a Small bowl combine the
expected termination pay. yogurt, sugar., mint flavoring,
Section Three— Page 21
Also, if you plan_ to work part- and food coloring. Mix Well.
time after retirement, include Chill Several hours. Serve the
any earnings expected for the
remainder of that year. If you
file during the last four
1/410
111.1
ill
310
f
i:_nonths of any year .(,Sepr
tember, Octobet, November,
December), you will also need
to give an estimate of the next
year's earnings.

Michael, an accountant,
David; in Finance, and
Thomas, currently in Murray
State's marketing-advertising
program will return and build
their lives in this community.
These recipes are blue
ribbon Winners your family
and friends will enjoy all year
around. .
Special Liederkranz Quiche
iserves

May 10-11-12-13-14
Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.
Photo Hours: Daily 10-1 2-5 6-8 • Sat. 10-1 2-4:30

Retiring _soon? What will
retirement mean for you? Will
it be the long:awaited opportunity to do those things
you always wanted to do but
never seemed to have the
time? Will it be a time of selfrenewal and cultivation of a
new hobby? Of travel, and
seeing the world? Or simply a
time of rest and relaxation?
Whatever your plans for
retirement, you will be more
secure knowing that your
been
have
finances.
adequately prepared for. One
important phase of making
your financial arrangements
is getting your Social Security
started.
Application for Social
Security needs to be made up
to three months Weis you
plan to retire. If your plans do
not include retirement before
age 65, then you will still need
to contact Social Security
three months before age 65 to
have Medicare coverage at
age 65.
When making an application
for Social Security or for
Medicare, you will need
several important items.
Proof of your age is of
primary importance, with an
original birth certificate or
baptismal record before age 5
the preferred proofs. If you
have ap.plie_d for a birth
certificate from the state of
your birth but one was not
located, then it will be good to
furnish the letter you received
from your state's Bureau of-Vital Statistics showing that
there was no record of your
birth. If no birth certificate or
baptismal record is available,
there are several other
documents that can be used.
A U.S: Census is an excellent proof; an old family
Bible recorded shortly after
your birth is also good. Other
proofs include an old school
record, a child's birth certificate, an old insurance
policy, military discharge
papers, a voting record, a
state census, a marriage
certificate (if'age is included,
or a driver's license. It is a
good idea to present all of

1

8x10
PORTRAIT
IN

LIVING GGLIA
BABIES
CHILDREN
ADULTS

c-2460
IPIP
• Cheese irom dittevent backgrounds and
custom poses
• Lirnit one per subtract two per family
• Additional portraits available in all sivas
at reasonable prices
• Groups St 2S each additional sublect
11 under I. must be accompanied
• PIN1101,
by parent or guardian
.
• Finished portraits delivered at stove

PLUS
FAMILY GROUP
PORTRAITS

FREE PORTRAIT OF GRANDPARENTS

(Staff Photo by Pete Wyro(

Mirrray Ledger & Times
, May 11, 1977
Vrecinestay.

THE FRIENDLY FOLKS AT OTASCO SAY
IT'S TIME FOR

FREEWHEELIK

Other information needed
during your initial Social
Security interview is your
spouse's date of birth-date of
your marriage, the spouse's
date-of death (-if deceased and his-her Social Security.
number; your dates of active
or reserve military service:
dates you may have worked on
the raifroad; and information
regarding any children you
may have that are under 18.
between 11 and 22 and still in
school, or disabled or handicapped
If you do nave crilldren that
could draw on your record,
their birth certificates, Social
Security numbers, and work
history will also be needed.
.A Social Security retirement
interview can be handled in
person or by telephone. Some
thoughtful preparation for the
interview will save both time
and trouble so that your
benefits can begin at the right
amount and .on time.

SAVI
. N, NGS!2*
Ger whe.e 'he action s 1 The hot new choppe,

style F.recot features extended chrome front
fork and flame decorated point lob, for the
look andierel that will make any young rider
feel Orally cool' Wide angle safety reflectors
e);

how the department can help
Dr. Graham mentioned the
Kentucky Plan, which is an
internal effort to improve the
professional performance of
school ,personnel.
Legislative actions creates
education -related
most
changes or revisions. When
they pass statutes related to
schools, it is the duty if the
Department of Education to
carry them out.
When a student asked about
mergers of school distri( Is,
Dr. Graham said that under a
new law in effect since ;976
voters decide whether two
districts will merge. There
have been no mergers since
the law went into effect
Since some students in the
class are &treacly of voting age
and other students will be
soon, Dr. Graham unpresced
upon them the important/ of
being an informed voter and
-partheir
encouraged
ticipation in local actions
concerning the schools.
Dr. Graham's duties include
approving :construction :if
school buildings and appointing lhe state textbook
commission which screens
textbooks to be selected by the
local school districts. He al'0
approves school budgets,
teacher certification :ir d
• school calendars. Seeing that
teachers are paid at least t`.e
minimum salary, by
schools and that bip•.'s
maintain safety standard .-e
also among his duties.

Save s10
999*

LAYAWAY AT
NO EXTRA
CHARGE

Reg
89:994

MEN'S OR
LADIES'

State Superintendent
Talks With Students
of
layers
Several
bureaucracy and lots of
generally
middlemen
separate high school students
from the state superintendent
of public instruction.
With teachers, counselors.
principals, superintendents
and boards of education
clamoring to be heard, it's not
often that Dr. James B.
Graham, Kentucky's
Superintendent of Public
Instruction, gets a chance to
chat with students, the group
most affected by school
decisions.
Recently, however, Frankfort High 'School students
participated in a little direct
with . Dr.
give-and-take
Graham.
Speaking before a government class at the high school,
Dr. Graham encouraged- the
students to cultivate an active
interest in their local schools
and board of education.
Dr. Graham outlined some
of his duties for the class then
held a period when students
were able to ask about the
workings of Kentucky's
educational system. One
student asked what actions
are being taken concerning
schools in the flooded eastern
Kentucky counties.
Dr. Graham explained that
schools in the area had been
dismissed. A team from the
of
state
Department
Education has been in the
area
what
determining
damage has been done and

STRAWBERRIES GALORE—Mrs. Lois Keller serves a
home-made strawberry pie for her guests.

FlYi^90

10.SPEED

-OW best 26-in lightwe,ght. Deluxe
caliper brakes with dual position safe
ty levers and stem mounted shift con.
trols. Stylish tonwot Yr.. and chrome
disc churn guard W ,de angle safety
reflectors ••

8397

24-BOYS' 10 SPUD
!.

•

eve

SAVE 10.00
Reg. 94.99
8496*
TRADE-IN

LADIES'
MODEL ,•

YOUR OLD
BIKE I

Flying()

20"SCORPION

GIR1S CR

• it.

051

Reg *
59.99

CHAIN BIKE LOCK.

Flying
FROM ONE OF AMERICA'S
LARGEST BICYCLE
MANUFACTURERS

Save
Flying()

11

NO EXTRA

Spotty Motoc—,, sir

dudes knobby iear tire & sp,ng
front fork suspension Motorcycle style fenders. W,de angle
rirfisotor s . .s
•Bikes ce

CHARGE

—

.
L

1*'

•

7.

11177*
Reg. 82.99

pintially assembled

in the carton

Sole Prices Good

OTASCO

Reg 149
901C

16"CONVERTIBLE

LAYAWAY AT

20" MOTOCROSS

USE
OTASCO
CREDly

EJSFIY

conv•rty to 9.s mode-

Over 600 Stores Throughout the South and Southwest

8e1-Air Shopping Center

753-8391

=am

•
oir*
,
Ilir490111111146■111111.10111a4WiTalFii
eir

1 vivwetiiiivivaa4111, -.-"n"..r
.
..F4.~Rei...40.0ftlee.a1M011110eilmaeell..wmeounesomospo'
te Mk.

-
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COST CUTTERS

OPEN
24 HOURS

lip Trim Your Food Budget

Except from
Midnight Saturda
y
to 8 a.m.

COST CUTTER MENDED PRICE SPECIALS:
Whenever we get a special manufacturer s
allowance, we pass the savings on to you
These reductions ore usually good for more than
one week

COST CUTTER "THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL":
Loch week deep cut specials in all
departments plus bonus coupons for extra
savings Cost Cutter This week's Special'
signs will locate these values for you

Sunday

Shop when it's
NON
FEDERAL

convenient for you

FD00 STAMPS
1

Prices effective through May 17th
Quantity right reserved CoPrILI°' 1977
The KCVO! COMpOrty

US GOVT GRADED

A

CHOICE

U.S.Gov't Graded Choice

HAVE Wet re AlTretitS1 A 0 011 mumble 4 due to Logbook boyotol sot control no coo out
at oo
substitor••canoiwobio Wend or wools mumps or •••• yOo rON1 dna for nu
ofr•••
,
sod Idocul or the towel ginc• onytwo orrOsn
IMO,
PUAVANTIR SEW VA
"too ton
your
own
d't."'"ntd t"
or
,̀
repro"
Me",
oo,
paw
•'•
orOnet

Oh`OrOSIO) griertri

USDA

Meaty

GRADE

TURKEY ioc
DRUMSTICKS INF 4.lb

RIBA

LI

99c

12 01
PIG

694

Pork Butts

Ily

KROGER

Beef Wieners

John Morrell

CHICKEN
FAMILY PAR
Pork Steaks

ROUND BONE BONELESS
SHOULDER ROAST BOSTON ROLL
$11
908

FRYER par CUT-UP am fips
lpaL: 894
WINGS
FRYERS6.33
FRYER woa,FRYER
LB $129I
4k..
HIGHS /7:. BACKS L.IY"

CIIKLI
Sausage
FMK WATER IIIIIPORTID

Catfish Steak

Cube Steaks
Beef L Hydrated Soya Row Mix

PORK
ROAST

Stwink

KROGER'S
PRO

Half or Whole

U.S.D.A. Grade A
Roily Farms Mixed Parts of

U.S.D.A. Inspoctod

FRESH
HAMS

49
c
59c
..rpiECOST
89-CUTTER
`
irof

HEN
TURKEYS

c

59

lb.
2 BREAST QTRS. WITH BACK PORT

d

Crisp

2 LEG QTRS. WITH BACK PORT
2 NECKS. 1 BACK, 1 WING

11111111

KROGER
-SALTINES

Kroger

WHITE
BREAD

09 ilMil
.1;i11111

20 oz.
loaves

MEI

Fins
For
BBQ
lb.

pi:IECOST -CUTTER COUPON]
II
El =
III

COUPON]1111 11:
1
Nis'
MI
IIMII es&.
MEI
HMI

ond '10 00 p,ic , nose elcluding ,tems
b ,ed by low and in oddition no the cost of coupon
Sublet' t 10 appli(Oble taxes
Limit one Expnes
may 17th

14unte•

cif
30

Les $26
9
5

All FOR

COST-CUTTER COUPON
Kroger

KROGER
BISCUITS

PURE CANE
SUGAR

er.-

PAK OF

11111111
11.11 ,..
MN OM=
min IMMO

ummi

MIN
. MEI
IMO
MS Min

11-0Z.
CANS

NMI 11.111
ION

a011(1,Se

5 LBS. ROUND STEAK
5 LBS. PORK STEAK
S LBS. GROUND BEEF
5 LBS. FRYER QUARTERS
5 M.KROGER WIENERS
5 LBS. SAUSAGE

Honsestyle or Buttermilk

••• 6

1 lb.
box
•• .•••.s coupon

BONUS
BUNDLE

FREEZER SALE
320.360 LBS.
Beef Side
lb 85'
150.110
Forequarter 1h. 75`
155•115 LBS
Hindquarter lb. 954
ALLOW 3-5 DAYS
FOR PREPARATION

FRYER
QUARTERS

pkg
12
" I
STOCK THE FREEZER!

CHOICE
BEEF

Breast or Log

FRYING
CHICKEN

lb.

a
•

U.S. GOV'T. GRADED

-Lc $179

3 ill'

lb.

CON

6.27—

U S. GOVT. GRAND CHOKE WART PAR

Fresh Picnic

SLICED $119

U.S.D.A. Grads A
Holly Farms Possitry

nos
•

LB

lb.
bog

with this .coupon ond '10 00 purchase excluding items
with this coupon and
prohibited by low and in addition to the cost of coupon MEI
prohibited by law and
merchondise Subiert to opplicable taxes limit--one Expires ENE MEI rnerthcndise Subiect to
May 17th
inns MN P&p,. 17th

'10 00 purchase excluding item:
in addition to the cost of coupon
oppbcoble to•es Limo one E•pres

, $10 PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TO ALLTHRnCOUPOWS1
.
11111111111111111Hilr
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIL
:1
Ppoy
WYti
Krogor Cut

4
!/C
4/1IFV*
3
Kroger

4

Graham or

GREEN
BEANS

WWI OS mum BUTTERCRUST
2,07.
LOAVES

2
884
sHowsom
oz.
Pork & Beans
11w,,(Ain
2
Hawaiian Punch
ASSORTED FRUIT FLAVORS

Re OZ.
CANS

I

DEL MONTT

99,

2 iupzis 794

(roger
Garden

HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

r
Vail -ti

•
.51,

IROGER

Whipped Topping

KROGER CORN OIL

Ott IDA FROZEN
ILA.

Margarine

.

4

PIG.65

EGGS

Big K Drinks

Pork & Beans

AVONDALE

French Fries
DEL MONTI

ASSORTED MAYORS

;ttlr 1'5

4
4

28 OZ.
MS.

$1

Golden Corn
!Waif&I

160Z.
CAMS

$1

Fancy

—

594
7 LB.
PIG. 754
CANS 994
3 1707
3 CANS 894
13/
1
2OZ.
TUS

16 01

Green Beans
Imported

Sunkist Fancy

Florida Fancy Yellow

$129

SWEET
CORN

69'

AMCNOR TICKIING

99'

JUICE
ORANGES

4

1

Si

Watermelon

LS

25'

SUNKIST 700 UZI

wws
saw
on with this coupon limit one Expires May 171.
3
411
W1111•••••11•1111111•110011O86
•
11PS1117T717011;FITIJI1111111
saw
K. Mein or Solf-Rising
10 lb.
1,
17G0111 MEDAL
bog
akFLOUR
-

SANDWICH COOKIES

Juice lemons

WORTH 50' OFF
MI
me
....E-Th GRAVY TRAIN DOG FOOD =
=
toward the purchase of a 25 lb bog of

"nth this ransom limit one

-

12

Foe
LI

894
44'

Avocados

al111
"Ill
eim

auparn

Lint one Expres Nay 1 Ith
niessissesii111111111

g

'

1:1ECOST (UTTER COUP0•111111:
1
4

FOR

WORTH 20' OFF

$1
.00.

toward the purchase crf

NI
IMO.

FOR
3 MEADS

$1

3

9

10 lb bog of

IDAHO POTATOES

um
.
=IP

+nth this coupon limit one Expires PArn 17th
:11111111111111111111

FOR

CALIFORNIA FIUSII

sparagus

LI

CALIFORNIA

Green Top Carrots

NM

lag of
KROGER DECAFFEINATED
INSTANT COFFEE

CUCUMBERS OR

Bell Peppers

17th um

WORTH 35' OFF

low. with cht,

Gold Delicious Apples

Expires PAcy

toward the purchase of a 4 co

cm

CALIPORINA

_ •

VILLAGE BAKERY

wrIO,

WASHINGTON STATT II SIZE

Red Leaf lettuce
large
p ears

.dooruitallidrett41110/1110/16111oWillit=711111i1MatiltillAille..-="3<.*O.Airborno,

pkg of

toward the purchase af a 2401

Wir

I

NI1111111111111111111=
=111:VOST CUTTER (OUPON11
11111:

RED RIPE

ROSTON, ROMAINE OR

SHAMPOO

claiI:1
7 7T7t; us]III
I
WORTH
20'
OFF
woo

4M/

bchs
for

for

SAND AID INLAND

Ice Tea Glass

3 1401
$1
CANS

Tomatoes

$149=

Fancy

h..69c 3 $1 .99c 2

DEODORANT

Pitcher
/NOM ROCKING

Grade A
Medium

imr,i

if

RAZOR
BLADES
Plastic Strips

11
1,
17
,111110.

:
.

FANCY CALIFORNIA WHITE CALIFORNIA Fifiiiiiiiiiiieiiiiii
iia
CAULIFLOWER ARTICHOKES GRAPES BROCCOLI
[COST CUTTER COUPOIE]lille
EME

Schick Wpm II Sc er Pieties= Kos 1606e•••

07
CAN

I

.0,53c

Cheese Spread

Snow White 12 Size

with this coupon limit one Expires May 17th

Right Guard

111141/W
ger
t;• GLAZED
DONUTS

MOIR AMERICAN SLKID

KNOW

j Garden Peas

r
/

12 oz.
PO9-

16 oz69

Bread

kZ
7

Kroger single sliced

AMERICAN
CHEESE FOOD

:/IONEY GRAHAM
CRACKERS

-

:
1
0
*

4 if

3

KID
KM

694

01

1:1Ecost (unit couPoiallie

-‘
;6,7' toward the pie-chose of a half gal btl of

WORTH 20' OFF

=

■D6

PURE ORANGE JUICE

=

with this[Owen

Limit one (xpire Ken 17th

gme
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Paducah Youth Named
To Attend Conference

Kentucky Is First State To Ask Employes To
Participate In 'Operation Identification'
Kentucky will become the Jefferson County where
first state in the nation to ask burglary rates were up more
.of its state employes to par- than 50 per cent two years ago,
ticipate in the crime. justice officials have seen a 30
prevention
"Operation per cent reduction in burglary
Identification" program, as since the inception of
Identification."
Gov. Julian Carroll prepares "Operation
1"Operation Identification"
to kick off "Kentucky Crime
Prevention Week," May 15-21. is one of eight initial programs
Gov. Carroll has termed the the Office of Crime Prevention
its
following
success of crime prevention launched
programs as -phenomenal." creation by Gov. Carroll after
"Across Kentucky, 391 the 1976 state legislature.
police departments are active Other crime prevention
in our crime prevention programs include "Operation
programs," he said. "And to Crime Report," "Operation
date, more than 100,000 Home Security," "Operation
and Business Security,"
homes
Kentucky
businesses have participated "Operation Neighborhood
in"Operation Identification'." Watch," "Operation Lock-It-In asking all state employes And - Pocket - The - Key,"
to participate in the program, "Operation Fraud Control"
Gov. Carroll cited the city of and "Operation Personal
Campbellsville which has Security."
"Operation Identification"
received a high rate of participation in "Operation is a simple procedure where a
Identification" and has citizen takes home an elecreported no burglaries since tronic marking gun provided
•
receiving a saturation of the by local police departments
and engraves his valuables
program.
Justice Secretary John L. with an identifiable marking.
Gov. Carroll said this
Smith said that in some
sections of Louisville and procedure makes it easier to

I Am

JOSHUA (JOSH)

•TABERS
I Would Like To Announce
My Candidacy For

MAGISTRATE
Of The 4th District
My name will appear No.1
on the following voting machines

Murray No.6
Jackson
Coldwater

Lynn Grove
Calloway High
Hirksey

I would like to have the opportunity to meet
with each voter in our district, but if I don't
and you don't know me,I would appreciate it
if you would inquire about me from someone
who does. If elected I will work-THE BEST
POSSIBLE, for ALL CITIZENS of the 4th district.
YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE WILL BE
GREATLY APPRECIATED.
This pokical ad paid for by the candidate

these times of
"In
retrieve stolen goods and also ters, and a contractors' staggering crime rates
All expenses for the camp,
identification
equipment
the
for
harder
makes it
A Paducah youth has been science and mathematics
nationwide, Kentucky is intravel to and from
including
assistance
the
with
program
the
to attend West Instruction will be given in
criminals to fence them.
volved in a practical, common selected
Annual use of an IBM digital cotn- the camp, will be paid by the
15th
Virginia's
The governor said he et- of state contractors.
state of West Virginia.
Another approach the sense approach which has National Youth Science Camp puter.
pects a 100 per cent parproven that it curbs crime,"
The other Kentucky student
ticipation in the program on governor said he would like to the governor said. .
from June 24 through July 18.
Professional scientists from selected was. Harry D.
identification
an
taken
is
see
6024
approximately
of
the part of the
Mark L. Listemann
"The involvement of the
government, industries and
Jr. of Lexington.
30,000 Kentucky state em- procedure at retail stores public in crime prevention Merrydale Drive was one of universities, as well as Jameson
"Both students have exhibited
is
which
merchandise
where
be
will
from
engravers
students
Kentucky
The
ployes'.
programs is essential to two
staff from the outstanding _leadership
school professional
high
1977
loaned to state employes by - frequently stolen would be combating crime on all levels the
Astronomy qualities and will represent
Radio
National
purof
He
the Office of Crime Preven- marked at the time
and making out citizens feel graduating class selected.
will lecture at the state well as two of KenObservatory,
chase.
normal
attends St. Mary High School
tion, instead of the
the camp. Visitors to the camp tucky's finest students," said
Other areas he said the safe to walk their own streets in Paducah.
procedure of securing them
Smith
said.
again,"
in the past have included Frank B. Howard, state
Prevention
Crime
of
Office
departof
member
police
a
Listemann is
through local
astronauts Scott Carpenter science consultant for the
near
the
in
into
be
will
looking
ments.
the Science Club at his high and Neil Armstrong.
Department of Education.
Group leaders will be future include deceptive
school and is a National Merit
white
practices,
business
finalist.
assigned to assure proper
the collar crime, embezzlement,
of
dissemination
The science camp, located
—
API
(
Ky.
,OWENSBORO,
at Camp Pocahontas'in
engraving kits to all state bad checks, shoplifting, fraud
Thirteen cars and two
Monongahela National Forest,
employes, Secretary Smith and security codes.
locomotives of an 1.&N freight
to
key
the
said
Carroll
Gov.
is 13 miles from the National
said.
derailed Mondtry near the
ObAstronomy
Radio
Gov. Carroll has been a firm the crime prevention effort is
Moy 24 Primary
Owensboro riverport but no
servatory at Greenbank, West
believer in the philosophy that public awareness . and inwere
injuries
reported.
VOTE AND INflUENCI
YOUR
end,
that
Toward
volvement.
to
way
Virginia.
the most effective
Cause of the accident wasn't
IS APPRECIATED THANKS
Lectures, field trips and
combat the ever-present he said, a major media
determined.
overnight hikes will introduce
problems of the criminal campaign is planned to
This ethertistment pad tor by Donald Crdiplord Irtmarer
The freight was bound for
"Crime
with
correspond
the students to all fields of
justice system—the
Ind.
Evansville,
overloaded court dockets, Prevention Week."
the overworked police officers
and the overcrowded prisons
— is to prevent crimes from
occuring in the first place.
governor's
the
With
backing, Kentucky became a
national leader in the
establishment of the Office of
DRUG STORES
Crime Prevention. Its goal
partpolice
citizenwas a
SAIL t NDS MAY 16
nership in the fight against
crime.
Carroll's
Gov.
In
L OREAL
APPEDRINE
proclamation making May 15L I RA BODY
Crime
"Kentucky
21
APPETITE
Prevention Week," he said, "I
CONTROL
NT
PERMANE
urge all state employes to join
TABLETS
'Operation Identification,' and
I-OR NORMAL
urge all state and local
OR TINTED HAIR
BOX OF 24
goverruntnt officials and all
LIM It.,ONE
citizens of this Commonwealth
the
combating
in
hands
join
to
FAMILY SHAMPOO
ever increasing problem of
NET 18 FL 01
II PIPET)
serious crime."
Gov. Carroll has indicated
he is considering plans to
expand "Operation IdenPALMOLIVE
SOFT,
tification" into other areas
during "Crime Prevention
RAPID SHAVE
MEDIUM,
Week." He said he would like
REG OR
HARD
to see group kits made
CREST
COOL MINT
available so that an entire
BRISTLES
neighborhood could take
TOOTHPASTE
11 01
advantage of the engraving
devices, instead of just a
QUANTITY
single person.
He also said the program
RESERVED
could be carried into a farm
identification
machinery
SURE
program with the assistance
Graduation
of local Farm Bureau chapSUPER DRY

No Injuries

BENNIE JACKSON
for Sheriff

BEGLEY'S

BEGLEY'S
HERBAL
SHAMPOO

olgate

COLGATE

TOOTHBRUSHES

Special

ANTI PER SPIRANT
REG OR
UNSCENTE D

L IMI T 1

ASSORTED
SIZE S

MELVIN B. HENLEY
For Mayor

C 126 12 and
C 110 12

9% IN.
PLAYBALLS
‘f

73c

KODACOLOR
II

FILM

19 IN. ofivp514.j
PATIO
TABLES
\

1.65*:

tRumig...a

OIL
OF

21' 2

OLAY
LIMIT 1

6 oz.

10 LBS.
K INGSFORD

LIQUIFILM

to answer your question...
been
In the course of my campaign for the office of Mayor, I have
the
have
you
will
"how
is,
these
among
Principal
asked many questions.
office
for
qualifications
the
of
one
because
valid
is
question
This
timer'
anis having the time to do the job correctly. The question is easily
swered.
When the Board of Regents of Murray State University agreed, at my
request, to let me seek the office of Mayor, it was with the understanding that I would give up one-fourth of my pay, and that I would
received
be released from one-fourth of my normal duties The salary
from the position of Mayor would offset the loss in pay from my job.
However, I will not gain any money if I am elected.
Taking the time gained from the quarter reduction in workload on my
in as a
job, adding this to the extensive amount of time I already put
a
working councilman, and given my record of efficiency- in completing
ofthe
of
duties
the
perform
to
adequate
be
will
time
job, I believe the
to
fice. I am running for Mayor strictly to serve the community, not
make money from it.
I hope that you, the taxpaying public, will consider my qualifications
carefully, and will vote for me foi the office of Mayor on May 24,

I

'12 GAL.
CHARCOAL
LIGHTER

chrrcoad fliqbtao.
.onme asp.

1.17 1.17
RACHET CHAISE LOUNGE
OR

YOUR
CHOICE
ONLY

PRICES
GOOD
WHILE

ALL STEEL

PATIO CHAIR

By Coppertone

LAST

tr-"r

11.88

TAN CARE

UA NT IT IF S

COPPERTONE 41.
LOTION
4 07

6 oz.

1.89 1.57

USE YOUR BEGLEY'S CHARGE CAREr

This Adv Paid for by the candidate

•

CHARCOAL

CONTACT
LENS
WETTING
SOLUTION

5.59

5.99

FOLDING
GRILL

asm
A sre
viieoeveryi=aacilt

r; rv

ev

esteems.La•

aa r•

al-

ciIIcria

aaarr....-evrnear v •

IvaI a..woloormae..
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Big John's Fresh Baked Treats Are

MIXED AND BAKED

RIGHT BEFORE
YOUR EYES! /

DONUT
HOLES

SNACK LUNCH

You Never Have To Make
A limited Purchase To Tike Advantage Of

1110 JOHNS IMIISAINS

sire

Zes

DISCOUNT PRICED
Roil-On Buy One Get One FREE Reg. 4.50

SOFT & DRY"' 99'
Spray Desedeetant Reg. $2.29
LYSOL 120z. 1.49
Halo Reg. 4.19
SHAMPOO 16 Oz. 79'

MIX

12 oz. pkg. 65'

Keebler French Vanilla or Piller Patter
16 oz. pkg. B54
COOKIES

Pointer

DOG FOOD ... 15 oz. can 6
DILL PICKLES

Hyde Park Cut.

GREEN BEANS or
GOLDEN CORN

of

$1.00

Hyde Park Kosher Or Whole
22oz. jar 69C

16 oz.,can 3tor 89'

-i-1111311111TrIK1-91,,e!

r

Keebler.kench
Vanilla or
Pitter Patter

COOKIES

= Keebler Zesta

-126a1 Bath

E CRACKERS

11--, BAR SOAP •

14 0/.

Is. eprkable to vv.. prim Lim/ Imo <wpm pft
/0111110.111si 17
fogiiv

aii.H.41,de,diaosiormani41,0,4i,44

ii.1i4e.41.4i0031111C0013i4i41.1k,lo

4•44,1i,11.000MOMOOLMI41,11,0,41116

7 DAYS A WEEK!

P11,111 25 TIN MURRAY k

LEDGER 8. MIES Wedn,

MIR 11, 1977

ph

*NNW

St,* Register To Win At Big John's!, I Drawing To Be Held May 21,1977---40ge
00 Shopping Spree To Be Held Wednesday May 25,1977 At 10:00 A.M. NEE4ge
°1
Persons Name Drawn Must Do The Shopping (Excluding Cigarettes and Dairy Products)
COUNTRY FRESH,
PRODUCE! 441P
California

W-_
RAIE
STRR
BE
Winesap Fancy

APPLES

319
California Size 18

BROCCOLI
Bunch

Big John Is So Sure Youll Be Completely Satisfied With His Qualify Meats, He Offers You A

39'
Calderon Red

K GUAR/WEE
DOUBLE YOUR MONEY ForBAC
Details

RADISHES
3900

See In Store

-War
Country Style Bulk

U. S. Choice

SUCED SLAB

I A79_,
SIRLOIN TIP .

STEAK

aak

Good m Salads Fresh

N L11.07

alb

3„9oo

SPINACH
Medium Yellow

4
59
.
1201
.%
BOLOGNA..79t

ONIONS

Reelfoot

U S. Choice Boneless

RUMP $439
ROAST I Lb

For Your Salad Trays

CELERY Size 36 Stalk

Reelfoot Chunk
Jumbo

Big John Super Tender

CENTER
RIB CHOPS

4 Ls $100

4119

38$

Jumbo Sae For Stuffing

PEPPERS

,s100
California Green

ONIONS

Kuntry Fresh Best Of Fryers
Includes

79!

$100
Bunches

BREAST,
LE"'THIGHS
U.S. Choice Boneless Round

STEAK
U.S. Choice Top Round
STEAK
U.S. Choice Breakfast

STEAK

lb.

$1.29

lb.

$1.49

lb. $1.89

Beef Minute

STEAK

lb

$1.89

This Ad Good Wed. May 11 thru Tue. May 17
•

Super Slick

CUCUMBERS
Kuntry Fresh

Fresh Ground

lb. $1.49

ROUND

Kuntry Fresh Chicken

Big John's Super Tender Breakfast

lb

BACKS

lb. $1.49

CHOPS

lb. 39'

WINGS

lb. 99'

GRAPEFRUIT

Arrowhead

Kuntry Fresh Chicken

12 oz. pkg. 494

FRANKS

lb. 79`

THIGHS

,

We Reserve The Right To Limit

Why

S

II

Pay More?
" •••••••.

29'
Ruby Red

Kuntry Fresh Chicken

Kuntry Fresh Chicken

BREAST

4,100

lb 89`

DRUMSTICKS

ier.

,161.1...2......41116•4014110.91bainal4l

:...4.4....1401•!..M110,41rialMil2411100

10

I

100
For

Al Verities

BEDDING PLANTS

59'
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Edlike
1 legal Notice

1 legal Notice

10 Business Opportunity

Public Notice
Tere will be a Public Hearing held on an amendment to Ordinance Number 491, the City's
zoning ordinance. The Hearing will be on a
proposed new zoning classification. This zone'
will be referred to as B-4 and is being created to
Provide a classification for limited retail
business and service. The standards of development in the B-4 zone are intended to protect adjacent residential zones, promote orderly
-development, and avoid traffic congestion within
the surrounding neighborhoods. All interested
parties are invited to attend the meeting to be
held at City Hall, May 17, 1977, at 7:00 p.m. For
- further information you may contact Steve Zea,
Murray City Planner, at 753-1225.
I, CHARLES A. Peeler,
will not be responsible
for any debts other than
my ovm after May 10,
1977. Charles A. Peeler.
2 Notice
HAVING A YARD Sale?
Pick-up free signs.
Murray Muffler, 7th and
Maple St.
HOUSE OF THOUSANDS, Murrays only
complete needle craft
shop Fox Meadows
South 16th Street, 7533855. 15 per cent
discount to Senior
Citizens'.

YOUNG MAN licensed
driver for handyman
work at store and resort.
Apply in person, New
Concord Grocery.
MAN WANTED over 21.
Part time night to run
store. Apply in person
New Concord Grocery.

Mechanic
Wanted
New car dealership.
and
salary
Top
benefits. Experience
and tools necessary.
Write Box 32R, Murray.

SCOTEl

MAY WHITE SALE.
designer sheets,
decorator pillows, '2
price at the Green Door
Dixieland Center on
Chestnut Street.
WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.
MISSING PERSONS,
divorce evidence, child
custody, and much
more. Private and
confidential. Gibson
County Detective
Agency, 24 hour 'answering service. Phone
901-686-8661, nights 502753-9514. P. O. Box 6444,
Milan, Tenn. 38358.
FOR
WATKINS
,Products.
Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
BELTONE
FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
$200 REWARD for information leading to
recovery of the items
mentioned stolen from
pickup truck at Wildcat
boat ramp recently.
Model 70 Winchester,
220 Swift Rifle with 8
power. Baush and Lomb
Scope, Model 29A
Marlin, 22 caliber rifle
with 4 power scope. 290
Colt CB 40 channel. Call
Calloway Sheriff, or 6536404.
MATTHEW
24:3 5
STATES: "Heaven and
earth shall pass away,
but my words shall not
pass,away.' Do YOU
read the Bible? The
Bible is God's words to
man. For further information consult your
Bible, for assistance call
753-0984. God does riot
help those who help
themselves.)
5 Lost And Found
LOST OR STOLEN - 6
month old black female
German Shepherd,
reward. Call 753-8976.
6 Help Wanted
IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS FOR 25
homemakers in Murray
area to assist in advertising campaign. Job
answering
involves
inquiries, placing ads,
etc... $200 weekly. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope for details.
Marketing Research, P
O. Box .417, Cookeville,
Tenn. 385001.

14 Want To Buy
OLD MONEY: cents,
nickels, dimes, quarters. Gold, silver, antiques. Solos Market,
69N. Cottage Grove.
5-20 ACRES within 5
Murray.
mites
of
Partially
wooded
preferred. Call 753-7820.
DARK FIRED plant bed.
Call 489-2697.

6 Help Wanted

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring'us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size
Wallets low as 24 cents,8 OPPORTUNITY x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
college preferred, sonic
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
p.jn.g ,required.
753-0035. Free parking
Rewarding _work with
lot, use our rear en- - respecteddirm. Send
trance.
brief resume, including
phone number to Box-

Drink SyStems
N.L. Rowland
- Refrigeration Sales
81 Service
is3-2125
751-4995

PROVEN PROFIT. Five
Points Amoco Service
lease.
Station
for
Contact Larry Egstrom,
753-9189 or 436-5412.

VANDERBILT
CHEMICAL
Corporation has opening for
an experienced electrical-instrument
maintenance mechanic.'
Applicant most have
minimInn of 3 years
experienee in both industrial, electricalinstrument maintenance, as well as,
experience and training
pnuematic
in
instrumentation. Company -offers excellent
starting wage with
company paid holidays,
vacation, insigance, etc.
Applicants- should call
Mr Gene D. Smith, 502'753-1926 or write Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation, Route 2. Box
54, Murray, Ky. 42071.
$200.00
WEEKLY
POSSIBLE
stuffing
envelopes. Send a selfaddressed
stamped
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises. Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437:
SEWING
machine
operators. Apply in
person Calloway
Manufacturing Company, 111 Poplar Street,
Murray.
WANT
DENTAL
assistant for local
dentist. Send resume to
P. 0. Box 32M.
ASSISTANT MANAGER
- fast food service.
Immediate opening in
Murray. Good future.
Starting salary with
opportunity for advancement: Applicant
must be married and
have experience in "food
service. Send
full
resume and picture to:
Kay Barker, P. 0. Box
1 2-4 2,
Muskogee,
Oklahoma, 74401.
EXPERIENCED
waitresses ONLY Call
753-2997.
$200.00 WEEKLY stuffing
enevelopes
already
stamped and addressed.
Free supplies. Send self
addressed
stamped
envelope - to: Diversified, 1206 Camden
Drive, Richmond, VA
23229.
WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sale's person. If interested call Gene Allen
502-442-7368, Paducah,
Ky.

15 Articles For Sale

20 Sports Equipment
SPECIAL'
SPRING
PAINT SALE. Hanna
18 FT. CONVERTIBLE
first quality Latex Satin
cruiser with 125 h.p.
Sheen, regular $8.25,
outboard motor. Must
sale $6.00 per gallon.
sacrifice moving out of
'Hanna semi-gloss
state. Priced to sell
enamel regular. $10,
quickly. Call 753-2957.
sale $8.00 per gallon.
Lumber 15' FIBERGLASS
Murray
Company, 753-3161.
Runabout. 70 h. p.
Mercury motor and
16 Home Furnishings
trailer. A-1 shape. Includes skies, jackets,
COUCH MAKES a bed.
anchor
and all extras.
Three steel lawn chairs.
$795. Call 436-5570.
Call 753-8248.
'PHILCO refrigerator'2
door with top freezer.
$85. Call 767-4781.

SMALL
5'
REFRIGERATOR, $25.
USED MFNS 3 speed , Couch, bed and 3 chairs.
Call 753-4064.
bicycle, and air conditioners. Call 753-9554.
THREE
PIECE
COINS AMERICAN and
BEDROOM SUITE.
foreign. Also old gold
With mattress and
awl sterling. Call 753springs. Call 753-8780.
9232.
PORTABLE
WATERFRONT HOME
FRIGIDAIRE
dishor lot on deep water.
washer, like new. KitWithin 20 miles of
chen sink, good conMurray. Please give
dition. Call 753-3349.
price,
location,
description, owners
phone number and
ELECTROLUX SALES
address. Mail to P. 0.
and service, Call Tony
Box'32P.
Montgomery, 753-6760
15. Articles For Sale
day or night.
SALE - ALUMINUM
ladders,6 ft. step,$11.88.
20 ft extension, $24 88•
Wallin Hardware,Paris„

PA

14 FOOT aluminum boat
with 6 h. p. Evinrude,
new and a 10 h. p.
Mercury. Trailer, oars,
and anchors. Call 4362719 before 9 a. m. or
after 6 p. m.
1973 MODEI. 14' Ebbtide
Bassmaster, 50 h. p.
Evinrude. Tilt trailer,
carpet. ;1600. Call 7532720.
14'
SALE:
FOR
CHEROKEE bottom
boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36" shaft,
Die-Hard battery, the
Complete crappie
fishing rig. Call 753-8351.
22 Musical
BALDWIN PIANOS and
Organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee.

310

3E1!

26 TV Radio
SONY TC 580 reel to reel
tape deck, Sansui RA500 reverb, • JVC 5551
stereo receiver, 240
watts,two Pioneer C§-99
speaker systems, 100
watts and two Sony
ECM-21 Microphones,
Garrard 0-100 turntable.
Must sell. Reasonable
prices. Call 753-3366 or
762-4468 ask for Dennis,
leave message.
27 Mobile Home Sales

37 Livestock

Supplies

FARMERS LIVESTOCK
Cattle Sale every Wednesday. Will inspect
your cattle on your
farm. Contact Bobby
Whitford or Jerry Pendergrass
247-1112 er
7534620
NIGHER peas FOlt IETTER
MEAT TYPE HOGS.

38 Pets

Supplies

AKC
MINIATURE
Schnauzer. Female, $50.
Call 753-3384.

ALL ELECTRIC 12 x 60
mobile home. 1974
Model. Set up on private
lot at Midway. Includes
TV toiver and antenna.
Underpinned, strapped,
and anchored. Built on
back porch. Central heat
and air conditioning.
Like new. Call 901-2328314.

AKC registered old
English Sheepdog
puppy. Also 3 year old
female St. Bernard. For
information eall 753-6412
or 753-0957 after 4 p.m.
39 Poultry

Supplies

PEAFOWL FOR sale.
$25.00 each. Call 1-5277880.
40 Produce

Strawberries
For Sale

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 75310E1

OWNERS WANT OFFER
on
this
recently
redecorated 3 bedroom
home with fireplace,
located 5 minutes from
Murray. Extra large lot
goes with house. Lot is
perfect for horses or
garden area. 'Owners
are moving and anxious
to sell. Excellent opportunity for fine buy on
a quality home. Phone
Kopperud Realty 7531222 for more information,

0414111TY REALTY CO.
337 N. Peeler, Beetle.Ay.•
527-1460
Merrey Calloway Cam%
437-401

COUNTRY
QUIET
LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Has electric
baseboard heat, carpet,
nice kitchen and family
room, refrigerator, and
built-in range. Paved
driveway and paved
basketball court. A nice
comfortable home at a
reasonable price.
$29,500. Contact Guy
Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore; 753-7724.

MODERN WELL kept 4
home on
bedroom
acreage, 3 miles from
Murray. Fruit trees,
garden and plenty of
shade. Low 30's. Call
753-7620.
HOUSE IN COUNTRY
nearly finished, 900 sq.
ft. on 3 wooded acres.
Large garden, well
septic tank, all utilities.
6"..• miles SE of Murray.
$10,000. Call 436-2173.
FOUR BEDROOM, 2/
1
2
baths, on Oaks Country
Club, golf course. Call
753-9931.
EXCEPTIONALLY
NICE house for starter
or retirement. Enjoy
country living, 2 miles
from town in this 2
bedroom brick with
large yard, big kitchen,
spacious living dining
room with fireplace.
Central heat and air.
Call 753-5208 or 753-4140.
FOR SALE - LAKE
property. Three
bedroom brick house,
double carport, large
utility room,2 full baths,
fully carpeted, central
heat and air, fireplace,
built-in cook top, dishwasher, self cleaning
oven, much more. Near
Paris Landing. Call 901686-1671, or nights call
502-753-9514.

KIRBY VACUUM, 500
Jesse Jones
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 703
Maple Street. Rebuilt
bedroom mobile home,
Sedahd Icy
vacuums, starting at
electric heat and central
$45.00. We rebuild your
328-8543
air. 28 x 32 heated
.vacuum for $29.95. Call
BY OWNER -502 N. 5th
TOBACCO AND tomato
.
work,shop. New 4" deep
753-0359, Mike Hutchens. •,CONRAb'S PIANOS.' Street. Two bedroom
'sticks. 13 cents each.
well. Water pipe to all 8
1
Organs, Kimball an,
modern home,carpeted,
18 Sewing Machines
Call 489-2126 or 435-263.
acres.
within
All
2
years
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
41. Public Sales
electric heat, draperies
and . Clark. Largest • old. Beautiful location.
USED
DUPLEX at 141 South
AIR
CON- BROTHERS SEWING
and air condition inselection in Western. Call after 6 p.m. 901-247YARD SALE, Saturday.
machine, like new, with'
DITIONER. We also buy
lOth Street. Rents for
cluded. Nicely landKentucky, 753-1424, -5457, Furfeat, Teen
904 N. 16th.
Used air conditioners.
foot pedal or knee pedal,
$100 month. Duplex'is in
scaped yard. Walking
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Dill Electric, 753-9104 or
other „attachments,
good condition. One side
distance to downtown
Mobile
29
Home
Rentals
.
Ky.
THREE PARTY Sale.
753-1551.
$75.00. Call 753-8309 after
has
been
newly
and utility offices. Very
23 Exterminating
Saturday, 7 a. m. - 2 p.
1 p. m.
decorated. For extra
economical
upkeep..
MOBILE HOMES and
m. May 14. American
income,live on one side
Ideal for widow or
mobile home spaces for
LAWN
REBUILT
Legion Hall. Two boy's
Oldest home
rent the other side. Call
retired couple. $15,000.
rent, at Riviera Courts.
- mowers. $25 and up. K
arid 1 girl's 10 speed
JOHN DEERE tractor
or eome by 105 N.- 12th,
Call 753-036 after 5 p.
owned & operated
Call 753-3280
and H Repair, 94 East.
bicycles,
car
type ridingrmower, 34
BOYD MAJORS REAL
acm. for details.
in Coiloway Co.
31 Want To Rent
cessories, household and
inch cut front mount
ESTATE, 753-8080.
miscellaneous.
AVAILABLE
Will
NOW. snow, blade, new 8 h. p.
PAYMENTS as cheap as
COUPLE WANTS to rent
-11•18.1.1
bargain.
Urethane foam. All
motor last season. Good
rent on this 3 bedroom,
house outside city
sizes, all densities. Cut
condition. $550. Call 753newly decorated house.
limits. Call 753-1495.
WALDROP
REAL ESTATE
-to your specs. West Ky. 8680 after 5 p. m.
Just right for that young
YARD SALE, Main
216 S.46 Street
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
couples first home. Only
A GARAGE for 16'
Street, Hazel, Ky. Next
753-5646
Avenue. 753-6767.
CA ALLIS CHALMER
$22,000. Also a new 4
to Gallimore fruit stand.
sailboat for next school
New Ustime Needed.
tractor and equipment.
bedroom house with lots,
year. Call 767-2065 or
Men and women clothes,
GRASS HOG cuts grass
Wide front end. Good
of extras. Must be seen
767-2336.
glassware,
household
and weeds with fish line.
tires, new paint. $1000.
to appreciate. Mid 50's.
items, Avon bottles,
Power by gasoline
44.Lots For Sale
Call 436-2448 after 4 p.
32 Apartments For Rent
Call 753-3903.
odds
and
ends.
engine. Only $149.95.
Sturday,
m.
Piton 753-3914
LOT
ON
641
South,
has
.
May 14, 8 to 4.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
1604 OLIVE STREET,
THREE
BEDROOM
well. Call 753-2567.
Duplex for rent. $150.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
frame on a large lot. 7.5
43
Real
Estate
TWO YEAR old, 5 h. p.
Carpeted, 2 bedroom,
miles East of Murray on •
needs. Call AAA Fence
LOT FOR SALE. Can
chain drive Snapper roto
unfurnished. Close to RETIRED AND looking
Irvin Cobb Road. Call
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
13th
build
house
or
set
up
tiller. Used little. Excampus. For more in436-5434.
for a place to live? Or
Paducah, Ky.
trailer. Call 753-6083 for
cellent condition. Call
formation, call 753-4451.
are you looking for
24 Miscellaneous
information.
47 Motorcycles
753-8094.
rental property? Look
GRAIN BIN Sale, prices
TWO BEDROOM furno further! Consider this
2000 INDUSTRIAL Ford 1975 INDIAN 100CC.
55 GALLON Drums.
BEAUTIFUL WOODED
include 7 h. p. Areation
nished apartment. Air
recently painted, two
tractor and loader. 1973
Excellent
Thornton Tile and
running
lake lot. Water access,
Fan. 2500
conditioned. Call 753bushel,
bedroom, house on
Chevelle wagon. White
condition. Looks sharp
- Marble. South 90, call
tennis,
swimming.
$1815.00. 3000 bushel,
3106 or 436-2671.
Near
South 10th Street. Priced
rock, decorated rock,
for a small bike. Knobby
753-5719.
Aurora. Call 1-376-5672.
$2025.00. 4500 bushel,
for any pocketbook,
rich dirt. Clifford
tires front and rear.
$2585.00. 6300 bushel,
NICE FURNLSHED and under $10,000.00. Call
46 Homes For Sale
Garrison, 753-5429 after
Asking $250.00. Call 437G. E. Washer and dryer.
$2730.00. Order your
unfurnished apart- today for an ap4 p. in.
4606 after 4 p. m. If no
white,
years old.
Super B Grain Dryers
ments. Inquire at 1414 pointment. John C.
BEDROOM
THREE
answer call 354-82222'
Excellent Condition,
from us. Agri Products,
Vine.
brick, living room and
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
RCA 25" COLOR console
_.$275. IBM electric
753-9920 or 753-3000.
den. 1k-2 baths, central
Main St., 753-0101 or
TV. Perfect color
125 CC HONDA Elsinore.
typewriter, red, exAPARTMENTS;
: • ONE
heat and air, carpet and
Brice Ratterree 753Sperti
reception,
$275.
New UP pipe, new tires,
cellent condition. $300. CONTACT WEST KY.
BLOCK from Univerdrapes, concrete drive,
5921.
sun lamp with stand,
air forks, etc. $425. Call
Small child's swing set,
Grain
Handlihg
sity. $125 per month plus
carport
metal
and
like new, $25. Antique
474-2741.
$25. Chest of drawers,
E.quipment, 1-345-2120 or.
utilities. Available May
building. Six years old.
solid oak table, Circa
$20. Wurlizter piano,
16. Call 753-5791.
345-2633 for Farm Fan
$39,000.
Broad
806
Ext.
1900 white, $25. Kin'Wilson
1972 HONDA ('B350. Good
blonde, excellent conDryers. Dealer for
Call 753-3745.
dergarten- Furniture - 20
34 Houses For Rent
condition. Call 753-1966,
dition, except needs
Baughman Grain Bins,
Insurance and Real
Feeding
American
-Wards.
turning. Call 753-0039
also your Read bin and
EXCEPTIONALLY
NICE SMALL 2 bedroom
Estate Agency, Inc,
Vangard series, heavy
after 6 p. m.
NICE house for starter
long bin. Early season
house. With carport,
vinyl
steel
molded
and
799 Sow*416 Street
on Baughman during
or retirement. Enjoy
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
refrigerator and stove
Phone 7531263
seat and backs. Ex"NEVER USED anything
country living, 2 miles
March.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
furnished.
$125
per
$5.00
cellent condition.
like it," say users of
from town in this 2
Honda 550 four with
month.
Call
489-2595.
20 Sports Equipment
each. Call 437-48(5 or
Blue lustre carpet
bedroom brick with
windjammer. Call 753A PLACE TO SWIM. You
437-4153.
large yard, big kitchen,
cleaner. Rent electric SUPER SLICK, low
2226.
AVAILABLE furnished
would open the doors to
shampooer. Big K, Bel
house for three college
spacious living dining
comfortable, private
profile new 1977 Apollo
1973 CL-175 HONDA. Low
Air Shopping Center.
room with fireplace.
girls. One block from
casual living with your
jet boats. Call 527-1436 FIREPLACE enclosure
mileage. Excellent
with glass doors and
Central heat and air.
University. Phone 753own 20 x 40 fenced
days or 527-8814 nights.
GIRL'S ROLLER skates.
condition.
mesh
Call
753-5208
4974.
All
753-4140.
screen.
•
Call 753-1590,
or
drawn
and
swimming
pool
3
Located at Edwards
1.ike new. Size 7"2 Call
if no answer -call 753sizes and finishes.
bedroom home located
Motor Co., 305 E. 4th.
753-1847.
36 For Rent Or Lease
1317.
SEVEN ROOM house, 4
$88.88 Walin Hardclose to shopping cenBenton, Ky.
acres land, by owner.
ware, Paris.
ters. This is the first
FOR LEASE - four
HI NEIGHBOR! Trier
1973
$30,000. Lynn Grove, 435YAMAHA
750
'
•
time offered and price is
MARK IV Commando,
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
Chopper. Call 753-1372
4240.
Leaving
Blue Lustre for cleaning
area.
MATTRESS
Don't
30's.
low
the
in
semi-automatic rifle. 30 CUSTOM
home with
double
ext. 33 days, ask for Bill.
carpets'? It's super!
miss out on this one!
made any size for an• shot clip. Excellent
garage,
nicely
NEW BRICK
nome
KOPPERUD
Rent electric shamPhone
campers.
tique beds or
condition. Call 753-4331.
49 Used Ears & Trucks
decorated in
Farbeautiful wooded lot or,
pooer. Western Auto,
REALTY, 753-1222. for
Buy direct and save on
mington. Lease Highway
641
2'7
miles
home of -Wishing Well
mattresses.
an appointment to see
1976 17 FT. Hydrasport
all
1969 CHEVY. Has new
purchase
option
North of Hardin. Two
Gift Shop."
this fine home.
bass
boat.
Healthopeslic or foam.
Fully
motor. Call 753-4716.
available. Call 345-2745.
car garage, city water.
equipped with -custom
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
Energy
efficient .heat 1968 CAMARO keeds
RUG 13'6" x 23'6", colortrailer. $4975. Call 7531136 South 3rd, Paducah.
ANOTHER
NE51,
pump and wood burner.
green valler. Very good
work. Call 767-2512 bet0866
Phone 1443-7323.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
LISTING. i.ovely
Call 527-1087.
condition. Includes
ween Sand 7 p. m.
retail store building on
bedroom. 1 12 bath home
padding and extra short
NEW THREE speed girls SALE - TILLERS chain
south side court square
at 1312 Kirkwood Drive.
pieces. Call 753-2501.
bicycle. $55. Call 753drive with B and S
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
A pretty den with
7765.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247engines. 3 h.p., $179.95.
fireplace that opens onto
SALE-ROTO shear.grass
2833.
a redwood deck. An
11-1:r. $199.95. Wallin
-trimmer, model 2201.
16 FT. BOAT, 85 h. p.
Hardware, Paris.
excellent
buy at only
37 Livestock Supplies
Sale price,$49.95. Wallin
To Be Given Away
Johnson Motor. Dump
$30,000. Phone Kopperud
Hardware, Paris.
trailer. Call 436-2753.
SALE -SMOKE ALARMS PERFORMANCE tested
Realty, 753-1222 for
June 18th, The Day Before
battery operated by
'2 and 3,4 blood Simmore information. We
FOR SALE - 200 ft. of
Father's Day
COMBINATION sail and
Water-Pik. $29.95.
are Murray's fastest
mental .and Mainechain link fence with 5
fishing boat, $195. See at
Wallin Hardware,Paris.
growing realty.
Anjou bulls. Only the
ft. gate. Call after 5 p.
Murray Muffler. 7th and
very best performance
rn..435-4567.
Maple St.
26 TV Radio
bulls. Selected from FIRST TIME offered...3
over 1,000. Cows are
bedroom Colonial, 1 17
AQUA SPRING water
FOR SALE - Fanon
11,2 H.P. Johnson tor sail
purifier from New
being offered for sale.
bat famillry room,large
Radio - 23 Channel.
boat, practically new.
pla
nitscaped,
Medical Techniques.
Broad Bent Farms,
Signal Kicker antenna • Cadiz, Ky. 42211. Call
Heavy duty trolling
near
oiff--Tall 753Retail $120. Sell for $75.
• brand new. $60. Cati-753- " day 235-5182,
motor. 35 h.p. Evinrude.
1492..LOR F:Tr A JOBS
Slightly used. Call 753night 235753-8676
876r, after 5:00.
Call 75348t27.
REALTORS
5170.
6564.
-•

ar-

Kelley's Termite
81 Pest Control
100 sows,

Free Recliner!
COMEIN AND
REGISTER NOW!

eB

Murray Furniture
courtsq
Mart

A.,•••••••*...1,2.40.1114414414.01RIPSZOIWT:411P4
4110

46 Homes For „sale

REALTORS

12150,CARPET, modern
at 169 Riviera Cts. Call
753-9330 after 2 p. m.

1974 DOUBLE WIDE
mobile home in Riviera
CL. Good condition.
Partially furnished.
Asking $11,500. Call 7622896 days, or 753-6776
after 5:30.

43 Real Estate

4.•••••._

4
0
1
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19 Used Cars & Trucks

DODGE, FOUR wheel
drive Adventurer Sport 1974 model. Bronze color
with plenty of extras.
Call 489-2228.

tY

es.
ell
es.
ay.

2%
itry

1974 MUSTANG II Ghia,
V-6, power and air, low
mileage. Call 753-8612 or
437-4529.
1974 FORD LTD. All
equipment. Excellent
condition. 31,000 actual
miles. Call after 5, 7533858.
.
1969 GRAND PRIX, $750.
Call 753-5566.

ter
by
les

ith
en,
ing
ce.
air.
140.

XE
• ee

irge
Os,
tral
ace,

sing
leer
901call

5th

DOM

!ries
inandking
town
Very
eep.s
or,
1,000.
5 p.

ip as
00M,

suse.
oung
Only
nv 4
I lots,
seen
50's.

30M
t. 7.5
ly on •
Call

!CC.
ling
harp
Aby
Sear.
437f no

nore.
tires,
. Call

1973
CHEVROLET
pickup. Cheyene Super.
Air and power. Red with
gray interior. -Radials,
Big block engine with
as
headers. Good
mileage. Call 437-4606
after 4 p. m. If no answer, call 354-8222.
1964 MAILBU, $375. A-1
condition. 1966 Chrysler,
$250. 1961 Chevrolet
pickup, A-1 condition.
Call 753-0170.
1973
CUTLASS
SUPREME, Good
Power
condition.
steering, brakes and air.
Maroon with White top.,
i3000. Call 753-9015.
After 4:00 call 753-6103.

19 Used Cars & Trucks

1971 FORD 'STATION
WAGON. Best offer.
Call after 3.30 p. m. 7539602.
1971 FORD TORINO, call
after 4:30, 936-5624.
1973 MONTE CARLO
Landau. One owner,
Low mileage. Loaded
with extras. $3,100. Call
753-6545.
1963 FORD pickup truck.
Small bush hog. Call 4365411,
1970 TRIUMPH. Call
after 3 p. m. 753-9407.
1974 CUTLASS Supreme.
Extra nice. A-1 condition. Call 436-5366.
1969 CAMARO, good
condition. Will accept
any reasonable offer.
Call 753-5437.
FOR SALE - 1974 Vega,
$200. Call 753-8976.
1970 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille, climate control,
cruise control, AM-FM
stereo,
tilt
and
telescoping steering
wheel, and all power .
$750.00. Call 1-354-6217.
1974 PINTO SQUIRE
wagon. Call 753-6848
after 6. Must sell.

********************4*
ABSOLUTE
*
*
491 ACRE ESTATE AUCTION!

1972 DATSUN pickup,
good condition. $1395.
1974 Vega automatic, air
condition. $1295. Call
489-2595.
1974 HONDA Civic Hatchback. 35 mpg. Excellent
shape. $1595. Call 4354413.
1962 FORD PICKUP.
$200. Call 753-4064.
MINT CONDITION. 1954
Nash Farina,4 door with
46,000 original miles.
Call 753-5208 or 753-4140.
1972 DATSUN 240-Z, good
shape, $3000. Call 7532691.
1972 VENTURA, air
V-8
condition, 307
engine, power steering,
very good condition.
$1800. Call 436-2634 after
4:30 p. m.
1972 DODGE Maxi Van.
Carpeted, radials and
mags, automatic. Call
527-8551.
19741,2 TRIUMPH TR6
white, white top, AMFM, new oversized
radials, 20,000 miles.
Excellent condition.
$4,000. Call 901-247-5137.
1974 CUTLASS Supreme.
One owner car. Extra
nice. $3,500. Call 753-1389
after 5 p. m.

*
*
*
*Guices Creek, Cumberland City, Tenn. On 'road *
*
*from State Route 13 to Cumberland City, Tn.
* NICE 1973 Montego GT.
*
*
* Reason for Sale: Settlement of estate.
factory air, , power
rE.-", Terms Described: Cash. 10% down day of Sale. *
* brakes & steering, extra
* Balance on closing.
* clean. Call' 753-0698.
*
July 1, 1977.
*
* Closing Date: On or before
*
* Possession: Day of sale.
*
.
* Improvements: ' .
*
*
*
homes,
Tenant
2
bath.
and
rooms
6
home,
* Landlords
* need of repair. Cattle barn,2tobacco barns, garage, *
*
* cribs,several other storage buildings.
*

750
-1372
Bill.
311
new
eeds
bet-

1975 SELLS Camper
Excellent condition
$1200. Call 753-0866.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward KenLake. Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
Clean used campers.
Open 7 days per week.
Call 753-0605.
1976 171, PROWLER
travel trailer, fully self
contained. Sleeps 6.
With jack and battery.
Call 527-1181.
WHEELCAMPER
1971
popup,sleeps 8, slide out
stove and icebox. With
openfng cabinet from
outside. Call 753-9610 or
753-0843.

51. Services Offered

51. SOINICtS

LICENSED ELECTRICAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
DOZER, LOADER
backhoe work. Grading,
hauling, and bushFree
hogging.
kstimates. Call 436-23E12
STOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-1090.
NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 7534707.
KIRBY Carpet Care
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call Mike Hutchens, 753-0359.

51 Services Offered
GLASS WORK, mirrors,
aluminum store fronts,
auto glass, plexiglass,
plate and window glass.
M and G Complete
Glass,753-0180.
white
DRIVEWAYS
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
753-8381.
WILL BABYSIT in rnj
home for infants 1 yea]
or under. Call 767-2555

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating
Call 474-8841.

* DBCRIPTION: 411 ortstosiding acres being sold isi eat tract. This *
*
*farm kfreseard, cress fenced, watered by ponds. Galas Creek with *
**My of swimming holes flews throne farm a lino year Irma! *
* creek. Large cattle mails scattered over farm seam Modred with *
* flab. Farm hoe appz. 65 acres creek buttes greyed with max. $04
*ecro.1 of ossomerrt from Berkley Lake. By A. S. C. S. mil meg ni *
:
*acres of cropland. Beth barley and dirt alletneeats. fern now sown
*in perwieneat grasses for cattle. leek this fano over. Nasal berm *
* limed mod fertilized in past 7 years, me bow it is endwise new. *
*Needs very littel ettsailea. Lots, Its suarketable timber. App.. 1 *
*
* mile reed heritage.
*

ROY HARMON FOR
Cabinets, Remodeling,
Mill work, Furniture
repair, combination
windows and doors. Call
753-4124.
K AND H REPAIR - 94
East. Phone 753-3323
Lawn mower and small
engine. 1 day service

51. &MOS

Offered

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
I. & M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call753-1537.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
WILT, HAUL LIME or
vi bite rock or sand. Call
756763, Roger Hutson,
753-4545.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.
:ARPET CLEANING
very
experienced,
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
PAINTING interior and
exterior. Commercial or
Also
residential.
drywall finishing
h0•,•
free estimate.
Atkins Paintim
4534.

1)ISTRIB.UTOR POLAROID
KODAK
KEYSTONE
EVEREADY
WANTED
HOLSON ALBUMS
WESTINGHOUSE

51 Services Offered

Offered

HOME REPAIR, painting and brick work
Free estimates. Call
anytime 753-5399.
BY
GUTTERING
SEARS, Sears seamless
gaters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Dong Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

* Administrators: Leonard Thomas and Thurman *
*
* Wilson.
*
*
*
*
:
* Announcement day of sale will have precedence
*
over printed matter.
:
*
*
Auctioneer:
*
*
548
Lic.
Bogard,
Ed "Bogie"
*
*
*
615-2324221
*
*
*
Inez Keel, Aff. Broker
*
*
615-232-7645
*
*

AUCTION

PUBLIC AUCTION
Tuesday, May 17,
10:00 A. N.

Alexander Real Estate
& Auction Sales
Ike* I AlsKonler
111741%111

han

Siding and Trimming.
Fur free estinelec

4924879

LICENSE
ELECTRICIAN and gas inwill, do
stallation
plumbing, heating and
,ewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

FOR BEST prices on nevi
and old painting. Cali
753-5252, 753-0736 or 4354194.

FREE - 10 week old:
_puppies. Cal 436-2634;
after 4:30.

ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.

SAVE!
SAVE!
20 Mile
Free Deliver
es
' $42$.00 up, them& ready re rm. Also pescul,yea
low is $300.00. I 1 op to 24',IA staadenl, bat riN vocal
any size iseisilesi. See zews best fee less
CUSTOM MilLT POITABLI BUILDINGS 753-09114

WILL DO any kind of
hauling, also garbage in
country. At the lowest
prices. Call 753-9685.
SMALI,SIZE dozer - ideal
for spreading, leveling,
backfilling. Call 753-7370
or 753-7570.
AERIAL APPLICATION
- Fertilizing, seeding,
and
herbicides
pesticides. Battles Ag.
,,Serviee. Call 489-2414 or
901-642-0712-

AUCTION SALE
FRIDAY MAY 13th, 10£. M.
At the late Walter Gore Farm. Four miles north of
Kirksey, Ky. Two miles South of Highway 80, on
Highway 299. Will sell large lot of glass, china,
cooking utensils, lamps, pictures, odd pieces of furniture, small appliances, 17 ft. chest type home
freezer, linens, handmade quilts, attics and outbuildings piled full of collector items, collected for
'lifeto 70 years, kitchen cabinet, pie safe,cedar chest,
old glass, jugs, cast iron items, quilts, feather beds,
kettle, team tools and -gear, lots more goodies.
Sharp 1949 T. 0. 20 Furguson tractor, plow, disc,
cultivator, mower, 2 row drill, -Case rubber tire
. wagon, roto tiller, 7 h. p. Huffy riding mower, shatT.
1968 Chevy Impala, 4 door, power steering, air,,
brakes, drives, runs perfect. 42 thousand miles.
This is a good country sale. Car and tractor sells 12
noon. For information call:

Chester and Miller
Auction Service
435-4126 or 435-4144
Lynn Grove, Ky.

*AUCTION SALE

Murray Furniture
Mart

753-4578
Buy Your
Merchandise At

where you get

90 Days
Some As Cash
MO, Approved Cred

TV SERCCE
CENTER
Cec

'OpplrIg

Con ter

,

Phone 75 3 5865

Today's Feature Home
For Moe Information
Call Us 753-8676

Auction Sale

/14•111SS

Shorty McBride

TRACT NO. 6: 60'x120' brick commerical Butler building situated on large
acreage that runs to water's edge. It has kitchen, gas heat, and men's and
ladies' rooms. It would be suitable for development of overnight campgrounds,
restaurant,supper club. Acating rink, and various other enterprises.
TRACT NO. 3: This 4-unit building is well-constructed, in good condition, and
each unit has 1 room with full bath, electric heat, and is completely furnished.
This building could be converted easily to a duplex or a single family unit. Also
located on this lot are two small completely furnished cabins.
TRACT NO. 2: Modern 3 bedroom brick home with living room,lcitchen. bath,
electric heat, fully furnished. Also situated on this large lot is a two story combination restaurant and living quarters-building and a community bathroom
living room, kitchen, bath,
TRACT NO. 4: Modern 3 bedroom brick home with
lot is a small guest cotlarge
this
on
situated
Also
fully,furnished.
electric heat,
tage.
TRACT NO. bi- This large lot has a good garage bwiaing suitable tor boat
storage or many other uses.
Also 22 lots to be sold individually. These beautiful lots are near water's edge.
and range in size from 80' x 190' to 123' x 172'. Two of these lots front on Highway58 and would be suitable for commercial or residential use These high and dry,
well-drained lots certainly deserve your inspection.
This property is in an idealiyacation spot: no steep IFKiiiiktS, -gradual slope
from cottages and lots to 'water, quiet and relaxing. Conveniently located on
good road near all recreational facilities good restaurants, shopping area,(lilaches..and amphitheatre.
This resort is doing a good business and you have the opporturutN, tohu
whatever part you wish.
If you are seeking a building lot, you will find no better on Kentucky Fake
There will be a representative on the grounds two weeks prior to sale day. and
he will have all maps, surveys, and other pertinent information pertaining to
this property for your inspection. Also. We will be happy to assist you in !flaking
your financial arrangements.
•
.4
TERMS: 20% down day of sale, balance on delivery of deed within 30 da:i,

-SURVEY: Will be furnished with each tract
Three bedroom, two bath home just listed.
Located 1m nice corner lot on West side of
Murray Backyard fenced and large outside
storage building, central heat and air. Priced to
sell fast

®KOPPERUD
REALTY

m

$247 Auctioneer

Ph. 753-1222

1111/11111110

TRACT NO. 1: Doct consists of 13' x 36' building with show case, drink box,
350 gallon minnow tank,20 boat slips with walkways, all safety equipment, cash
register. Also 9 boats, 6 motors, gasoline tank and pump, 7 picnic tables, and
other equipment included. Doing Good business. Also included with boat dock
, d is a 1967 10'x50' 2 bedroom, full bath, completely furnished mobile
hod elan
anm

POSSESSION: With Deed. •

Every Friday Night
641 Auction House,
Paris, Tenn.
This week we'll be selling bedroom suites, living
room suite, dinette set, 30" electric range,
refrigerator, air conditioner, high oak bed, old
kitchen cabinet, half size bed, lamps, trupks,
tables, chairs, ox yoke, quilt box, chest of
drawers, brides basket and other glass dishes,
lots more.

KENTUCKY LAKE
Saturday, May 14, 1977, 10:00 A.M.
LOCATION: Located on Highway 68, 2. miles Northeast of Route U.6 miles Northeast of Benton, Ky., 27 miles Southeast of Paducah, 8' 1 water miles South of
Kentucky Dam', in Marshall Monty, Kentucky.

This property will be sold in tracts. Sellers reserve the right to combine any
or all tracts.

Shingle roofs installed, $26.50 per
square. Hot built-up roof, new roofs
and old roofs, roof repair. All work
guaranteed. Free estimates.

( Up To 2 Years)

%oda AlimadKr

1
114/?1,
al1
MK.131101111.LIS SIPKICI IA? CANS NW PRIM TO

;76'

Young's
Roofing Company

FREE
FINANCING
No Interest

Marvin E. Alexander, Auctioneer
Lic. No.67
Martin, Tn.
Off. 239 University St. Ph:587-4244
t

LAWRENCE
All SON

MOBILE HOME AN-_,
CHORS, underpinning;:
.
awnings, roofs sealed;:
and Alcoa aluminum
hove siding & trim. Call'
Jack Glover, 753-1873
after 5 or .weekends.

Complete resort con,sisting of approximately 15 acres, three 2-room cottages,
two 5-room cottages, 4-unit motel, restaurant building, 60' x 120' commercial
building and lot, one mobile home, 20 building lots, commercial boat dock.

TV Service Center

Rain or Shine
Paris, Tennessee
Sale will be held in the buidling formerly known as
Shelton's Market, 104 Tyson Avenue, Paris, Tennessee, second building south of the intersection of
Tyson Avenue (Nighway 79) and Nighway 54.

Mr. Joe Shelton has closed his market and leased his
building; and, therefore, he is selling his fixtures at
motion. The compressors of these units are in good
eenditioi and have been under cover since installation. Maki plans to attend this sale and be on
time.
For More Information Contact:
Mr. Joe Shelton
Paris, Tennessee 901-642-2232
or

*PRESCRIPTIONS
•HOSPIT At SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSME11( s
.HoLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUC TS

May 14, 1:00 p.m.
Near Kentucky Lake

Auctioneer - Jack Colson
Realtors - Peel & Holland, Inc.
527-8621

Hussmann 16' ice cream case with 3 shelves; 7x10
frozen food freezer building with Copelametic Compressor-Building is outside of market and can be
moved as a unit; refrigerated cooler box with 3
doors, excellent condition; 24' Sherer meat display
case, model 3910C; Hussmann 16' dairy case - 4
shelves; Hussmann 16' produce case - double
decker type; Sherer frozen food bar, model 4808;
dry produce case; York 5 ton water cooled airconditioner with water reservoir; 2-check-out counters; cutting table; wrapping table with 16 drawers:
2 Pe-erless gas overhead heaters, propane type with
blowers; frozen food box; 28' metal wall adjustable
shelving - 5 and 6 selves.

Furches Jewelry 753-at.15

WALLIS DRUG

*
Off. 1 Mile North of Bever. Tn.
*
*
sell. S. 79
*
*
*
615-232-5150
***************************4

*
*
*
*
*

Bogard Realty
& A uction Co.

Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
Stone Setting
Prompt Service

Villitk

YARD

done' Call 767-2524 or
767-3883.

MALCOLM CREEK RESORT ON

Prime farm land or development land. 30-acres
more or less with 850+ feet road frontage on
Highway 94,Smiles west of Kentucky Lake and 9
miles east of Murray. An extra nice 3,000 square
feet brick eanch style house plus a small cottage
and storage building. It also has an old log barn,
orchard, chain link fence, paved drive. The
acreage is nearly all tillable and was in beans
last year.Shown by appointment.
Terms - 10% down the day of sole, the remainder
within 30-days
Announcements day of sale take precedence
over printed matter.

*
*
*
**

FIRESTONE 60ILD1NG SINCE 1946
162 N 3rd St . Columbus. Ohio 43215

NEED

51. Services Offered

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.

WET BASEMENT? We
- matte wet - birs-ernenU
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone -day or
night 442-7026.

FIRESTONE PHOTO CO.,

Oi Writs

113 5 4th

STORE FIXTURES
Low
[lent
.1590,
753-

50 Campers

3I° 3E)

a,e -laded riiH or part tree to Os
,
Per
Me,ftr,bute world-tamo•is or-Doak tom arc other photo products .
through company estabhshed ,ocatrons Make th.s your
year tor ,ndependeNcer$499S 00iniettment GparaciT8e0-12-,
1968 CATALINA, good" 'YOUNGBLOOD
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY=
month merchand•se repurchase agreemen1
Saturday, May 14, 1977-1000 a.m. Sharp .: fishing car. $100. Call
ROOFING, or roof
of any kind Phone 753A614-228-1751
Collett
or
R*01-800448-1200
(Ton
*
Marlin
Farm,
Mr.
Thomas
Hill
John
repair. Call 436-2712. - CALL
Location: at the late
767-4252 day or night.
9753
EST
pm
I
to
m
a
9
Sal
m
p
6
to
m
a
9
Fruday
to
Monday

*
*
*

Good
-1966,

duro.
1975
with
753-

.4,

4

TIMES, Wetleasday, Noy 11, 1977

711 Main

_
DEEDS: Sellers'willfurnish a general warranty deed and deed tax. Opinion of
title will be at buyer's expense
OWNERS: Edward and Esther Eckert, Route 4, Benton, Ky. Phone (5O2354-6496

C.W. Shelton Real Estate
It Auction Co.
730 Paris Road
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Phone: Office (502)247-1385, Nome (502) 247-7514
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TR EAS
BUILDING

CENTER
1313 Poplar Benton, Kentucky.

The friendly people at TREAS BUILDING CENTER cordially invite you to help us celebrate our

GRThA
M
O
)
P
E
N
I
N
G
urs., Fri.,Sat. May12-13-14
OVER $4,000 IN FREE PRIZES
GRAND PRIZE
$1,000 In MerchandReis
tail e
FREE REFRESHMENTS
*FREE PRIZES

* FREE GIFTS
Visit These ALL NEW Departments
'TREAs
BUILDING
CENTER

*Electrical
*Plumbing
*Kitchens
*Baths
*Lumber
*Paneling

*Paint Center
*Decorating Center
*Shelf Shop
*Lawn & Garden
*Lighting Center
*Floor Covering

'Ard

After 93 years of business we ores .t to you,
"THE BUILDING SUPERt...ARKET"
featuring self selections with trained personnel
for your personal service and assistance. We
feature all modern departments, hardware, plumbing,
electriccd, paints, glass,lawn and garden products,
building products and complete decorating center.

'41111m..0110
*

STORE HOURS:

Mon.-Thurs. 7 AM-5 PM
Fri. - 7 AM - 8 PM
Sat. - 8 AM - 5 PM

Since 1884 This Areas
Largest
Building Center

••••••=•-•
••••

"roormor...e*

